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Three approaches toward efficient and predictive turbulent combustion modeling are
investigated in this dissertation. The first approach focuses on the development of locally reduced
chemistry and advanced solvers for efficient time integration of stiff chemical kinetic systems. In
particular, a numerical technique using dynamic adaptive chemistry (DAC) with splitting schemes
is developed and demonstrated in one-dimensional (1-D) premixed flames. A sparse stiff chemistry
solver based on dynamic adaptive hybrid integration (AHI) and sparse matrix techniques (AHI-S),
and an iterative uncoupled quasi-steady-state (IU-QSS) method for improved stability of explicit
solvers, are further developed and shown to be more computationally efficient than other chemistry
solvers in various flame configurations. In the second approach, a computational diagnostic tool,
namely the chemical explosive mode analysis (CEMA), is extended to account for the interactions
between chemical reactions and transport processes. Different local combustion modes, including
the auto-ignition, diffusion-assisted ignition, and extinction modes, are demarcated by projecting
the chemical and transport source terms to the chemical explosive mode. A criterion based on the
local combustion modes is proposed to distinguish between two premixed flame propagation
modes, that is the auto-ignition and diffusion-controlled deflagration waves, respectively. The new
criterion is validated in 1-D premixed flames and 2-D homogeneous charge compression ignition

Chao Xu – University of Connecticut, 2018
(HCCI) systems. CEMA-based diagnostics are then employed to investigate the local structures of
strongly turbulent premixed n-dodecane flames, and to understand the propagation modes and
stabilization mechanisms of a turbulent lifted dimethyl ether (DME) jet flame, based on direct
numerical simulation (DNS) data. The third approach is to construct a dynamic adaptive
combustion modeling framework for turbulent flames that involve both premixed and nonpremixed features. CEMA is adopted as a flame segmentation tool, and appropriate sub-models
are assigned on-the-fly to different flame zones. The proposed modeling framework is tested in a
turbulent lifted n-dodecane spray flame using large eddy simulations (LES). The new model is
found to predict the ignition delay and lift-off length more accurately compared with the low-cost
flamelet models, while the overall computational cost can be substantially reduced compared with
the high-cost regime-independent models that incorporate finite rate chemistry.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
Combustion is a fundamental process of energy conversion and has been playing an
irreplaceable role in the civilization, leading to revolutionary developments in almost every aspect
of our lives. The world’s primary energy source is from the combustion of fossil fuels, including
coal, petroleum, natural gas, etc. According to the International Energy Agency [1], fossil fuels
have contributed to more than 80% of the global energy consumption in 2017, which will remain
in a similar level in the foreseeable future despite the rapid growth in renewable energy sources.
On the other hand, combustion also produces a significant amount of air pollutants, which are
considered responsible for climate change (e.g., carbon dioxide) and can threaten human health
(e.g., carbon monoxide, sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides, and particulate matter) [2]. Therefore, there
is an urgent need to improve fuel efficiency and to reduce pollutant emissions. These goals can be
achieved by improving designs of combustion devices, e.g., by utilizing such new combustion
technologies as homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) [3], premixed compression
ignition (PCI) [4], and moderate or intense low oxygen dilution (MILD) combustion [5].
Combustion however is a challenging subject due to the complex chemical kinetics and
transport processes involved. In practical fuels, the pyrolysis and oxidization processes can involve
more than hundreds of species and thousands of chemical reactions, resulting in difficulties in both
flame diagnostics and numerical computations [6].
Besides, depending on how fuel and oxidizer are mixed, combustion can take place in
premixed, non-premixed, or partially-premixed configurations, in which chemistry and transport
may play vastly different roles, resulting in the need of different combustor designs. In addition,
the presence of turbulence in most practical combustors can result in complex local flame features
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and dynamics. Significant progress has been made in experimental studies of both premixed [7–
13] and non-premixed [14–17] turbulent flames, where instantaneous and time-averaged
scalar/vector fields, such as velocity, temperature, and concentrations of a limited set of chemical
species, are typically measured to gain diagnostic information for the flow and flame processes.
With the rapid increase in computational power and the implementation of massively
parallel architectures, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has become an important approach to
understand turbulence and combustion in the past several decades. A direct approach for
simulations of turbulent reacting flows is the direct numerical simulation (DNS) [18–20], which
solves the full Navier-Stokes equations and resolves the smallest length scales in turbulence and
flames. However, due to the high computational cost, DNS is limited to relatively small domains
or low Reynolds numbers [21]. In comparison, the Reynold-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
method, solves time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations while depending on models to close the
equations. RANS models such as the k- model [22] are widely adopted in practical CFD
simulations due to the substantially lower computational cost. The RANS models however cannot
capture the information on the fluctuations and typically features low fidelities. The large eddy
simulation (LES) solves the spatially filtered Navier-Stokes equations with the large eddies
resolved and small eddies modelled. The computational cost of LES models is typically higher
than that of the RANS models due to the more restrict requirements in spatial and temporal
resolutions. In recent years, LES becomes more and more popular in both academic research and
industrial applications [23,24]. Most closure models in RANS and LES are specifically developed
either for premixed or non-premixed flames and are applicable only for a limited set of flame
features [25], while turbulent combustion may simultaneously involve a variety of flame features
such as ignition, extinction, and reaction front propagation, and therefore expensive detailed
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chemistry and advanced turbulent combustion models are required to capture or to predict such
flame features.
Motivated by the above challenges, the work in this dissertation is focused on three aspects
of turbulent combustion simulations. First, reduced chemistry and advanced stiff chemistry solvers
are developed to dramatically accelerate the turbulent combustion simulations. Second, robust and
computationally efficient diagnostic tools are developed to extract key physical information from
DNS data. Third, a dynamic adaptive modeling approach is developed to integrate different
turbulent combustion models in complex flame configurations.

1.2. Background
1.2.1. Detailed Chemistry for Predictive Combustion Simulations
Detailed chemical kinetics is important for predictive simulations of turbulent flames,
which can involve such limit phenomena as ignition and extinction, and pollutant emissions. The
large number of species and reactions, and the wide range of time scales, in the detailed chemical
kinetics render it computationally expensive for large-scale flame simulations [26], which solve
the following governing equations:
,

(1-1)

where D/Dt is the material derivative,

is the vector of local dependent variables including

temperature and species concentrations,

is the chemical source term and is the non-chemical

source term, such as molecular diffusion. The chemical source term

is a linear combination of

the rates for all the elementary reactions which are non-linear functions of temperature and local
mixture composition.
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A variety of methods have been developed to accelerate flame simulations with large
detailed chemical kinetics, including skeletal reduction [27,28,37–45,29–36], dynamic adaptive
chemistry [46–55], dimension reduction [56,57,66,58–65], storage/retrieval methodologies [67–
72], and cell agglomeration methods [73–76].
Skeletal reduction is to eliminate unimportant species and reactions such that the sizes of
detailed chemical kinetic models can be significantly reduced while retaining reasonable accuracy.
A variety of numerical methods have been developed for this purpose, including sensitivity
analysis [35,36], principle component analysis (PCA) [37,38,77], detailed reduction [39], the
directed relation graph (DRG) method [27,41,78], DRG with expert knowledge (DRGX) [28],
DRG-based methods such as DRG with error propagation (DRGEP) [43] and the path flux analysis
(PFA) [45], the linearized error propagation model [33], the betweenness centrality (BC) concept
[32], and global pathway selection algorithm (GPS) [34]. Due to the linear time reduction and
effective error control, the DRG-based methods have been widely adopted as the first reduction
step of large detailed mechanisms [79]. Skeletal reduction approaches combining the DRG-based
methods and sensitivity analysis, such as DRG-aided sensitivity analysis (DRGASA) [42,80] and
DRGEP with sensitivity analysis (DRGEPSA) [44], have been also developed to generate
minimum-sized yet still accurate global skeletal models that are valid for a wide range of flame
conditions.
In contrast to global skeletal model reduction, the dynamic adaptive chemistry (DAC)
method [46,47] is another approach to apply locally valid skeletal models to reduce the overall
computational cost, and has been successfully applied in simulations of internal combustion (IC)
engines [47,48,81] and other turbulent flames [49,51,52]. DAC can be achieved through either the
DRG-based methods [50,51] or other methods with effective error-control [54,55].
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Dimension reduction is to identify and utilize a low-dimensional manifold in the
composition space, which typically results from the species with short timescales. The dimension
reduction approaches include the canonical quasi-steady-state approximation (QSSA) [82] and
partial-equilibrium approximation (PEA) [83]. In spite of their relative ease of applications, the
two concepts are difficult to be distinguished from one another in complex chemical kinetic
systems, and a more systematic approach has been developed based on computational singular
perturbation (CSP) which decouples the fast and slow chemical modes by using an iterative
refinement procedure [60,61,84]. The intrinsic low-dimensional manifolds (ILDM) [62] approach
is based on eigen-analysis and ignores the time dependence of the Jacobian, and assumes that the
reaction rates in the direction of the fast modes vanish in a transient period. However, the
computationally expensive eigen-decomposition in CSP and ILDM may significantly affect the
computational efficiency when applied on large chemical kinetic models. Other methods
include rate-controlled constrained equilibrium (RCCE) [59], the invariant constrained
equilibrium edge manifold using the pre-image curve (ICE-PIC) [63], etc.
A representative storage/retrieval method is the in-situ adaptive tabulation (ISAT) [70,71],
which has been demonstrated in various flame configurations [52], especially in applications of
the probability density function (PDF) methods. ISAT creates an online table for solution storage
and retrieval to achieve high computational efficiency. It is expected that the performance of ISAT
deteriorates when the percentage of retrievals is low, e.g., in simulations of transient auto-ignition
processes in compression ignition engines. On the other hand, cell agglomeration methods, such
as the multi-zone models [75,76], group computational cells with similar thermochemical
properties based on such variables as temperature and the equivalence ratio, such that the overall
computational cost for solving chemistry is no longer proportional to mesh size. Although multi-
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zone models work well on simulating reacting flows with small inhomogeneity, such as HCCI, its
capability on simulating strongly turbulent flames are limited [24].
Table 1-1. Methods for efficient implementation of detailed chemistry.
Category

Representative Methods

Features

Skeletal reduction

DRG [27], DAC [46]

Linear reduction time, good error control

Dimension reduction

CSP [60], RCCE [59]

Removes stiffness, can be computationally
expensive for large mechanisms

Storage/retrieval

ISAT [70], PRISM [72]

Efficiency may depend on the flame type

Cell agglomeration

Multi-Zone [75]

Accuracy may depend on the flame type

The methods for efficient implementation of detailed chemistry and their corresponding
features are summarized in Table 1-1. In the above-mentioned methods, a time-accurate
integration scheme for Eq. (1-1) is key. Due to the short timescales of highly reactive radicals,
chemical stiffness remains a critical issue in skeletal models. Thus, the conventional low-cost
explicit solvers, such as the explicit Runge-Kutta methods, become prohibitive because extremely
small time steps, e.g., 10-12 ~ 10-9 s, are required to achieve numerical stability. In contrast, the
implicit solvers, such as the backward differential formula (BDF), are typically employed in
solving stiff chemistry with relatively large time steps, e.g., 10-8 ~ 10-5 s. For general ordinary
differential equations (ODE) and differential algebraic equations (DAE) for chemical kinetic
problems, software packages based on implicit solvers have been developed including, for
example, the SUNDIALS package [85] developed in Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
and the DAEPACK software [86] developed in the Process Systems Engineering Laboratory at
the MIT. Common features of these software packages include the automatic time-step control
based on local error estimation, high-order schemes, and user-friendly interfaces to CFD codes.
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However, the implicit solvers can be computationally expensive, particularly when the
large detailed kinetic models are incorporated, as the implicit solvers require operation-intensive
Jacobian evaluations and factorizations, in contrast to explicit solvers involving only rate
evolutions. For example, for a detailed chemical kinetic model with N species and I reactions, the
computational costs, for each integration step, required for individual components involved in a
conventional implicit solver, are shown in Table 1-2. Recognizing that
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[6] for most

detailed chemical kinetic models, it is seen that in the limit of large N, i.e., for large kinetic models,
the computational cost scales as
and as

in Jacobian evaluation through numerical differentiation,

in Jacobian factorization, while that of a typical explicit solver, e.g., the forward

Euler method, scales as

. To optimize Jacobian evaluation and factorization, approaches such

as the analytic Jacobian method [6] and sparse matrix techniques [87] can be integrated into
existing solvers.
Table 1-2. Per-time step computational cost of individual
component in implicit solvers.
Component

Computational cost

Rate evaluation
Jacobian evaluation
(through numerical differentiation)
Jacobian factorization
(LU decomposition)
Back substitution

For multi-dimensional chemically reacting flows, operator-splitting schemes [88,89] are
commonly employed to split the governing equations into sub-equations, with each sub-equation
capturing a portion of the physics in the system. The solution of each sub-equation can then be
decoupled. However, as shown in Refs. [90,91], splitting schemes may induce large splitting errors
7

at certain flame conditions. Fully coupled flow solvers for low Mach number turbulent reacting
flows, e.g., the semi-implicit iterative methods using either the diagonal approximation to the
chemical Jacobian [92] or an approximately factorized exact Jacobian [93], have also been
developed. The assumptions made to the Jacobian matrix, however, may reduce the accuracy of
the methods presented in Refs. [92,93], and thus stiff chemistry solvers with improved
computational efficiency are still needed.
As part of this work, the combined used of DAC and operator-splitting schemes will be
investigated in Chapter 2; new advanced chemistry solvers will be developed to improve the
computational efficiency in both implicit and explicit chemistry solvers in Chapter 3.

1.2.2. Computational Diagnostics of Complex Turbulent Flames
A neat and efficient computational diagnostic tool for high-fidelity DNS datasets can
bridge the gap between the governing physics and predictive turbulent combustion modeling.
Many of the conventional computational diagnostic approaches employ empirical or semiempirical criteria, e.g., based on temperature or arbitrarily selected species concentrations [94,95].
However, the successfulness of such criteria depends on the controlling chemical species and
reactions that are sensitive to flame configurations, inlet and boundary conditions, the type of fuels,
etc. Therefore, criteria applicable to one flame configuration may fail in others, and it is difficult
to develop a rigorous and universal criterion for different flames, leading to undesirable manual
calibrations.
To eliminate the need in extensive human interactions, automated computational
diagnostic tools have been developed in the past few decades. A straightforward method is the
sensitivity analysis [96,97] which can be performed either locally or globally. The global
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sensitivity analysis is basically a trial and error brute-force method to identify important
parameters or processes, while the local sensitivity analysis is focusing on the local sensitivity
matrix. However, the high computational cost associated with the repetitive full solution
calculations, the large number of parameters, and the high-dimensionality nature of the detailed
chemical kinetics, makes the sensitivity analysis only work on low-dimensional reactors and
flames, or on small to moderate detailed kinetic models.
A more systematic computational diagnostic is the CSP concept, which was initially
developed for solving stiff ODEs [60,84]. Valorani et al. [98], Najm et al. [99], and Prager et al.
[100] extended CSP to analyze the flow-flame interactions in complex laminar flame
configurations, and three types of CSP modes, namely the exhaust modes, the dormant modes, and
the active modes, were identified and investigated. Gupta et al. [101,102] and Pal et al. [103]
developed a criterion based on the importance index of temperature for the slow dynamics in the
context of CSP to identify auto-ignition regimes in HCCI combustion with weak turbulence.
Recently, a tangential strain rate (TSR) method was formulated by Valorani et al. [104,105],
focusing on the most “energy-containing” direction of the local chemical kinetic system. However,
there is no clear evidence showing the relevance of the CSP-modes and TSR to the ignition process.
To delineate the controlling processes that are relevant to ignition and extinction processes,
a bifurcation analysis [106] focusing on the bifurcation points in steady state perfectly-stirred
reactors (PSRs) was also developed. Based on the eigen-analysis of the full Jacobian, the
bifurcation analysis accounts for both chemical and mixing source terms, and therefore can
pinpoint the most important processes, such as reactions or mixing, which govern the ignition or
extinction dynamics.
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For general diffusive systems, a chemical explosive mode analysis (CEMA) has been
proposed by Lu et al. [107–109] based on eigen-analysis of the local chemical Jacobian. The
chemical explosive modes (CEM) were found to be important for the ignition process [110,111],
which makes CEMA fundamentally different from other approaches such as CSP and TSR. The
features of CEMA and other computational diagnostics are summarized in Table 1-3. Moreover,
CEM is a local chemical property and can interact with other processes such as diffusion, resulting
in different flame regimes, e.g., the propagation modes in premixed flame, and flame stabilization
mechanisms in partially premixed flames. CEMA has been extensively validated and applied to a
variety of multi-dimensional flame configurations, including partially-premixed lifted jet flames
[107,112,113], temporally evolving non-premixed jet flames [114,115] and HCCI combustion
[116–118]. CEMA has been proved to be a robust computational diagnostic for critical flame
features such as ignition points, premixed reaction fronts, non-premixed flames, local
extinction/ignition events, and cool flames etc.
Table 1-3. Features of available computational diagnostic tools.
Method

Features

Sensitivity analysis (global) [96]

Identifies important parameters or processes through
repetitive calculations of the full solution

Sensitivity analysis (local) [97]

Identifies important parameters or processes through the
sensitivity matrix

CSP [60,84]

Investigates the dynamics of the fast and slow modes through
singular perturbation and iterative refinement

TSR [104,105]

Investigates the most “energy-containing” mode based on the
chemical Jacobian and normalized source terms

Bifurcation analysis [106]

Investigates the controlling processes on the PSR bifurcation
points through eigen-decomposition of the full Jacobian

CEMA [107–109]

Investigates the chemical explosive modes through eigendecomposition of the chemical Jacobian
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As a goal of this work, CEMA will be extended to distinguish between different local
combustion modes in Chapter 5. CEMA and the analysis of local combustion modes will be then
applied to different flame configurations, including turbulent premixed flames in Chapter 6, and
turbulent partially-premixed flames in Chapter 7, to provide additional insights for potential
improvements in turbulent combustion modeling.

1.2.3. High-Fidelity Turbulent Combustion Modeling
In turbulent combustion modeling, one of the most demanding tasks is to model the
chemical source term

involving turbulence-chemistry interactions (TCI) in time-averaged

(in RANS) or spatially-filtered (in LES) form of Eq. (1-1), as the equality of
does not hold in many cases due to the strong nonlinearity of

simply

[119]. Techniques for modeling

have been the focus of numerous previous studies, with prominent examples such as the
flamelet models [120,121,130,131,122–129], the conditional moment closure model (CMC) [132–
134], the eddy dissipation concept (EDC) [135], and the transported PDF methods [136,137].
Comprehensive reviews of turbulent combustion modeling have been provided by Veynante et al.
[138], by Pitsch [139] in the context of LES, by Rutland [24] for IC engine applications, and by
Gicquel et al. [21] for gas turbine combustion.
Flamelet models, typically assume a very-low-dimensional manifold (e.g., one-, two-, or
three-dimensional) in the high-dimensional composition space, such that the solution can be pretabulated with a few variables, e.g., mixture fraction (Z) or progress variable (C), to significantly
reduce the computational cost. Flamelet models have been formulated either for premixed or nonpremixed flames. Premixed flamelet models [120–124,131] are typically based on onedimensional (1-D) laminar strained or unstrained premixed flames and a user-defined progress
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variable. For example, in the G-equation model [120] and the flame surface density (FSD) models
[123], the laminar flame speed is employed as a model input, while in the flamelet generated
manifold (FGM) method [124], the whole 1-D solution is tabulated. Non-premixed flamelet
models, such as the steady laminar flamelet (SLF) model [128], the flamelet progress variable
(FPV) model [129,130], are typically based on 1-D opposed-flow non-premixed flames. Unsteady
effects can be accounted for by adding an additional dimension to the low-dimensional manifold,
e.g., in the unsteady FPV (UFPV) model [140] and the tabulated flamelet model [141].
A major advantage of the flamelet models is the low computational cost, as the expensive
finite-rate chemistry evaluations are only solved in the pre-processing step involving 1-D flames.
For example, a recent study [142] incorporated detailed chemical kinetic models with more 2000
species using a unsteady tabulated flamelet model for predictive engine simulations. Applications
of flamelet models, however, can be limited in several aspects: 1) extensive pre-calibration is
required for each flame condition; 2) the underlying low-dimensional manifold assumption may
break down when strong turbulence penetrates into and destroy the flame structure; 3) they are
difficult to be applied to problems involving multiple streams, multiple regimes (e.g., premixed
and non-premixed flames), or heat loss (such as radiation).
CMC provides a statistical approach by solving the conditional variables with presumed
PDFs. Despite the similar assumption to the flamelet models that the fluctuations in the chemical
species are strongly correlated to one or two key quantities, e.g., the mixture fraction for nonpremixed flames and the progress variable for premixed flames, CMC can take the finite rate
chemistry into account. Challenges are still present in constructing valid models for additional
model parameters such as the scalar dissipation rate [143].
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EDC is to model the interactions between the turbulence and the chemistry by assuming
that chemical reactions take place in a small fraction of the local fluid, i.e., the fine structures,
where detailed chemical kinetics can be incorporated. EDC has been applied to both premixed and
non-premixed flames [144,145], while ad hoc tuning on model coefficients may be needed to
match experimental [146].
Different from the previous models, the transported PDF methods evaluate the chemical
source in its exact form, with the TCI closure solved based on a statistical representation of the
thermochemical states using notional particles. Although the evaluation of the finite rate chemistry
on the notional particles can be further accelerated by efficient implementation of detailed
chemistry, e.g., using ISAT, the computational cost of this method is typically still high due to the
need of a large number of particles which are required to achieve adequate accuracy in the statistics
[147]. A more challenging task in PDF modeling is to construct a mixing model to accurately
account for the effects of molecular diffusion [137]. Mixing models such as the interaction by
exchange with the mean (IEM) [148], the modified Curl’s (MC) models [149,150], and the
Euclidean minimum spanning tree (EMST) model [151] are commonly used. Among the three
mixing models, Kuron et al. [152] found that EMST performs better than IEM and MC in terms
of the mixing format, while the model accuracy can also be sensitive to the mixing coefficient that
is typically chosen a priori.
Different turbulent combustion models and their features are summarized in Table 1-4. An
ultimate goal of turbulent combustion modeling is to construct a universal modeling approach that
is applicable to different turbulent combustion problems [25]. A viable approach is to adapt
different models in different flame regimes, e.g., through the multi-regime flamelet model [153],
the Pareto-efficient combustion modeling framework [154], and the adaptive combustion
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modeling framework to be presented in Chapter 8. The common feature of such models is the need
of a universal criterion to identify different flame features, such as premixed vs. non-premixed
flames, ignition vs. extinction, auto-ignition vs. flame propagation etc. In this dissertation, the
CEMA method will be employed for this purpose.
Table 1-4. Typical turbulent combustion models and their characteristics.
Category

Solved variables

Applications

Flamelet models
[120,125–
127,141]

Mean and variance of Z

Non-premixed

Mean and variance of C

Premixed

CMC [133,134]

conditional on Z

Non-premixed

conditional on C

Premixed

Assumptions
Turbulent flame structures
resemble laminar flames
Fluctuations are controlled
by a few quantities

EDC [135]

Both

Reactions only occur in the
“fine structures”

Transported PDF Probability density
[136,137]
functions

Both

-

1.3. Objectives and Structure of the Dissertation
With the background on different aspects of turbulent combustion being reviewed in the
previous sections, the objective of this dissertation is three-fold: first, to develop locally reduced
chemistry and advanced chemistry solvers to accelerate detailed chemistry integrations in
large-scale simulations; second, to understand critical flame features in turbulent flames using
reliable computational diagnostic tools; third, to create a universal turbulent combustion modeling
framework for improved accuracy and efficiency. The remainder of the dissertation is organized
as follows.
In Chapter 2, the DAC method is combined with operator-splitting schemes to investigate
the effects of DAC on the convergence characteristics of splitting schemes using a simplified
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reaction-diffusion model and a realistic 1-D premixed flame. The computational efficiency of the
combined scheme is also examined for different chemical kinetic models.
In Chapter 3, a new sparse stiff chemistry solver (AHI-S) is developed, and tested in
different fame configurations, including 0-D auto-ignition, PSRs, and 1-D premixed flames. The
computational efficiency of AHI-S is investigated in a wide range of chemical kinetic models of
different sizes and compared with conventional implicit solvers.
In Chapter 4, an explicit stiff chemistry solver based on dynamic chemical stiffness
removal is constructed, aiming at relatively small chemical kinetic models. The stability of the
new solver is demonstrated by comparing with several conventional explicit solvers.
In Chapter 5, a new CEMA-based criterion is proposed to identify local combustion models,
and to distinguish between different premixed flame propagation modes. Both 1-D freely
propagating premixed flames, and 2-D HCCI of n-heptane/air with different levels of thermal
stratifications are adopted to demonstrate the performance of the CEMA-based criterion.
In Chapter 6, CEMA-based computational diagnostics are applied to strongly turbulent
premixed flames at high Karlovitz numbers. Different local combustion modes are identified to
gain insights into the structure of strongly turbulent flames. The roles of local combustion modes
in controlling the overall flame dynamics are also examined.
In Chapter 7, CEMA-based computational diagnostics are further applied to a turbulent
lifted DME flame. Critical flame structures are first identified and analyzed. The flame propagation
modes and stabilization mechanisms of the lifted DME flame are then investigated.
In Chapter 8, a CEMA-based dynamic adaptive combustion modeling framework is
constructed and validated in a diesel spray flame. The accuracy and computational efficiency of
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the newly developed modeling framework are demonstrated by comparing with flamelet models,
the well-mixed model, and experiments.
Chapter 9 summarizes the works presented in Chapters 2-8 and provides recommendations
for future research.
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Chapter 2. Dynamic Adaptive Chemistry with Operator Splitting Schemes
2.1. Introduction
Detailed chemical kinetics is an integral component for predictive simulation of turbulent
flames and is important for reliable prediction of flames and emissions. Major challenges of
incorporating detailed chemistry in flame simulations result from the large number of chemical
species and the wide range of time scales involved in detailed chemical kinetics [26]. In this study,
we consider a reacting ideal gas mixture containing Ns chemical species and composed of Ne
elements. The thermochemical state of the mixture at a given location and time is specified by the
pressure p, the mixture temperature T, and the vector Y (length Ns) of species mass fractions.
The governing equations of an inhomogeneous reactive flow can be efficiently solved by
numerical schemes based on operator-splitting, which split the governing equations into subequations, wherein each subset of equations capture a portion of the physics present in the system.
Each subset of equations is integrated separately and sequentially in time to advance to the next
time step [88,89,163,155–162]. Among the most frequently used splitting scheme is the Strang
splitting approach [89], which is second-order accurate in time for sufficiently small time steps.
Operator splitting schemes have been applied to reacting flow simulations. For example,
Knio et al. [156] constructed a stiff, operator-splitting projection scheme for the simulation of an
unsteady, two-dimensional reacting flow with detailed kinetics. Singer and Pope [160]
demonstrated a combined Strang operator-splitting scheme with tabulation for reactive flow
simulations with detailed chemical kinetics.
For an adiabatic and isobaric system, with the mathematical equations that govern chemical
reactions separated into reaction fractional substeps, the composition vector, Φ ≡ {Y, T}, of each
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computational cell/particle during a single substep evolves according to a set of stiff, nonlinear
ordinary differential equations (ODEs),
(2-1)

,

where S(Φ) is the rate of change due to chemical reactions. This reaction fractional substep
determines the evolution of the thermochemical composition due to chemical reactions over a time
step Δt. The time step, typically determined by the flow field, may be constant in space and time,
or it may be variable with a typical range spanning several orders of magnitude. When detailed
chemical kinetics mechanisms are employed, the major computational challenge of simulating
reacting flow within an operator-splitting framework is the time-intensive nature of solving
Eq. (2-1). A realistic description of combustion chemistry for hydrocarbon fuels typically involves
tens to thousands of chemical species, and the chemical time scales may range from smaller than
10-9 s to over 1 s [26].
In the past decade, significant progress has been made in methodologies and algorithms to
reduce the computational cost of incorporating detailed chemistry mechanisms into reactive flow
simulations. The most widely adopted techniques include, for example, the development of
skeletal mechanisms from large detailed mechanisms by the elimination of inconsequential species
and

reactions

[27,30,31,43–45,78];

dimension-reduction

techniques

[56,57,66,58–65];

storage/retrieval methodologies [67–72] such as in situ adaptive tabulation (ISAT) [70,71]; cell
agglomeration methods such as multi-zone models [73–75]; and dynamic adaptive chemistry
(DAC) [46–49,52,81]. In particular, the DAC approach [46–49,52,81], which reduces computing
time by constructing locally (spatially and temporally) valid skeletal mechanisms, has recently
gained significant interest.
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The DAC approach, which involves on-the-fly reduction of chemical mechanisms, was
first proposed by Liang et al. [46] to accelerate the time-integration of Eq. (2-1). By exploiting the
local variation of kinetic sophistication, only a small subset of species and reactions in the full
mechanism is required to capture the dominant reaction pathways for specific local conditions over
a short time span. Consequently, the ODE system governing chemical kinetics during the reaction
fractional step is reduced in size due to the removal of unimportant species. DAC has been
successfully demonstrated in internal combustion engine (ICE) simulations [46–48,81] and
general turbulent reactive flow simulations [49,52]. Currently, DAC can be achieved through
either the directed relation graph (DRG) method [27,78] or the directed relation graph with error
propagation (DRGEP) method [43]. With DAC, no extra memory storage is needed, and the
performance of DAC is independent of the combustion system, e.g., steady or unsteady, premixed
or non-premixed. The efficiency of DAC increases with mechanism size, and therefore DAC is
particularly suitable for combustion simulations with large mechanisms.
In the present study, the combined use of DAC and splitting schemes is applied to reactive
flows simulations. Specifically, Strang-based splitting schemes are employed to separate the
different physical processes (i.e., transport and chemical reactions) into fractional substeps, and
DAC is used to accelerate the calculations of the reaction substeps. The focus of the study is to
investigate the effect of DAC on the convergence characteristics of the Strang-based splitting
schemes. Consequently, the combined DAC-splitting scheme is applied to one-dimensional,
unsteady, freely-propagating, premixed methane/air laminar flames. Other major contributions of
the current work include a generalized selection of the starting species in DAC, a detailed error
analysis of the reaction substeps when using DAC, and the quantification of the effects of density
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variations and realistic transport properties on the convergence characteristics of the combined
scheme.
An outline of this chapter is as follows. In Section 2.2, the governing equations for the onedimensional unsteady laminar premixed flame are presented. In Section 2.3, the Strang-based
splitting schemes with DAC for the governing equations are formulated. Computational results are
presented in Section 2.4, which includes an analysis of spatial and temporal convergence, the effect
of the DAC reduction threshold on solution accuracy, and the computational savings achieved
through DAC. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 2.5.

2.2. Governing Equations
The one-dimensional, unsteady, freely-propagating, laminar premixed flame considered in
the present study is adiabatic and isobaric without radiative heat transfer; Soret and Dufour effects
are ignored. Therefore, the set of equations governing the system are the conservation of mass,
energy, and chemical species:
(2-2)

0,
1

1

(2-3)

,

(2-4)

where x and t denote the spatial and temporal coordinates, respectively; ρ is the density of the
mixture; u is the velocity; Yk is the mass fraction of species k; Ns is the number of chemical species;
∑

,

is the specific heat of the mixture with cp,k being the specific heat of species k at

constant pressure; λ is the thermal conductivity;
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is the molar production rate of species k per

volume; hk is the specific enthalpy of species k; Wk is the molecular weight of species k; Dkm is the
mixture-averaged mass diffusion coefficient of species k. The density ρ is related to temperature T
∑

through the equation of state

/

, where Ru is the universal gas constant,

and p0 is the reference pressure. With the low-Mach assumption, the momentum equation is not
needed.
To solve this one-dimensional unsteady problem on the computational domain [0, L], the
initial conditions for species and temperature are specified similarly as that in [160]:
1

,

(2-5)

1

.

(2-6)

Here, Yu is the vector of mass fractions of the unburnt, stoichiometric methane/air mixture with an
unburnt temperature of Tu, and Yb is the vector of mass fractions of the adiabatic equilibrium
composition of the unburnt mixture. The temperature Tb is the equilibrium temperature. The
function W(x) is taken to be
1

erf 60
2

,

(2-7)

which provides the initial front-like conditions centered at x = x0 (0 ≤ x0 ≤ L ). The mixture is
initially quiescent, i.e., u = 0. At the hot boundary (x = 0), the derivatives of mass fractions and
temperature are set to be zero; at the cold boundary (x = L), the mass fractions and the temperature
are specified as those corresponding to an unburnt stoichiometric methane/air mixture and the
velocity is specified as u(L, t) = 0.
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2.3. The Strang-Based Splitting Scheme with DAC for Reactive Flow Simulations
2.3.1. Overview of the Strang Splitting Scheme
A one-dimensional premixed flame model, which contains convection, diffusion, reaction
processes, is used to demonstrate the Strang-based splitting scheme with DAC. For convenience
of exposition, the transport equations for the thermochemical composition vector Φ ≡ {Y, T} in
Eqs. (2-3) and (2-4), are rewritten as:
,

(2-8)

with C(Φ), D(Φ) and S(Φ) represent convection, diffusion and chemical reaction, respectively.
The Strang splitting scheme used here is based on that described in [89,160,161]. Specifically,
Eq. (2-8) is first discretized in time over intervals, Δt = (tf −t0)/Nt, where tf is the final calculation
time, t0 is the initial calculation time, and Nt is the total number of time steps. As such, time is
expressed discretely as tn = t0 + nΔt, where n = 1, 2, ..., Nt. Equation (2-8) is then time-integrated
as follows. Starting from t0, the scheme marches in time steps Δt from tn to tn+1, by solving the
following equations sequentially:
,

,0

on 0, ∆ /2 ,

(2-9)

,
,0

, Δ /2 on 0, ∆ ,

0,

,

,

,

,0
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(2-10)

,Δ

on 0, ∆ /2

(2-11)

,

where
is taken to be

is the composition vector at tn, and the composition vector at tn+1

, ∆ /2 . In this sequence of substeps, Eq. (2-9) is a reaction substep over the

time interval [0, Δt/2] with the initial condition vector

. Equation (2-10) is a convection-

diffusion substep with specified boundary conditions over the full time interval, [0, Δt], using the
final solution at Δt/2 obtained from the previous substep as an initial condition. Finally, Eq. (2-11)
is a reaction substep over the time interval [0, Δt/2] starting from the final composition of the
previous convection-diffusion substep at Δt. Hence, the first and final reaction substeps in Eqs.
(2-9) and (2-11), which are both ODEs, differ only in their initial conditions. These equations may
be readily integrated with existing ODE solvers such as DASAC [164]. In this study, these reaction
equations are solved by first using DAC to identify the important chemical species at each spatial
location; then, during the reaction substeps, only the equations for the important species (together
with temperature) are solved while the unimportant species concentrations remain constant.
It is noted that in the above splitting scheme, a reaction substep over Δt/2 is followed by a
transport substep over Δt and then another reaction substep over Δt/2. This operator splitting
sequence is referred to as

– –

. An alternative splitting sequence, referred as

– –

, is

performed by first computing a transport substep over Δt/2 and then a reaction substep over Δt,
followed by another transport substep over Δt/2. In this study, the relative efficiencies of the two
splitting schemes are compared.
The classical analysis [89,157] (which considers the limit

→ 0) shows that the splitting

error in the Strang splitting scheme is of order (Δt)2. If each of the three substeps in the above
splitting procedure is solved accurately (i.e., with at least second-order accuracy in time), the
Strang splitting scheme is second-order accurate in time. As discussed by Sportisse [157], the
classical analysis of the splitting error may fail when the Strang splitting scheme is applied to a
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practical stiff system and Δt is much larger than the smallest time scales. This disparity in time
scales is the case here where a large time step is sought for solving the above substeps; in particular,
when time steps that are larger than the smallest chemical time scales are used, the accuracy of the
Strang splitting scheme must be determined by numerical tests.
The focus of this study is to formulate and demonstrate the Strang-based splitting scheme
combined with DAC for simulations with large stiff chemical kinetic mechanisms and to
investigate the effect of DAC on the convergence characteristics of the splitting schemes.

2.3.2. Dynamic Adaptive Chemistry for Reactive Flow Simulations
2.3.2.1. Local Mechanism Reduction via Directed Relation Graph
For a specific thermochemical state at a specific spatial location, {p, T, Y}, many species
are only weakly coupled in chemistry, i.e., many species in the full mechanism do not significantly
affect the reaction rates of the important species or heat release. Therefore, the weakly coupled
species may be locally eliminated without significant loss of accuracy. In the present work, DRG
[27,49,52,78] is employed to eliminate the species with negligible effects on the quantities of
interest, such as concentrations of major species, CO, and H. The first step in DRG is to quantify
local species coupling by the pair-wise error, rAB, induced on species A by the elimination of
species B for a given thermochemical state that consists of temperature, pressure, and species
concentrations:
max
max

,

,
,

1, if the th reaction involves
,
0,
otherwise

(2-12)

where ωi is the net reaction rate of the ith reaction, and νA,i is the stoichiometric coefficient of
species A in the ith reaction. The denominator in Eq. (2-12) quantifies the maximum flux
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contribution by a reaction to the reaction rate of species A, while the numerator quantifies the
maximum flux of species A attributed to a reaction that also involves species B. Therefore, a small
value of rAB indicates that species B is not important for the reaction rate of species A; otherwise,
species B is important to species A and will be retained in the skeletal mechanism if species A is
retained. Once the pair-wise species reduction errors are quantified from Eq. (2-12), the pair-wise
relationship is expressed in graph notation:
→

iff

,

(2-13)

i.e., there is a directed edge from species A to species B if and only if rAB is larger than a
pre-specified reduction threshold, εDAC. The vertices in the DRG are the species in the detailed
mechanism, and the adjacency matrix, E, of the digraph can be constructed as:
1, if
0, if

.

(2-14)

In addition to the reduction threshold, the DRG method requires the user to input one or
more species (e.g., major species, important radicals and/or species of interest) as the
search-initiator(s) or starting species (together with matrix E) to determine the important species
retained in the skeletal mechanism. Starting from these species of interest, a Depth-First Search
(DFS) algorithm is employed to identify all the species that are strongly coupled to the starting
species. In previous studies [46–49,81], the starting species are manually specified. For example,
in Ref. [49], fuel species together with CO, H, and NO are manually specified as search-initiating
species. In this study, for a given local composition, the M starting species are selected as follows
(M is a user-specified, small integer, e.g., 4). First, r user-specified species of interest are selected
as the starting species for reduction. In this study, the r = 2 user-specified species include the H
radical, which is strongly related to heat release. The other species of interest is NO for GRI 3.0
and CO for USC Mech-II, respectively. It is noted that a user-specified species is removed from
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the starting species if its mass fraction is below a prescribed threshold value, i.e., 10-10 in this study.
The remaining M − r starting species are selected from those non-inert species (excluding N2) in
the full kinetics mechanism with the highest mass abundances until a total of M species are
selected. As shown in Ref. [52], this automated species-selection procedure avoids the ambiguity
of fixed species strategies when the concentrations of one or more specified searching species
approach zero, such that the species of importance can be dynamically selected based on the
progress of the combustion process.

2.3.2.2. Dynamic Adaptive Chemistry in CFD
In the context of CFD calculations of reactive flows with operator splitting, the full set of
chemical species in a detailed chemical mechanism are represented and transported. That is, all
species diffuse and advect. At the beginning of each reaction fractional substep, DRG is invoked
in each CFD cell/particle to obtain a small skeletal mechanism that is valid for the local
thermochemical condition. The full list of species in the detailed mechanism are decomposed as
Y = {Yr, Yu}, where Yr are mass fractions of the retained species and Yu are mass fractions of the
eliminated unimportant species. A reaction is excluded from the local skeletal mechanism if it
involves any unimportant species as reactants or products. Hence, all of the retained reactions
involve only the important species. Note, however, that the eliminated unimportant species may
still participate in the retained reactions as third-bodies. The ODEs in Eq. (2-1) for the unimportant
species are therefore simplified to dYu/dt = 0, i.e., they are chemically frozen during the integration
time step. It is worth mentioning that with the above elimination procedure, element and mass
conservations are satisfied in the reaction substeps because all the retained reactions satisfy the
law of mass action. Next, the simplified system of ODEs is integrated to obtain the composition
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after each reaction fractional step. The computational time saving achieved by using DAC is due
to the smaller systems of ODEs that are integrated during the reaction fractional steps.
Within the reaction substeps, the reduction in system size is based solely on the
composition at the beginning of the reaction substep, and the resulting skeletal mechanism is
assumed to be valid along the reaction trajectory over the entire substep. As a result, the solution
error due to the reduction depends on both the reduction threshold and the time step size. In
addition, the temporal discretization error of operator splitting schemes also depends on the time
step size. In this study, the relative importance of the mechanism reduction and temporal
discretization errors in the εDAC–Δt space is characterized for 1-D flames.

2.4. Simulation Results
The following simplified 1-D reaction-diffusion model is considered first,
Γ
Here,

.

(2-15)

is the chemical reaction source term, and Γ is the molecular/thermal diffusivity, which

is taken to be constant and equal for each composition variable. That is, equal diffusivity and a
unity Lewis number are assumed. Note that the mathematical terms that represent flow convection
and the effects of heat release on density, which are often influential in turbulent reacting flows,
are excluded from Eq. (2-15) for simplicity. Nonetheless, the model equation mimics an unsteady,
freely-propagating, premixed laminar flame and allows the current study to focus on the effect of
DAC on the convergence characteristics of the splitting schemes. In contrast, Section 2.4.5
examines a realistic flame governed by Eqs. (2-2), (2-3), and (2-4), which enables the investigation
of the effect of convection, variable density and realistic transport on the convergence
characteristics of the Strang-based splitting schemes with DAC.
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The simplified model flame problem is simulated at a constant pressure of p = 10 atm and
a constant diffusion coefficient of Γ = 0.077 cm2/s, for stoichiometric methane/air with the 53species GRI-Mech 3.0 [165] and the 112-species USC-Mech II [166], respectively. The spatial
domain is set to be 0 ≤ x ≤ L = 1 cm. The temperature of the unburnt mixture is Tu = 300 K, and
the equilibrium temperature is Tb = 2225 K. The initial conditions for the species and temperature
are specified per Eqs. (2-5), (2-6), and (2-7), with x0 = 0.15 cm, which corresponds to a flame
thickness of approximately 0.06 cm. The boundary conditions are fixed to be the equilibrium
products at x = 0 cm and the fresh mixture at x = 1 cm. To solve the transport substeps that consist
of only diffusion, the one-dimensional spatial domain is discretized into Nx intervals, Δx = L/Nx ,
and the discretized spatial coordinates are denoted as xi = iΔx, where i = 1, 2, ..., Nx − 1. A secondorder, implicit Crank-Nicolson scheme with central differences is used to obtain the following tridiagonal system:
Δ

0

Γ
2

Δ

Δ

2

Δ

Δ

Δ
(2-16)

0

2

0
Δ

0

,

which is solved using a LAPACK [167] routine with appropriate initial and boundary conditions.
The flame diffuses from left to right in a stationary frame without convection. As shown
in Figure 2-1a, a cool mixture of methane/air lies ahead of the flame front, and a hot mixture of
gaseous products lies behind the flame front. The flame front is identified by the rapid change in
temperature. Figure 2-1b shows steady-state flame profiles obtained at time t = 0.01 s by showing
the species mass fractions and appropriately scaled temperature as functions of the spatial location.
Note that only one-tenth of the entire one-centimeter computational domain is shown in this figure.
At t = 0.01 s, the effects of the initial species and temperature transients have decayed, and the
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flame diffuses with this front-like profile until it reaches the right end of the computational domain.
These species and temperature profiles exhibit the proper characteristics of a one-dimensional
premixed flame, indicating the correct qualitative behavior of the results. In the following,
different spatial and temporal resolutions are considered to study the order of accuracy of the
scheme along with different DAC reduction thresholds. The ODE error tolerance parameters are
chosen as suggested in Ref. [160], such that the error due to numerical integration is insignificant
compared to the error induced by the discretization and reduction. The computational time savings
achieved by DAC are also presented in Section 2.4.4.
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Figure 2-1. a) Temperature profiles at three different time instants; b) profiles of selected species
mass fractions and temperature at time t = 0.01 s. Results are obtained using GRI-Mech 3.0 with
Δx = 1.22 × 10-4 cm, Δt = 1.25 × 10-6 s, and εDAC = 0.01.

2.4.1. Overview of the Strang Splitting Scheme
Spatial and temporal convergence of the DAC scheme are examined separately by
considering differences in flame locations, xf, defined as the spatial coordinate where T = 1300 K.
More specifically, for the case of spatial convergence, differences between the temperature profiles
using spatial resolution Δx and spatial resolution Δx/2 are examined at a spatial location inside the
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laminar flame, while a fixed small time step is used for time integration. A similar procedure is
performed for the temporal convergence.
In this study, the three parameters that control the solution accuracy are the spatial
resolution, Δx, the temporal resolution, Δt, and the DAC threshold, εDAC. To study the temperature
and flame location differences for spatial convergence, the temporal resolution, Δt, and the DAC
threshold, εDAC, are set so that the errors introduced by temporal discretization and mechanism
reduction are negligible in comparison to the spatial errors. Then, using a spatial grid resolution
Δx with a numerical scheme that is O((Δx)p), where p is the order of accuracy of the scheme, the
temperature at a fixed time and discrete location can be approximated as
Δ

Δ

,

(2-17)

where T0 is the exact temperature at a fixed time t and location x, a is a constant, and T(Δx) is the
numerically obtained temperature that is only a function of grid spacing since errors caused by
temporal discretization and mechanism reduction are negligible. The difference in temperature
between two solutions computed with spatial resolutions Δx and Δx/2, respectively, is denoted by
Δ

Δ

≡

Δ

Δ /2
Δ

1
In the limit of

1

1/2

Δ

Δ

Therefore, upon plotting Δ

Δ
≡ |Δ
Δ

1/2

Δ

Δ /2
′ Δ

(2-18)

.

≪ 2 , the relative percentage difference is defined as
Δ /

Δ

Δ /2 |

100

Δ

.

(2-19)

versus Δx on a log-log scale, the slope of the resulting line is

the order of accuracy, p. The same reasoning holds for temporal convergence. Similarly, we
investigate the relative differences in the flame front location xf, defined at the location with
T = 1300 K, at a fixed time t using
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Δ
where

Δ

≡ |Δ

Δ /

Δ

is the flame front location at t = 0 s, and

|
Δ

100,

(2-20)

is the distance the flame

propagates over a time duration of t. The flame front location, xf, is obtained with linear
interpolation from the temperature solution profile when needed. The error in xf due to the linear
interpolation is minimal because the temperature profile near the flame front as defined is
approximately linear. Similarly, spatial and temporal convergence studies are performed for
species including radicals and pollutants.
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Figure 2-2. Temperature profiles at t = 0.01 s as a function of position for three spatial resolutions,
Δx. The baseline resolution is Δx0 = 6.1 × 10-5 cm. Results are obtained using GRI-Mech 3.0 with
Δt = 1.25 × 10-6 s, and εDAC = 0.01. The vertical dotted line indicates x = 0.3081 cm. The
horizontal dashed line indicates T = 1300 K.
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Figure 2-3. Demonstration of second-order spatial convergence of the ½R–T–½R Strang splitting
scheme with DAC at t = 0.01 s. The percentage differences in a) temperature at x = 0.3081 cm and
b) the flame front location, between successive grid refinements are plotted as a function of the
spatial resolution. The solid lines are lines of slope two. Results are obtained using GRI-Mech 3.0
with Δt = 1.25 × 10-6 s, and εDAC = 0.01.

2.4.1.1. Spatial Convergence
To examine the spatial convergence of the Strang splitting scheme with DAC, the temporal
resolution is fixed at Δt = 1.25 × 10-6 s, and the DAC threshold is εDAC = 0.01. With these
specifications, as shown below (e.g., Figure 2-5 and Figure 2-11), the errors in temperature and
flame location due to temporal discretization and mechanism reduction are negligible. Then, Δx is
varied by changing the number of grid points, and the temperature differences at x = 0.3081 cm
and t = 0.01 s are examined. As shown in Figure 2-2, x = 0.3081 cm is within the flame, and the
temperature profiles from different spatial resolutions differ the most near this spatial location. In
addition, the flame locations are reconstructed from the solution profiles and the differences are
studied.
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The spatial convergence of temperature and flame location is examined in Figure 2-3,
where the differences are plotted against Δx. The slope of the solid lines is 2. As illustrated, the
scheme exhibits second-order convergence in space as indicated by the numerically obtained
points lying on the line of slope two. For the largest value of Δx shown in the figure, the spatial
resolution is too coarse to predict accurately the flame front location. Consequently, the resulting
data points are not within the asymptotic range of the scheme.

2.4.1.2. Temporal Convergence
Temporal convergence of the Strang splitting schemes with DAC is examined by fixing
the spatial resolution, Δx = 1.22 × 10-4 cm, and the DAC reduction threshold, εDAC = 0.01. As
shown in Figure 2-3b and Figure 2-11b, with these tolerances, the relative errors in the flame
location due to spatial discretization and mechanism reduction are less than 0.01%, which is small
in comparison to temporal errors when Δt > 1.25 × 10-6 s. Then, Δt is varied to examine
temperature differences at x = 0.3081 cm and t = 0.01 s for different temporal resolutions. Similar
to results of the spatial convergence study, Figure 2-4 and Figure 2-5 show that the temperature
profiles differ the most near x = 0.3081 cm, and second-order accuracy in time is achieved for both
splitting schemes as indicated by the numerically obtained points lying on the lines of slope two.
As shown in Figure 2-6, species, including major species such as H2O, intermediate species such
as CO and H, and pollutant NO, also exhibit second-order accuracy in time, even though the H
radical exhibits second-order accuracy over a narrower range of Δt than others.
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Figure 2-4. Temperature profiles at t = 0.01 s as a function of spatial location for different
temporal resolutions Δt with a) splitting scheme ½R–T–½R and b) splitting scheme ½T–R–½T.
The baseline resolution is Δt0 = 6.25 × 10-7 s. Results are obtained using GRI-Mech 3.0 with
Δx = 1.22 × 10-4 cm, and εDAC = 0.01. The vertical dotted line indicates x = 0.3081 cm. The
horizontal dashed line indicates T = 1300 K.
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Figure 2-5. Demonstration of second-order temporal convergence of the Strang splitting schemes
with DAC at t = 0.01 s. The percent differences in a) temperature at x = 0.3081 cm and b) flame
front location, between successive temporal refinements are plotted as functions of the temporal
resolution. The solid lines are lines of slope two. Results are obtained using GRI-Mech 3.0 with
Δx = 1.22 × 10-4 cm, and εDAC = 0.01.
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Figure 2-6. Demonstration of second-order temporal convergence of the Strang splitting schemes
with DAC at t = 0.01 s. The percentage differences in mass fractions of a) CO, b) NO, c) H, and
(d) H2O, at x = 0.3081 cm between successive temporal refinements are plotted as functions of the
temporal resolution. The solid lines are lines of slope two. Results are obtained using GRI-Mech
3.0 with Δx = 1.22 × 10-4 cm, and εDAC = 0.01.
Figure 2-7 illustrates the relative computational efficiencies of the two splitting schemes.
As shown,

– –

is approximately twice as fast as

due to the fact that in

– –

– –

. This reduction in CPU time is

there is only one time-consuming reaction substep. In the

following, all the results presented are computed with the
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splitting scheme.
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Figure 2-7. The CPU time from the ½R–T–½R and the ½T–R–½T splitting schemes and their ratio.
Results are obtained using GRI-Mech 3.0 with Δx = 9.77 × 10-4 cm, Δt = 10-5 s, and εDAC = 0.1.
2.4.2. Effect of the DAC Reduction Threshold on Solution Accuracy and Scheme Convergence
With DAC, the ODE integrations are accelerated through the use of smaller, locally valid
skeletal mechanisms. These skeletal mechanisms are employed only during the reaction substeps.
Figure 2-8 shows the ratio of retained species and reactions to the total number of species (top)
and reactions (bottom) in the full mechanism, respectively. As illustrated, the extent of species and
reaction reduction achieved by DAC strongly depends on the local thermochemical state of the
system. With εDAC = 0.01, the number of species and reactions retained in the skeletal mechanisms
are significant in the flame front region from 0.29 cm to 0.32 cm: near x = 0.3081 cm, which is in
the middle of the flame, almost all of the species and reactions in the full mechanism are required
to capture the combustion chemistry adequately. In contrast, in the region of the computational
domain that contains fresh mixtures of methane/air, the chemical reactions are essentially
negligible, and the skeletal mechanisms contain only the starting species. In this region, there are
no fast chemical reactions, and the reaction substeps are trivial to compute. Behind the flame front,
in the region of the computational domain that contains combustion products, approximately one-
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third of the species and one-fourth of the reactions are required for the reaction substeps. Note that
spatial and temporal resolutions have no direct impact on species or reaction reduction, as
expected, since reduction depends only on the thermochemical states. As shown in Figure 2-8, the
overall reduction profiles are similar for different spatial resolutions. It is further observed that the
fraction of retained species oscillates in the flame front and even in the post-flame region. This
phenomenon is due to the fact that when performing DRG reduction, any perturbation in the
mixture composition due to numerical errors may result in the inclusion of some unnecessary
species in the skeletal mechanisms. With a larger value of εDAC, more species and reactions are
expected to be eliminated from the full mechanism, and thus any perturbation may result in large
fluctuations in the sizes of the resulting mechanism. This oscillation for sure impacts the simulation
efficiency, and it merits further study to get rid of these unnecessary oscillations.
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Figure 2-8. The fraction of retained species, rrspe, (top) and reactions, rrrxn, (bottom) in the local
skeletal mechanisms computed by DAC as a function of position at t = 0.01 s for two different
spatial resolutions, Δx. In the plot, Δx0 = 6.1 × 10-5 cm, Δt = 1.25 × 10-6 s, εDAC = 0.01, and GRIMech 3.0 is used. Note that only the product and flame front portions of the whole computational
domain [0, 1] cm are shown.
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Figure 2-9. The fraction of retained species, rrspe, (top) and reactions, rrrxn, (bottom) in the local
skeletal mechanisms as a function of position in position in a) [0, 0.4] cm and b) [0.28, 0.35] cm,
at t = 0.01 s for two different DAC reduction thresholds, εDAC. In the plot, Δx = 1.22 × 10-4 cm,
Δt = 1.25 × 10-6 s, and GRI-Mech 3.0 is used. Note that only the product and flame front portions
of the entire computational domain [0, 1] cm are shown in a) and an expanded view of the flame
front portion is shown in b).
Solution errors due to species and reaction elimination are controlled by the reduction
threshold, εDAC. Figure 2-9 shows the fraction of retained species and reactions as a function of
position for εDAC = 0.01 and εDAC = 0.2. As illustrated, the fraction of retained species oscillates in
the flame front and in the post-flame region for both DAC thresholds. Nevertheless, the overall
sizes of the skeletal mechanisms decrease with an increasing reduction threshold. Consequently,
greater computational efficiency is expected for larger εDAC, and a large εDAC that retains desired
accuracy requirements is advantageous for reacting flow simulations. For these reasons, the impact
of εDAC on solution accuracy and scheme convergence is investigated below.
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2.4.2.1. Effect of Mechanism Reduction on Solution Accuracy
To study the impact of mechanism reduction on solution accuracy, the reduction threshold,
εDAC, is varied while the spatial and temporal resolutions are fixed at Δx = 1.22 × 10-4 cm and
Δt = 1.25 × 10-6 s, respectively. As demonstrated in Figure 2-3 and Figure 2-5, using such spatial
and temporal resolutions ensures that numerical errors induced by spatial and temporal
discretization are small in comparison to numerical errors due to mechanism reduction. The
accuracy of species and temperature profiles with various reduction thresholds is studied by
examining the relative percentage differences in temperature and the mass fraction of CO, defined
as
|
|
where Tex and

/
/

|

100,

(2-21)

|

(2-22)

100,

are the solutions obtained without DAC, which are taken to be exact. Note that

CO is chosen as a representative species because it is an important intermediate species and often
a quantity of interest in practical combustion applications.
The DAC reduction threshold effectively controls errors in the predicted temperature and
species profiles. Figure 2-10 shows the relative differences for temperature and the CO mass
fraction obtained with different values of εDAC. As illustrated, for all the values of εDAC considered,
the relative differences in temperature and the CO mass fraction are maximal near the flame front
region where chemical reactions introduce large gradients in temperature and chemical
compositions. In contrast, the error due to species and reaction reduction is trivial in the unburnt
region ahead of the flame and in the product region behind the flame. The accuracy of the
predictions improves (though nonlinearly) with a reduction of εDAC. Even for εDAC = 0.2, the
maximum relative differences for temperature and the CO mass fraction are below 5% and 0.1%,
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respectively, while at the same time in the flame region, a reduction of 25% in the number of
species is achieved during the ODE integrations (Figure 2-9).
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Figure 2-10. Relative differences in a) temperature and b) CO mass fraction, as functions of spatial
location at t = 0.01 s for different reduction thresholds, εDAC. Results are computed using GRIMech 3.0, Δx = 1.22 × 10-4 cm, and Δt = 1.25 × 10-6 s. For reference, the scaled temperature and
the CO mass fraction, YCO, are also shown.

2.4.2.2. Effect of DAC on Scheme Convergence
It is informative to investigate the dependence of the convergence characteristics of the
scheme on the reduction threshold, recognizing that εDAC controls the accuracy of the reaction
substeps and consequently affects the solution accuracy (Figure 2-10). Hence, the range of εDAC
required to maintain second-order temporal convergence of the scheme and the associated
temporal resolutions, Δt, over which this convergence rate is exhibited are investigated in the
following.
Figure 2-11 shows the impact of εDAC on the temporal convergence of the Strang splitting
scheme. Also shown are the results from the Strang splitting scheme without DAC. The spatial
resolution is fixed at Δx = 1.22 × 10-4 cm, so spatial errors are small in comparison to mechanism
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reduction errors (see Section 2.4.1.2 for details). As shown, all the points, except those with
εDAC = 0.2, lie close on the lines of slope two, thus the scheme exhibits second-order convergence
for all values of Δt considered. From the figure, it is concluded that εDAC less than 0.1 ensures that
the scheme exhibits second-order temporal accuracy over 1.25 × 10-6 s ≤ t ≤ 2 × 10-5 s provided
spatial and ODE solver tolerances are not an accuracy limiting factor. Note that this range of time
steps is typical in the simulations of reactive flows.
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Figure 2-11. The impact of the DAC reduction threshold on the temporal convergence of the
Strang splitting scheme with DAC at t = 0.01 s. The differences a) in temperature at x = 0.3081 cm
and b) in the flame front location, are plotted as functions of the temporal resolution. The solid
lines are lines of slope two. Results are obtained using GRI-Mech 3.0 and Δx = 1.22 × 10-4 cm.
The reduction threshold influences the range of time step sizes over which the scheme has
a second-order convergence rate. As illustrated in Figure 2-11, as εDAC increases, e.g., when
εDAC = 0.2, the scheme exhibits second-order accuracy over a smaller range of Δt: the scheme does
not maintain its second-order convergence rate for small values of Δt. For larger values of Δt,
however, a second-order convergence rate is observed. When Δt becomes sufficiently large,
however, numerically obtained solutions contain large amounts of discretization error, and the
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scheme fails to produce accurate results. Therefore, εDAC must be small enough such that secondorder accuracy is achieved over a reasonable range of Δt.

2.4.2.3. Error Evolution in Reaction Substeps
Since mechanism reduction is performed only at the beginning of each reaction substep,
and the resulting skeletal mechanism is assumed to be valid over the entire reaction substep, the
error in the ODE solution is affected by both Δt and εDAC. To investigate the effect of DAC on
solution accuracy, we examine the error evolution with integration time. Figure 2-13 shows the
relative errors in temperature and CO mass fraction as a function of the integration time from the
four sample compositions as illustrated in Figure 2-12. The errors are obtained by comparing the
simulations using the full mechanism and the resulting skeletal mechanism. For each case, the
skeletal mechanism is obtained from the single initial sample composition. As shown in Figure
2-13, over the range of integration times considered, the errors overall increase with Δt and εDAC
although an exact function correlation is not obvious. More importantly, the reduction error
strongly depends on the local composition. For example, with the same reduction threshold,
Samples 2 and 3 in the flame front result in significantly larger errors than Samples 1 and 4 that
are chemically less active. This explains why the solutions in Figure 2-13 in the unburnt region
ahead of the flame and in the product region behind the flame are more accurate than those in the
flame front.
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Figure 2-12. Sample points selected for the study of the error evolution in reaction substeps. The
black and blue lines are temperature and YCO profiles, respectively, obtained at t = 0.01 s with
Δx = 1.22 × 10-4 cm and Δt = 1.25 × 10-6 s, and without DAC.
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2.4.2.4. Reduction Error and Temporal Discretization Error
To further quantify the effect of DAC on scheme convergence, the reduction errors and
temporal discretization errors in the solution are investigated. With sufficient spatial resolution,
the overall numerical error in the scheme consists of only temporal discretization error and
reduction error: the error depends primarily on Δt and εDAC and can be approximated as
Δ ,

Δ

Δ ,

,

(2-23)

where εD is the temporal discretization error that depends primarily on Δt, and εR is the reduction
error due to DAC that depends on both Δt and εDAC. The overall relative error can be expressed as
Δ ,
where

Δ ,

Δ ,
Δ ,

100,

(2-24)

is the temperature obtained with Δx = 1.22 × 10-4 cm and different values of Δt

and εDAC, Tex is the temperature obtained without DAC using Δx = 1.22 × 10-4 cm and
Δt = 1.25 × 10-6 s (taken as the exact solutions). As shown in Sections 2.4.1.1 and 2.4.1.2, both
spatial and temporal discretization errors are negligible with such spatial and temporal resolutions.
Figure 2-14 shows the overall error in temperature with different values of Δt and εDAC. As
shown, when εDAC is small (e.g., εDAC = 0.01) and thus the error induced by reduction is small, the
overall error increases monotonically with Δt as expected from the second order convergence of
the scheme. With a large εDAC (e.g., εDAC = 0.1), even though the scheme still possesses secondorder convergence in time (Figure 2-11), the solution accuracy no longer monotonically improves
with decreasing Δt since reduction errors become significant. Hence, there is an optimal
combination of Δt and εDAC that yields the highest accuracy. For example, with εDAC = 0.1, the
optimal setting for the time step is Δt = 4Δt0 = 2.5 × 10-6 s.
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Figure 2-14. The overall relative error in temperature at x = 0.3081 cm and t = 0.01 s, obtained
with different temporal resolutions and DAC reduction thresholds, Results are obtained using
GRI-Mech 3.0 with Δx = 1.22 × 10-4 cm and Δt0 = 6.25 × 10-7 s.
The relative importance of the temporal discretization error and the reduction error with
respect to the parameters is further quantified by evaluating the reduction and discretization errors
as
Δ ,

Δ ,
Δ

Δ ,0 ,
Δ ,0 ,

Δ ,0

(2-25)
(2-26)

where Δt0 = 6.25 × 10-7 s. Then, the fraction of reduction error in the total error is given by
Δ ,

|
|

Δ ,

Δ ,

|
|

|

,
Δ |

(2-27)

The relative impacts of time step and reduction threshold on solution accuracy are
important to characterizing the functionality of the numerical scheme. Figure 2-15 illustrates the
relative importance of the reduction and temporal discretization errors in the εDACΔt space for the
model flame. With a small Δt, the reduction error is dominant as expected, while for a given εDAC,
the fraction of discretization error increases with time step, Δt.
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Figure 2-15. The fraction of reduction error in the overall relative error in temperature, rR, at
x = 0.3081 cm and t = 0.01 s in the εDACΔt space obtained with different values of temporal
resolutions and reduction thresholds. Results are obtained using GRI-Mech 3.0 with
Δx = 1.22 × 10-4 cm and Δt0 = 6.25 × 10-7 s.

2.4.3. Starting Species and Skeletal Mechanisms
With DAC, both the starting species and the resulting skeletal mechanism are determined
from the local composition at each grid point. Consequently, the skeletal mechanism may vary
spatially and temporally. In this section, GRI-Mech 3.0 is used as an example to illustrate the
variation of the resulting skeletal mechanisms in the 1-D flame.
The starting species for the DAC algorithm (with GRI-Mech 3.0) are H, NO, and the two
non-inert species (excluding N2) with the greatest (by mass) local abundances. Table 2-1 illustrates
adaptivity of the starting species by showing species variations at five different temperatures in
the 1-D flame calculated with Δx = 9.77 × 10-4 cm, Δt = 10-5 s, and εDAC = 0.1. In the burnt region
of the domain, where temperature is high, the two remaining starting species are the main products
(such as CO2 and H2O); in the unburnt region of the domain, where the temperature is low, the
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starting species are the main reactants (such as O2 and CH4). In the intermediate regions, the
starting species evolve with the burning status.
Table 2-1. The starting species (in addition to H and NO) at five different
temperatures in the 1-D flame.
Starting species (in addition
to H and NO)

H2O

H2O

O2

O2

O2

CO2

CO2

H2O

CH4

CH4

T (K)

2000 1800

1000

500

300

Table 2-2. The retained species in the skeletal mechanisms at five different temperatures in the
1-D flame.
T (K)

Number of
retained species

Retained species

2000

18

O2, H2O, N2, CO2, H2, H, O, OH, HO2, H2O2, CO, N, NH, NNH,
NO, NO2, N2O, HNO
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O2, CH4, H2O, N2, CO2, H2, H, O, OH, HO2, C, CH, CH2,
CH2(S), CH3, CO, HCO, CH2O, C2H, C2H2, C2H3, C2H4, C2H5,
C2H6, HCCO, CH2CO, N, NH, NH2, NNH, NO, NO2, N2O,
HNO, CN, HCN, H2CN, HCNN, HCNO, HNCO, NCO,
CH2CHO

30

O2, CH4, H2O, N2, CO2, H2, H, O, OH, HO2, C, CH, CH2,
CH2(S), CH3, CO, HCO, CH2O, CH2OH, CH3O, CH3OH, C2H3,
C2H4, C2H5, C2H6, NNH, NO, NO2, HCNN, CH2CHO

500

33

O2, CH4, H2O, N2, CO2, H2, H, O, OH, HO2, H2O2, C, CH, CH2,
CH2(S), CH3, CO, HCO, CH2O, CH3O, CH3OH, C2H3, C2H4,
C2H5, C2H6, HCCO, CH2CO, NO, NO2, CN, HCNN, NCO,
CH2CHO

300

2

O2, N2

1800

1000

Table 2-2 illustrates the variation of the skeletal mechanisms in the 1-D flame by showing
the retained species at five different temperatures. As shown, in the unburnt region, the reaction
rate is essentially zero and the resulting skeletal mechanism contains only the reactants without
any active reactions. In the burnt zone, the number of retained species is also small. The number
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of retained species is significant only near the flame front region where chemical reactions are
significant.

2.4.4. Computational Efficiency
DAC removes the unimportant species and reactions from the governing equations in the
reaction substeps and thus reduces computational costs. In the following, computational time
savings achieved by DAC is measured by comparing the CPU time for the simulations with and
without DAC. The speed-up factor is defined as
CPU time without DAC
.
CPU time using DAC

Speed‐up factor

(2-28)

5

x 10

3.5

CPU time (s)

14

(a)
DAC

3

DAC = 0.05

2.5

without DAC

2

GRI-Mech 3.0

1.5
USC-Mech II

1

0.01
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t (s)

DAC = 0.1
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8
6

USC-Mech II

4

0
0
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2

0.5
0
0

(b)

12

= 0.1

Speed-up factor

4
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t (s)

0.03

0.04
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Figure 2-16. Computational performance of the DAC scheme: a) CPU time from the simulations
with and without DAC, and b) the speed-up factor, against the physical time. Results are obtained
with Δx = 9.77 × 10-4 cm and Δt = 10-5 s.
Figure 2-16 demonstrates the computational efficiency achieved by DAC for the 53-species
GRI-Mech 3.0 and the 112-species USC-Mech II with different values of εDAC. As shown, without
DAC, the CPU time increases linearly with physical time. With DAC, a larger speed-up factor is
obtained initially, and then the speed-up gradually decreases. For example, with USC-Mech II, for
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both εDAC, a speed-up factor of about 10 is obtained initially, and then the speed-up factor gradually
decreases. Nevertheless, a speed-up factor of about 5 is achieved over the entire simulation during
which the flame has fully propagated through the computational domain. Similar observations are
made for GRI-Mech 3.0, except that the speed-up factor is lower than that for USC-Mech II, which
is due to the limited reduction capabilities of GRI-Mech 3.0.
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Figure 2-17. The fraction of retained species, rrspe, and reactions, rrrxn, in the local skeletal
mechanisms by DAC as a function of spatial location at different times. Results are obtained using
USC-Mech II with Δx = 9.77 × 10-4 cm, Δt = 10-5 s, and εDAC = 0.1.
The decrease in computational efficiency over time is due to flame propagation. As
illustrated in Figure 2-17, as the flame propagate from left to right, the domain is filled with an
increasing amount of combustion products, wherein more species and reactions are required to
capture the combustion chemistry in the post flame zone than in the unburnt region. Therefore, the
computational cost of DAC increases as the flame propagates from left to right. It is also noted
that with the 112-species USC-Mech II mechanism and εDAC = 0.1, even in the flame front, less
than 30% of the species and reactions are important. For more complex reacting flows, greater
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computational efficiency is anticipated due to the potential for more reduction of the complex
chemistry. It is noted that for both mechanisms, the difference in the speed-up factors between the
two values of εDAC is small, which indicates that the sizes of resulting skeletal mechanisms do not
differ significantly.

2.4.5. Effects of Convection, Density Variation and Transport Properties
A realistic, one-dimensional unsteady freely-propagating premixed flame described in
Section 2.2 is simulated using GRI-Mech 3.0. The effects of convection, density variation and
realistic transport properties on the convergence characteristics of the Strang splitting scheme with
DAC are investigated. In the calculation, the pressure is p0 = 1 atm. The spatial domain is
0 ≤ x ≤ L = 1 cm. Initial conditions for the species and temperature are specified in Eqs. (2-5),
(2-6), and (2-7), with x0 = 0.3 cm. The unburnt mixture temperature, Tu, and equilibrium
temperature, Tb, are the same as those in the simplified diffusion-reaction model described above.
The boundary conditions are specified in Section 2.2. Following the splitting scheme described in
Section 2.3.1, a Crank-Nicolson scheme is used for the diffusion process and a second-order
upwind scheme is used for the convection term. Density and velocity are updated after each
reaction substep according to the ideal gas equation of state and the continuity equation,
respectively.
Figure 2-18 shows the profiles of temperature and species mass fractions at time
t = 0.0025 s. As shown, the inclusion of convection, density variation and realistic transport
properties result in quite different flame profiles from those from the simplified reaction diffusion
model. For convenience, here the self-convergence error, denoted by Δ
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Δ , instead of the

relative percentage difference (used in previous sections) is used to investigate the temporal
convergence. The self-convergence error is defined as
Δ

‖
‖

Δ

Δ /2 ‖
Δ /2 ‖

Δ
Δ

100,

(2-29)

where ‖ ‖ denotes the root mean square (RMS) over space, and θ represents temperature,
density, velocity or mass fractions of species. Figure 2-19 demonstrates that second-order accuracy
in time is achieved for temperature, density, velocity and mass fractions of species including
intermediate species (e.g., CO and H), and the pollutant NO. Hence, even with the inclusion of
convection, variable density and realistic transport properties, the proposed Strang splitting scheme
with DAC remains second-order accurate in time.
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Figure 2-18. Profiles of selected species mass fractions and temperature at time t = 0.0025 s.
Results are obtained using GRI-Mech 3.0 with Δx = 1.95 × 10-3 cm, Δt = 2.5 × 10-6 s, and
εDAC = 0.01.
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Figure 2-19. Demonstration of second-order temporal convergence of the Strang splitting schemes
with DAC at t = 0.0025 s. The self-convergence errors in a) temperature, density, velocity and b)
mass fractions of CO, NO, and H, between successive temporal refinements are plotted as
functions of the temporal resolution. The solid lines are lines of slope two. Results are obtained
using GRI-Mech 3.0 with Δx = 1.95 × 10-3 cm, and εDAC = 0.01.

2.5. Conclusions
Strang-based splitting schemes with dynamic adaptive chemistry are demonstrated for
efficient calculations of reactive flows with detailed and stiff chemistry. The numerical schemes
are first investigated on a one-dimensional reaction-diffusion model that mimics an unsteady,
freely-propagating, premixed flame. For the diffusion fractional substeps, a Crank-Nicolson
scheme is used, while DAC is employed to accelerate the calculations of the reaction fractional
steps by reducing the number of equations governing chemical kinetics.
Both the

– –

and

– –

splitting schemes with DAC are shown to be second-

order accurate in time and space as demonstrated in 1-D methane/air flames with the
GRI-Mech 3.0 and USC-Mech II detailed mechanisms. The effect of the DAC reduction threshold
on solution accuracy and scheme convergence is investigated, and it is shown that the error induced
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by reduction is effectively controlled by the DAC reduction threshold. The accuracy of the
computed solution improves with smaller values of εDAC. Even for large reduction thresholds, e.g.,
εDAC = 0.2, the maximum error due to mechanism reduction are below 5% and 0.1% for
temperature and the CO mass fraction, respectively. A value of εDAC less than 0.1 ensures that the
schemes exhibit second-order temporal accuracy over a reasonable range of time steps encountered
in practical reacting flow simulations.
The use of DAC dramatically reduces the CPU time with minimal impact on solution
accuracy. It is shown that the starting species and resulting skeletal mechanisms in DAC strongly
depend on the local composition throughout the 1-D flame. The number of retained species is
significant only near the flame front where chemical reactions are significant. For the 1-D
methane/air flame considered, speed-up factors of approximately three and five are achieved over
the entire simulation for GRI-Mech 3.0 and USC-Mech II, respectively. Greater speed-up factors
are expected for larger chemical kinetic mechanisms. The effects of convection, density variation
and realistic transport properties on the convergence characteristics of the Strang-based splitting
scheme with DAC are also investigated by simulating a realistic 1-D premixed flame. It is shown
that second-order accuracy in time is maintained for the Strang-based splitting scheme with DAC.
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Chapter 3. A Sparse Stiff Chemistry Solver Based on Dynamic Adaptive Integration
3.1. Introduction
Detailed chemical kinetics is important for accurate prediction of combustion processes
such as ignition, extinction and flame propagation, while it may involve a large number of species
and reactions [6]. Recent progress in mechanism reduction, e.g. using DRG-based methods
[27,42–45,80], makes it possible to obtain compact yet still comprehensive skeletal mechanisms
with less than a few hundreds of species for practical engine fuels. However chemical stiffness
may remain in skeletal and even reduced mechanisms due to the highly reactive radicals and their
short timescales, such that the high-cost implicit solvers for stiff ODEs, e.g. VODE [168] and
DASAC [164], are typically required for time integration of combustion systems using reasonably
large time steps.
To alleviate this problem, dynamic stiffness removal [169] was developed to eliminate
short chemical timescales for compressible flow simulations using direct numerical simulations
(DNS), such that the low-cost explicit solvers can be employed with time step sizes up to
approximately 20 ns. Implicit solvers are typically required for combustion simulations involving
even larger time steps. For multidimensional flows, the operator-splitting schemes are widely used
to separate chemistry integration from that of transport processes to avoid the high computational
cost for solving fully coupled implicit equations [51,156,160,162,170]. Splitting schemes,
however, can incur significant errors in certain cases. For example, it was found in Ref. [90] that,
when significant radical sources are present in the transport term,

1 splitting errors may occur

in ignition processes unless small time steps comparable to those required for explicit solvers are
taken. A dynamic adaptive hybrid integration (AHI) method [90] was then developed for effective
error control in such cases. Significant speedup was achieved as well using AHI compared with
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the splitting schemes for small and moderately large mechanisms, for example, with less than
about 100 species, by solving only the fast subcomponent of chemistry implicitly.
Nevertheless, for large mechanisms, Jacobian evaluation and factorization can dominate
the computational cost in implicit solvers, such that analytical Jacobian evaluation [171], sparse
matrix techniques [87,172,173], and adaptive preconditioning methods [174,175] can significantly
speed up stiff chemistry solvers. As reported in Refs. [172,173], the computational cost for
chemistry integration can be reduced to approximately a linear function of the number of species,
, using sparse matrix techniques, while it can scale as

to

using dense matrix

operations. The sparse matrix techniques are also applicable to AHI to further reduce the
computational cost, particularly when large mechanisms are employed.
In the present study, a sparse AHI solver (AHI-S) is developed to further reduce the size
of the fast chemistry subcomponent, such that sparser Jacobian can be obtained for improved
efficiency. The performance of the AHI-S solver is first investigated in auto-ignition using
mechanisms with 9, for hydrogen, to 2878 species, for a biodiesel surrogate. AHI-S is compared
with other solvers for numerical efficiency in a variety of combustion systems including autoignition, unsteady perfectly stirred reactors (PSRs) and 1-D freely propagating premixed flames.
It will be shown that AHI-S can achieve similar per-step computational cost to that of fully explicit
solvers.
This chapter is organized as follows. The AHI method is reviewed first. The AHI-S method
is then formulated, and results from the AHI-S method for various combustion systems are
presented and compared with other solvers.
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3.2. Review of the AHI Method
The spatially discretized governing equations for typical reacting flows can be expressed
as the following ODEs:

where

,

(3-1)

is the vector of dependent variables of dimension

, including, e.g. temperature and

species concentrations, and S and M represent the chemistry and transport terms respectively. Note
that in a multi-dimensional system,

consists of variables at all grid points. In the AHI method

[90], fast species and reactions are first identified on-the-fly based on reaction timescales defined
in a recent analytic formulation of computational singular perturbation (CSP) [61]:
≡

∙

,
(3-2)

,
where

,…,

is the timescale of the ith reaction,

,

,

,

,

,…,

,

,

is the reaction rate, Ns is the number of species,

is the mole concentration of the kth species, and

,

is the stoichiometric coefficient of the kth

species in the ith reaction. The ith reaction is considered to be fast if
/ ,
where

(3-3)

is a threshold timescale that is typically comparable to the integration time step Δ , and

is a safety factor. The kth species is considered to be fast if the following criterion is satisfied
for any fast reaction i,
.

(3-4)

Note that the safety factor is typically mechanism-dependent and different safety factors can be
optionally used for the identification of fast species and reactions.
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The governing equations, Eq. (3-1), can then be rewritten as:
,

,

,

(3-5)

,
where

and

are the fast and slow variables of dimension

and

, respectively, I is

the total number of reactions, and m is the number of fast reactions. It is assumed that sufficiently
small integration time steps are taken, such that the transport term and the energy equation are not
stiff. In AHI, the ODE system in Eq. (3-5) is temporally discretized using a first-order scheme:
1

,

,

where the superscript n indicates the nth time step. The fast variables
using the first

,

(3-6)
are solved implicitly

equations of Eq. (3-6). The slow variables can then be solved explicitly from the

remaining equations.

3.3. A Sparse AHI Solver (AHI-S)
3.3.1. Sparse Jacobian for the Fast Chemistry Subcomponent
The chemical Jacobian is typically sparse for most practical fuels involving large
mechanisms. The sparse pattern of the chemical Jacobian is first demonstrated using constantpressure auto-ignition governed by
,
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1,2, … ,

,

(3-7)

1

/

,

where the subscript k indicates the kth species,
production rate,

is the molecular weight,

specific heat capacity,

(3-8)

,

(3-9)

is the mass fraction,

is the species molar

is the specific enthalpy, cp is the mixture-averaged

is density, p is pressure, T is temperature, and

is the universal gas

constant.
The Jacobian for Eqs. (3-7) and (3-8) is typically dense if the dependent variable vector
consists of only species mass fractions, yk, and temperature, T, because all the variables are coupled
through Eq. (3-9). As a solution provided in Ref. [87], sparse chemical Jacobian can be obtained
by including density as a dependent variable and replacing Eq. (3-9) with the following differential
equation:
1

.

(3-10)

Similarly, since species can be coupled through third bodies in pressure-dependent reactions,
including the total third body concentration as a dependent variable can further reduce the number
of nontrivial entries in the Jacobian [87]. More specifically, the equation of state,
/

,

(3-11)

where C is the total mole concentration, can be replaced with the following differential equation
.
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(3-12)

The ODE system including Eqs. (3-7), (3-8), (3-10) and (3-12) can then be solved for the set of
dependent variables

, , ,

. For simplicity, density and total mole concentration are

treated as slow variables in the present study by taking sufficiently small integration time steps.
Note that either Eqs. (3-9) and (3-11) or Eqs. (3-10) and (3-12) can be used for updating slow
variables

and C. Since only the fast chemistry subcomponent is implicitly solved, AHI only

needs to evaluate and factorize the Jacobian for the fast chemistry subcomponent, which is
typically still sparse when Eqs. (3-10) and (3-12) are solved together with Eqs. (3-7) and (3-8). As
such, high computational efficiency can be achieved by combining sparse Jacobian techniques
with AHI.

3.3.2. Minimizing the Size of the Fast Chemistry Subcomponent
To achieve an optimal efficiency of AHI-S, the number of nontrivial entries in the Jacobian
for the fast chemistry subcomponent in Eqs. (3-7), (3-8), (3-10) and (3-12) is further minimized in
AHI-S based on the observation that, the rate of each elementary reaction is typically sensitive to
concentrations of only one or two fast species, resulting in few large entries in the Jacobian, while
the weak dependency of the reactions on slow species concentrations results in relatively small
entries with insignificant contribution to the chemical stiffness. When multiple reactions are
involved, a species can be fast for one reaction but slow for the others, based on the definition in
Eq. (3-4). Compared with the original AHI method, in which the Jacobian of the fast chemistry
subcomponent is dense and may consist of both large and small entries, AHI-S systematically
eliminates the unimportant entries from the Jacobian to achieve a higher computational efficiency.
Procedurally, the fast reactions are first identified with Eq. (3-3) in AHI-S to separate the
fast and slow source terms. The fast species are then identified with Eq. (3-4) to separate the fast
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variables

and slow variables

to obtain Eq. (3-5). Note that this procedure is same as that in

AHI. A set of reaction-specific fast species,

〈〉

as a subset of all the fast variables

is then

identified for the ith fast reaction based on their contribution to the reaction timescale. That is, the
kth species is included in

〈〉

if and only if Eq. (3-4) is satisfied for the ith fast reaction. The

remaining species are then defined as reaction-specific slow species,

〈〉

. Equation (3-5) is then

temporally discretized as
1

〈 〉,

,

,

,

〈 〉,

,

,

(3-13)

,

where the superscript n indicates the nth time step, the superscript 〈 〉 indicates the ith fast reaction,
〈〉

,

〈〉

are reaction-specific fast and slow variables of dimension

〈〉

and

〈〉

,

respectively. Based on Eq. (3-13), a fast species is not treated implicitly for every fast reaction.
Instead, only the contribution from reaction specific fast species are included in the Jacobian
evaluation for a specific fast reaction, such that the Jacobian of fast chemistry using Eq. (3-13) can
be significantly sparser than that of Eq. (3-6) used in the original AHI formulation.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the above strategy to obtain sparse Jacobian, Figure
3-1 shows the patterns of nontrivial entries in the Jacobian of fast chemistry with three different
formulations in Eqs. (3-7), (3-8) and (3-10), Eqs. (3-7), (3-8), (3-10) and (3-12), and Eqs. (3-7),
(3-8), (3-10), (3-12) and (3-13), respectively, for constant-pressure methane/air auto-ignition
simulated with USC-Mech II [166]. It is seen that adding density and the third body concentration
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as new dependent variables results in a significantly sparser Jacobian and using Eq. (3-13) can
further reduce the number of nontrivial entries compared with the original AHI formulation in
Eq. (3-6). Sparse linear algebra subroutines, such as that implemented in the Harwell MA48
libraries [176], can be exploited to take advantage of the sparse Jacobian for improved
computational efficiency. In the present study, mechanism-specific sparse linear algebra
subroutines are systematically generated using an in-house code to maximize the efficiency for
solving the implicit core for the fast chemistry subcomponent, and the mechanism-specific sparse
solver can be readily implemented for different reacting flows, such as unsteady PSRs and 1-D
premixed flames as demonstrated in the following.

Figure 3-1. Patterns of the nontrivial entries (black pixels) in the Jacobian of fast chemistry for
Eqs. (3-7) and (3-8), evaluated a) with Eq. (3-10) but without Eqs. (3-12) and (3-13), b) with
Eqs. (3-10) and (3-12) but without Eq. (3-13), and c) with Eqs. (3-10), (3-12) and (3-13). The
Jacobian is calculated at t = 2ign, where ign is the ignition delay, for methane/air auto-ignition at
constant pressure of 50 atm, equivalence ratio of 0.5 and initial temperature of 1200 K. The
integration time step size is 10-7 s. The x and y axes represent the indices of the 86 fast species.
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3.4. Results and Discussion
The newly developed AHI-S solver is tested with eight different mechanisms listed in
Table 3-1 in different combustion systems including constant-pressure auto-ignition, unsteady
PSRs and 1-D premixed flames. The number of species ranges from 9 for hydrogen to 2878 for a
biodiesel surrogate. Flame conditions involved, including pressure (p), initial/inlet temperature
( ) in auto-ignition/unsteady PSRs, equivalence ratio ( ) and safety factors ( ), are also shown
in Table 3-1. Based on all the mechanisms we studied,

0.4~0.5 is recommended for

mechanisms with fewer than about 100 species, while for larger mechanisms,

0.1~0.2 is

found to be safe. A fixed time step size of 10-7 s is adopted for all the calculations unless otherwise
specified. The simulation time for auto-ignition is five times the ignition delay (

), while the

simulation time for unsteady PSRs is twice the fluctuation period of residence time, which will be
further explained in Section 3.4.3. All the numerical codes are implemented in FORTRAN and
compiled with the Intel FORTRAN Compiler and tested on Intel CPUs.
Table 3-1. Mechanisms and parameters tested in auto-ignition and unsteady PSRs.
Mechanism

Number of
species

p (atm)

Hydrogen [177]

9

1

1200

1.0

0.5

Ethylene (skeletal) [112]

32

1

1200

1.0

0.5

Methane [166]

111

50

1200

0.5

0.5

iso-Octane (skeletal) [41]

233

10

1200

0.5

0.2

n-Heptane [178]

540

10

1200

0.5

0.2

iso-Octane [179]

874

10

1200

0.5

0.2

n-Tetradecane [180]

1661

10

1200

0.5

0.1

Methyl decanoate [181]

2878

1

1200

0.45

0.2
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(K)

3.4.1. Performance of AHI-S in Auto-Ignition
Due to the similar formulations, the AHI-S solver shares similar accuracy with the original
AHI, while the computational efficiency is significantly improved for large mechanisms by taking
advantage of the sparse chemical Jacobian. Figure 3-2 shows the numerical solutions of constantpressure auto-ignition for ethylene/air (Figure 3-2a) and iso-octane/air (Figure 3-2b) mixtures,
calculated with AHI-S in comparison with the fully implicit VODE solver. The relative and
absolute error tolerances for VODE are set to be 10

and 10

, respectively, which will also be

used in the following simulations using VODE. Close agreement is observed between the solutions
obtained with AHI-S and the fully implicit VODE, and this is expected because the utilization of
sparse matrix techniques does not compromise the order of accuracy.
Figure 3-3a shows the relative errors in ignition delay (

) for different values of

integration step size (Δ ) and safety factor ( ), for auto-ignition of methane/air calculated using
USC-Mech II, where the relative error is defined as
,
where

(3-14)

is the “exact” solution obtained using VODE. In the fully implicit method,

0,

because all the species are treated implicitly, and the relative error is shown in Figure 3-3a to be
linearly proportional to the time step size. The relative error in AHI-S nevertheless depends on the
time step size and , while for a fixed

value, the relative error shows approximately linear

dependency on time step size, indicating the first-order accuracy. Figure 3-3b further shows that,
for a fixed time step size, the relative error in AHI-S non-monotonically depends on the number
of fast species which is in turn determined by the value of . It merits further study to construct
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high-order AHI solvers, and the following study will be focused on the computational efficiency
of the first-order AHI-S.
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Figure 3-4a first shows the numbers of fast species ( ) and nontrivial entries (

) in the

Jacobian of fast chemistry subcomponent in AHI-S as function of mechanism size, averaged over
0.8

the entire simulation of auto-ignition. Overall linear trends, specifically
3

and

, can be clearly observed for the mechanisms with more than 100 species. Figure 3-4b further

shows that the fraction of the nontrivial entries in the Jacobian,

/

, is inversely proportional

to the mechanism size, and this trend can be explained by the statistical linear correlation between
the number of reactions and number of species observed over a variety of reaction mechanisms
and the fact that an elementary reaction involves only a few species on average [6]. Since the
computational cost of LU factorization is

for dense matrices and can be reduced to

for sparse matrices, speedup factors of

can be achieved for large mechanisms by using

sparse solvers.
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Figure 3-5 shows the computational cost of the major operations in the original AHI and
the newly developed AHI-S solver. It is seen that the computational cost of LU factorization is
reduced from

, using dense matrix operations, to

by exploiting sparse matrix

techniques. It is further seen that the computational cost of analytic Jacobian evaluation dominates
that of sparse LU factorization and Newton’s iteration in AHI-S, while in the original AHI method,
dense LU factorization is dominant for larger mechanisms (

100).

Figure 3-6 shows the computational cost of different ODE solvers compared with that of
evaluating the reaction rates using the CKWYP subroutine in CHEMKIN-II [182] and an
optimized in-house rate evaluation subroutine [6], respectively. Among the compared are the fully
implicit VODE solvers with numerical and analytic Jacobians, respectively, a fully implicit sparse
solver LSODES [183] with analytic Jacobian, the original AHI and the present AHI-S solver. Note
that Perini et al. [171] has shown that for 0-D auto-ignition the performance of LSODES is similar
to the commercial software CHEMKIN-PRO [184] which appears to use the DASPK solver [185]
with a preconditioned Krylov iterative method. The Jacobian reuse feature in VODE and LSODES
is switched off for the auto-ignition simulations such that Jacobian evaluation and LU factorization
are performed at each integration step. The Jacobian reuse feature is unchanged in calculations for
unsteady PSRs and 1-D premixed flames when VODE or LSODES is used in the following.
The cost of evaluating the reaction rates approximately indicates the lower limit for the
per-step cost of ODE solvers because at least one set of rate evaluations is needed at each time
step. Note that while the per-step computational cost of an explicit solver can be comparable to
that of one or a few rate evaluations, the implicit solvers can be significantly more expensive due
to the additional operations such as Jacobian evaluation and factorization. It is seen in Figure 3-6
that the in-house subroutine for optimized rate evaluation is faster than the CHEMKIN-II
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subroutine by factors of 2–5, and thus similar speedup can be achieved for explicit solvers using
the optimized rate subroutine.
In contrast, the fully implicit VODE solver involves time-consuming Jacobian evaluation
and LU factorization, and thus the per-step computational cost can be higher than that of explicit
solvers by orders of magnitude. Jacobian evaluation through numerical perturbations is typically
most time-consuming for small to moderate sized mechanisms, e.g., with less than 100 species,
and thus using analytic Jacobian evaluation, which scales as

, can significantly reduce the

computational cost for such mechanisms. For larger mechanisms, the LU factorization becomes
more time-consuming, and thus the speedup factor achieved through analytic Jacobian evaluation
decreases with mechanism size and mostly vanishes at about 3000 species. For such large
mechanisms, the computational cost for dense LU factorization, which scales as

, dominates

that of both numerical and analytic Jacobian evaluation. In such cases, using sparse matrix
techniques can significantly speedup LU factorization and thus the overall integration.
Compared with the full implicit VODE solver using analytic Jacobian, AHI with dense LU
factorization can further reduce the computational cost by more than a factor of 2 for mechanisms
of different sizes, due to the reduced size of the implicit core. It is seen that AHI-S features similar
efficiency to that of AHI for small mechanisms (
integration for large mechanisms (

100) and can also significantly speedup the

100). The computational cost of AHI-S is overall linearly

proportional to mechanism size, and is only a few (e.g., about 3) times that for evaluating the
reaction rates using the CHEMKIN II subroutine. While the LSODES solver also features linear
computational cost with respect to mechanism size, AHI-S is shown to be faster than LSODES by
approximately a factor of three for all the mechanisms as shown in Figure 3-6. Therefore, the perstep computational cost of AHI-S is comparable to that of the most efficient fully explicit schemes
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over the entire range of mechanism size, while much larger integration time steps can be adopted
using AHI-S.
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Figure 3-7. Speed-up factors of AHI-S as function of mechanism size, compared with the original
AHI and the fully implicit VODE solver with numerical and analytic Jacobian, respectively. A
fixed integration time step of 10-7 s is used for AHI and AHI-S, and the built-in adaptive time
stepping algorithm in VODE is used as is.
Figure 3-7 further shows the speed-up factors of AHI-S compared with the original AHI
and the VODE solver with numerical and analytic Jacobian. It is seen that compared with VODE
using numerical Jacobian, AHI-S achieves a speed-up factor of 2800 for the 2878-species biodiesel
mechanism, being even larger than the previously reported speed-up factor of 370 using an
adaptive preconditioning method [174]. Compared with the original AHI and VODE with analytic
Jacobian, speed-up factors achieved by AHI-S scale as
about 450 and 2000, respectively, for the biodiesel mechanism.
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for large mechanisms, reaching

3.4.2. Effect of Flame Conditions on Size of the Fast Chemistry Core
In AHI-S, the computational efficiency depends on the size of the fast chemistry
subcomponent, which can be affected by both the local flame condition and the integration time
step size. Figure 3-8 shows that the average per-step computational cost increases with integration
time step size, pressure, and initial temperature for methane/air auto-ignition, calculated using
USC-Mech II. This indicates the sensitivity of the numbers of fast species and reactions to these
parameters, as verified in Figure 3-9.
To further investigate the effect of local flame condition on the size of the fast chemistry,
Figure 3-10 shows the patterns of nontrivial entries in the Jacobian before and after ignition for
three mechanisms with 32, 111 and 233 species, respectively. There are more fast species, as well
as nontrivial entries in the Jacobian, in the post-ignition cases than those in the pre-ignition cases
for all the three mechanisms. Changes in the pattern of the Jacobian are also observed. It is
therefore clear that the speedup achieved by AHI-S is sensitive to global and local flame conditions
due to the dynamic adaptive nature of the solver. Nevertheless, the Jacobian for large mechanisms
are almost always sparse, such that significant time savings can almost always be achieved using
AHI-S.
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Figure 3-10. Pattern of nontrivial entries (black pixels) in the Jacobian of the fast chemistry
subcomponent for (a,d) the 32-species skeletal mechanism for ethylene, (b,e) the 111-species
USC-Mech II with methane as fuel, and (c,f) the 233-species skeletal mechanism for iso-octane.
The top (a-c) and bottom (d-f) rows are calculated at t = 0.5 and 2 times the ignition delay,
respectively.
3.4.3. Performance of AHI-S in Unsteady PSRs
PSR is an important 0-D application that can involve both extinction and ignition due to
the presence of homogeneous mixing and is employed in the present study to test the performance
of AHI-S when extinction and re-ignition are involved. The governing equations of unsteady PSRs
can be expressed as [186,187]
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,
∑

where

(

/

1,2, …

(3-15)

,

∑

(3-16)

,

) is a nominal residence time, V is the volume of the reactor,

is the inlet

mass flow rate, and the superscript “0” indicates the inlet conditions, which are provided in Table
3-1 for the different mechanisms tested. Pressure is constant, and density is solved by the ideal gas
law. The residence time is forced to oscillate sinusoidally in the logarithmic scale as
log
where

10-4 s, A = 2, and

log

cos 2

is the period of oscillation.

/

,
3

(3-17)
10

s is used for the 32-

species skeletal mechanism (ethylene), USC-Mech II (methane), and the 2878-species biodiesel
mechanism, while

10-3 s is used for all the other mechanisms. The selection of the oscillation

period is to ensure that both ignition and extinction occur in the simulations.
For unsteady PSRs, the solution procedure of the AHI-S method is similar to that in autoignition calculations. The system of differential algebraic equations (DAE) includes Eqs. (3-9),
(3-11), (3-15) and (3-16), and the dependent variables are

, , ,

. Fast variables are

treated implicitly and slow variables, including slow species, temperature, density and the total
species mole concentration, are solved explicitly.
For comparison, the unsteady PSR system described by Eqs. (3-15) and (3-16), and the
ideal gas law with dependent variables

,

are also solved using the Strang splitting

scheme, in which the following equations are solved sequentially for each time step from
:
,

0
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on 0, Δ /2 ,

(3-18a)

to

,

0

Δ /2 on 0, Δ ,

(3-18b)

,

0

Δ

(3-18c)

on 0 , Δ /2 ,

where the chemistry and transport terms, S and M, are given in Eqs. (3-15) and (3-16). Eq. (3-18a)
is a reaction substep taking the composition

at time

as the initial condition. Eq. (3-18b) is a

transport substep with the initial condition taken from the solution of Eq. (3-18a). Eq. (3-18c) is
the second reaction substep with the initial condition taken from the solution of Eq. (3-18b). At
Δ /2 is taken as the composition

the end of a splitting step,

at time

. The reaction

substeps in Eqs. (3-18a) and (3-18c) are solved by stiff ODE solvers such as VODE and LSODES,
while the transport substep in Eq. (3-18b) is solved by the explicit second-order Runge-Kutta
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Figure 3-11. Temperature profiles of unsteady PSRs for a) the 32-species skeletal mechanism for
ethylene and b) the 233-species skeletal mechanism for iso-octane, calculated using AHI-S
(symbols), VODE (solid lines) and the Strang splitting scheme (dashed lines). A fixed integration
time step of 10-7 s is used in AHI-S and the Strang splitting scheme, and the built-in adaptive time
stepping algorithm is used in VODE. The dash dot lines represent the fluctuating residence time
as function of time.
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Figure 3-11 shows the temperature profiles in unsteady PSRs for ethylene/air (Figure
3-11a) and iso-octane/air (Figure 3-11b), calculated with AHI-S, the fully implicit VODE solver,
and the Strang splitting scheme with chemistry substeps solved by VODE, which is widely adopted
in two- and three-dimensional flame simulations. The initial conditions are taken from the steadystate solutions of PSR with

10

s. It is seen that the solutions obtained with AHI-S and

the Strang splitting scheme agree well with the solutions obtained with the fully implicit solver for
the tested cases, while further discussion on the accuracy of the different solvers can be found in
Ref. [90]. The following study will be focused on the comparison of the numerical efficiencies of
the different solvers in unsteady PSRs.
Figure 3-12a and Figure 3-12b show the computational cost and speed-up factors,
respectively, of AHI-S as function of mechanism size, compared with the original AHI, and the
Strang splitting scheme. The chemistry substeps in the splitting scheme is solved by VODE using
dense matrix operations with numerical and analytic Jacobian, respectively or LSODES with
analytic Jacobian. It is seen that the use of analytic Jacobian can improve the computational
efficiency for small to moderate sized mechanisms, and AHI can further reduce the computational
cost by more than a factor of ten. LSODES has similar performance with VODE for small
mechanisms while it is significantly faster than VODE and the original AHI for large mechanisms.
AHI-S with sparse matrix techniques results in an overall linear scaling in computational cost
versus mechanism size for unsteady PSRs, similar to that shown in Figure 3-6 for auto-ignition. In
contrast, an overall scaling of

is observed for both AHI and the Strang splitting scheme for

large mechanisms. The speed-up factor achieved by AHI-S is approximately 50 for the 9-species
hydrogen mechanism and 3

10 for the 2878-species biodiesel mechanism, compared with the

Strang splitting scheme using VODE with numerical Jacobian, and is 10–100 for mechanisms with
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different number of species, compared with the Strang splitting scheme using LSODES with
analytic Jacobian. Such time savings are significantly higher than those observed for AHI-S versus
VODE or LSODES in auto-ignition shown in Figure 3-7. As an explanation, in addition to the
reduced size of the implicit core and the incorporation of sparse matrix techniques, the speedup in
unsteady PSRs is also attributed to the elimination of the many, e.g., 10–100, internal time steps
needed by the Strang splitting to relax the fast modes artificially re-activated by adding the
integrated transport effect at a discrete point during each splitting step, as discussed in Ref. [90].
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Figure 3-12. a) Average per-step computational cost for AHI-S, AHI and Strang splitting schemes,
and b) speedup factors for AHI-S compared with other solvers, as function of mechanism size for
unsteady PSRs.
3.4.4. Performance of AHI-S in a 1-D Laminar Premixed Flame
The effects of convection and diffusion on the numerical performance of AHI-S are further
investigated using a 1-D planar unsteady free-propagating premixed flame, for which the
governing equations are expressed as
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(3-19)

0,
1

,

1,2, …

1

1

,

,

(3-20)

(3-21)

where radiative heat transfer, Soret and Dufour effects are ignored, u is velocity, λ is heat
conductivity, and

is mixture-averaged diffusivity of the kth species.

The simulation is performed using the mixture-averaged molecular diffusion model and
the detailed USC-Mech II for methane/air with equivalence ratio of 0.6 at pressure of 5 atm and
fresh mixture temperature of 300 K. The flame is initialized with the 1-D steady state solution
obtained from the PREMIX code [188] in CHEMKIN-II. The computational domain is [0, 1 cm]
with the flame front located at x = 0.2 cm at t = 0 and propagating to the +x direction. Symmetric
boundary condition is used at the hot boundary (x = 0), and wall condition with fixed temperature
and species concentrations is specified at the cold boundary (x = 1 cm), as specified in Ref. [51].
Convection and diffusion terms are discretized using the second-order upwind scheme and central
difference method, respectively. The convection and diffusion terms are treated as slow source
terms in AHI-S in addition to the slow chemistry. Equations (3-9), (3-11), (3-19), (3-20) and (3-21)
, , , ,

are solved with dependent variables being

at all grid points, where

temperature, density, velocity, and the total species mole concentration are treated as slow
variables in addition to the slow species. Similar to the procedures used for auto-ignition, in each
time integration step, the fast variables are first solved implicitly, and the slow variables are then
solved explicitly. Specifically, density and the total species mole concentration are updated using
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Eq. (3-9) and Eq. (3-11). Velocity is updated through the continuity equation. That is, velocity in
Eq. (3-19) is implicitly formulated as
4

3
2Δ

,

Δ

(3-22)

where the superscript n indicates the nth time step and subscript i indicates the ith grid point, and
Δx and Δt are spatial and temporal resolutions, respectively. This procedure has been demonstrated
in Ref. [51] to accurately solve velocity field in the absence of the momentum equation for 1-D
low-Mach number flows. Note that for 2- or 3-D flows, the momentum equations are still required
to solve for the velocity field. In the Strang splitting scheme, similar procedure as that shown in
Eqs. (3-18a-c) is used except that the transport substep is solved by a second-order CrankNicholson method [51].
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Figure 3-13. Profiles of temperature and mass fractions of selected species at t = 0.05 s in a 1-D
premixed methane/air flame simulated using USC-Mech II. Circles: Δt = 2.5  10-8 s. Lines:
Δt = 10-7 s. Crosses: Δt = 4  10-7 s.
Figure 3-13 shows the numerical solutions of the 1-D premixed flame calculated with AHIS at t = 0.05 s using three different integration step sizes, Δt = 2.5  10-8 s, 10-7 s and 4  10-7 s,
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respectively. It is seen that the solutions with different temporal resolutions are mostly identical,
and thus temporal convergence has been achieved at such fine temporal resolution. Note that the
selection of spatial resolution is determined by flame thickness as defined in Ref. [160]:
max |

|

,

(3-23)

where Tb is the flame temperature and Tu is the temperature of the fresh mixture. The flame
thickness is approximately 386 µm based on the temperature profile in Figure 3-13 and Eq. (3-23),
and a grid size of 19.5 µm is selected such that there are at least 20 grid points across the flame
front.
Figure 3-14 shows the numbers of fast species and fast reactions as function of the spatial
coordinate for Δt = 10-7 s. Since temperature and radical concentrations are both high in the postflame zone, the numbers of fast species and fast reactions tend to be larger on the product side
compared with the reactant side, and rapid changes can be observed across the flame front. This
observation is overall consistent with that for auto-ignition as shown in Figure 3-9.
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Figure 3-14. Fractions of fast species and fast reactions as function of the spatial coordinate for
the 1-D premixed flame at t = 0.05 s, calculated using USC-Mech II and time step size of 10-7 s.
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Figure 3-15 shows the total computational cost of AHI-S for the entire simulation for
0, 0.05 s , as function of the time step size, compared with that of the Strang splitting scheme
with chemistry substeps solved by VODE using numerical Jacobian and dense matrix operations.
Speedup by about two orders of magnitude is achieved using AHI-S compared with the Strang
splitting scheme, while the speed-up factor is slightly sensitive to the integration step size because
the size of fast chemistry in AHI-S increases with time step size. It is noted again that the reason
for the significant time saving is threefold: First, the AHI-S scheme solves a smaller implicit core
of fast chemistry. Second, the AHI-S scheme eliminates the need to use many internal time steps
to relax the artificially activated fast chemical modes needed in the splitting schemes, similar to
the unsteady PSR cases. Third, the use of analytic Jacobian combined with sparse matrix
techniques can further speed up the simulation for mechanisms of arbitrary sizes.
It is noted that the largest time step size that can be taken in AHI-S in the present study is
limited by the fastest transport process (e.g., molecular diffusion) for 1-D premixed flames because
the transport processes are treated explicitly, while larger splitting time steps, e.g., 10 – 10

s,

can be used in the Strang splitting scheme with both convection and diffusion solved implicitly
[51]. However, for a smaller step size, e.g., 10 – 10

s, AHI-S can be significantly faster than

the Strang splitting scheme.
The above results therefore demonstrated that AHI-S can achieve high numerical efficiency
compared with the previous stiff chemistry solvers for both homogeneous systems, such as autoignition and PSR, and diffusive systems, such as 1-D premixed flames. For 2- and 3-D flames,
similar performance of AHI-S is expected if the transport processes are treated explicitly and
computational cost of the evaluation of transport source terms is insignificant compared with that
of the chemical source term.
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Figure 3-15. Computational cost (left axis) for the entire simulation of the 1-D premixed flame

for t = [0, 0.05 s], using AHI-S (closed circles) and the Strang splitting scheme (open circles), and
the corresponding speedup factors (squares, right axis) using AHI-S compared with the Strang
splitting scheme, as function of the time step size, calculated using USC-Mech II for methane/air.
3.5. Conclusions
An AHI-S solver is developed based on a previously developed AHI scheme and sparse
matrix techniques. The new solver is tested in various combustion systems, including autoignition, unsteady PSR and 1-D premixed flame propagation using mechanisms of different fuels
ranging from 9 to 2878 species. Compared with the original AHI method, AHI-S further reduces
the nontrivial entries in the Jacobian of the fast chemistry subcomponent to obtain sparser Jacobian
of the fast chemistry and to achieve higher computational efficiency.
Tests with constant-pressure auto-ignition show that the per-step computational cost of
AHI-S is linearly proportional to mechanism size and is comparable to that of the fully explicit
solvers, or a few evaluations of reaction rates using the CHEMKIN-II subroutine, while much
implicit-like larger time steps can be adopted by AHI-S similar to other stiff ODE solvers.
Compared with the fully implicit LSODES solver, a speed-up factor of approximately 3 is achieved
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by AHI-S. Compared with the fully implicit VODE solver, speed-up factors ranging from
approximately 10, for the 9-species hydrogen mechanism, to approximately 3000, for the 2878species biodiesel mechanism, are achieved by AHI-S. The time saving is primarily attributed to
the reduced size of the implicit core for small to moderate sized mechanisms, e.g., with less than
about 100 species, and to the sparse matrix techniques for larger mechanisms.
Further tests with unsteady PSRs and a 1-D unsteady freely propagating premixed flame
show that, when non-chemical source terms are present, AHI-S is significantly more efficient than
the Strang splitting scheme, which requires many internal steps in the chemistry substep to relax
the fast chemical modes re-activated by adding the integrated transport effect in the beginning of
the chemistry substep. For unsteady PSRs, speed-up factors ranging from 50 to 28,500 are
achieved using AHI-S compared with the Strang splitting scheme with chemistry substeps solved
by the fully implicit VODE solver, and speed-up factors of 10–100 are also achieved compared
with the Strang splitting scheme using LSODES and analytic Jacobian with different mechanisms.
Speed-up factors of approximately 200 are achieved using AHI-S for the 1-D premixed flame of
methane/air compared with the Strang splitting scheme using VODE.
AHI-S can achieve overall explicit-like performance for both small to large mechanisms
in different combustion systems, and thus provides a highly efficient approach for time integration
of reacting flows involving stiff chemistry.
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Chapter 4. An Explicit Stiff Chemistry Solver Based on Dynamic Chemical Stiffness
Removal
4.1. Introduction
The recent development of advanced chemistry solvers, such as the AHI-S solver [189],
significantly improved the computational efficiency of implicit stiff chemistry solvers as shown in
Figure 3-6. Jacobian-free explicit solvers such as the explicit Runge-Kutta methods, can be more
efficient than implicit solvers, provided that chemical stiffness can be removed. To remove the
chemical stiffness, systematic approaches such as computational singular perturbation (CSP)
[60,61,84] and intrinsic low dimensional manifold (ILDM) [62] have been developed. However,
these methods can be time-consuming due to the expensive eigen-analysis, and thus are difficult
to be performed on-the-fly. The canonical quasi-steady-state (QSS) approximation (QSSA) [82]
and partial-equilibrium (PE) approximation (PEA) [83] can eliminate short timescales associated
with fast species and reactions more efficiently, provided that a rigorous computational algorithm
is available to distinguish between QSS-induced and PE-induced fast species. The efficient explicit
solvers can be exploited once the short timescales are eliminated.
Several advanced explicit solvers have been developed for stiff chemistry in previous
studies [29,169,190,191]. Gou et al. developed a dynamic multi-timescale (MTS) method [29],
which groups species based on their characteristic timescales and integrates different groups with
different time step sizes. Improved computational efficiency was observed compared with VODE.
Nevertheless, the species grouping procedure may introduce additional computational overhead.
Mott et al. developed a CHEMEQ2 [190] method based on a QSSA formulation, and it was then
extended by Morri et al. [191] to a robustness-enhanced version, ERENA. In ERENA, a
Lagrangian multiplier analysis was performed to derive a criterion for mass conservation and
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adaptive time-stepping, such that both accuracy and efficiency can be improved. Lu et al. [169]
proposed a dynamic chemical stiffness removal method by applying QSSA on-the-fly with a noniterative prediction-correction procedure. This method is particularly suitable for compressible
flow simulations, where the time step sizes are typically small and controlled by the Courant–
Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition. All the above methods, however, do not take the coupling of
QSS species into account.
To take the advantage of on-the-fly QSSA, an iterative uncoupled QSS (IU-QSS) method
is proposed for dynamic chemical stiffness removal method, such that significantly larger time
steps can be adopted for explicit time integration in this study. The IU-QSS method is tested in a
toy problem, 0-D homogeneous auto-ignition systems, and a 2-D laminar lifted n-dodecane jet
flame.

4.2. Review of the Non-Iterative Quasi-Steady-State Approximation
In a chemically reacting flow, a QSS species, e.g., the kth species, can be tracked by the
following governing equation:
,
where D/Dt is the material derivative,
rate and non-chemical sources,

is the mole concentration,

is the chemical consumption rate, and

(4-1)
is the chemical creation
is the timescale of kth

species defined as
≡

/

.

(4-2)

The classical QSSA assumes that
̃
while the direct replacement of

,

in Eq. (4-1) with ̃ may violate element conservation.
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(4-3)

In a previously non-iterative QSS method developed by Lu et al. [169], a predictioncorrection procedure was proposed as,
,

(4-4a)
,

where h is the integration time step, and
respectively. The

,

(4-4b)

are the predicted and corrected mole concentrations,

is employed to re-evaluate the rates of all chemical reactions with the kth

species as a reactant, such that chemical stiffness incurred by QSS species can be successfully
removed. Note that the accuracy of the non-iterative QSS method is determined by the quality of
the QSSA.
However, Eq. (4-4) may become difficult to apply at large time steps. To demonstrate this
point, a toy problem is considered here, as follows:
→

(R1)

↔

(R2)

→

(R3)

→

(R4)

where k1, k2, k3 and k4 are the reaction rate coefficients of reactions R1, R2, R3 and R4, which are
specified to be k1=104, k2=109, k3=108 and k4=1010, respectively. The toy problem is solved for
the composition vector

,

,

,

with an initial condition of

1,0,0,0 . For

time step sizes of 10 ~10 , both Q1 and Q2 are good QSS species, which is confirmed by a
local CSP criterion proposed by Lu and Law [108].
Figure 4-1 shows the concentrations of Q1 and P obtained from the non-iterative QSS
method using different time step sizes. It is seen that little error is induced for the concentration of
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the major species P, while the error in the concentration of the QSS species, Q1, increases
dramatically with the increasing time step size.

Figure 4-1. Concentrations of Q1 and P using different time step sizes of a) 10-7, b) 5  10-7 and c)
10-6, obtained by the fully implicit VODE solver (solid lines) and the non-iterative QSS method
(symbols), respectively.
4.3. An Iterative Uncoupled Quasi-Steady-State (IU-QSS) Method
To increase the maximum allowable time step sizes, an iterative uncoupled quasi-steadystate (IU-QSS) method is proposed in the present study, by solving the QSS equations iteratively
with:

,

,

,

,

,

,

where the subscript m is the iteration number, and

(4-5a)

,

,

,

,

(4-5b)

are the predicted and corrected mole

concentrations at the mth iteration, respectively. For small and moderate time step sizes,
convergence can be achieved within a few iterations, e.g., 5–10, for relative and absolute error
tolerances of 10-8 and 10-12, respectively. These error tolerance values will also be used in the
following sections. As suggested in Ref. [169], the kth species is considered to be a local QSS
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species if
while

, where

is a threshold timescale proportional to the integration time step h,

can be analytically evaluated using Eq. (4-2).
The iterative procedure proposed in Eq. (4-5) is demonstrated in Figure 4-2, which shows

the concentrations of Q1 and P obtained by the IU-QSS method using different time step sizes. It
is clearly seen that errors induced by IU-QSS are negligible for both Q1 and P, even for a large
time step size. Note that only six iterations are required for convergence in the toy model.

Figure 4-2. Concentrations of Q1 and P using different time step sizes of a) 10-7, b) 5  10-7 and c)
10-6, obtained by the fully implicit VODE solver (solid lines) and the IU-QSS solver (symbols),
respectively.
For multi-dimensional flows, the operator-splitting schemes [51,156] are commonly used
to separate chemistry integration from transport processes. To improve the robustness of IU-QSS
in the context of splitting schemes where time step sizes are usually large, an automatic adaptive
time-stepping scheme is proposed by specifying a user-specified maximum iteration number (Imax).
Imax is specified to be 10 in the present study. The procedure is summarized as follows:
1.

Perform the IU-QSS method as shown in Eq. (4-5) for a given time step size of h.

2.

Check the convergence of Step 1. If solution is not converged when Imax is reached, reduce
the local time step, e.g., h = h/2, and start over from Step 1; otherwise, proceed to Step 3.
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3.

Advance the governing equations for species and energy conservation using the non-stiff
reaction rates that are evaluated by the converged values of

,

.

4.4. Results and Discussion
4.4.1. Demonstration of IU-QSS with Fixed Integration Step Sizes
The IU-QSS method is first validated in 0-D constant-volume homogeneous auto-ignition
systems with fixed integration time step sizes. Solutions calculated with the fully implicit VODE
solver are referred to as the exact solutions.
Figure 4-3a and Figure 4-3b show the profiles of temperature and mass fractions of H2O,
O2, and H2O2, for auto-ignition of a stoichiometric hydrogen/air mixture simulated by the
non-iterative and iterative QSS methods, respectively, using a 9-species detailed model [177]. The
initial temperature and pressure are 1200 K and 1 atm, respectively. As shown, at Δ
5.5

10

s, the non-iterative QSS method becomes unstable approaching the high temperature

region, signified by the unphysical fluctuations in the temperature and species profiles. It is
therefore demonstrated that the iterative procedure inherent in the IU-QSS method is effective in
resolving the coupling of different QSS species in detailed real fuel chemistry. Figure 4-4 further
shows the relative errors in the ignition delay and the flame temperature at t = 1 ms, as a function
of the time step size. Auto-ignition of ethylene/air is simulated with a 32-species skeletal model
[108]. Both ignition delay and flame temperature are well predicted by IU-QSS with a first-order
temporal accuracy, while the allowable time step size is dramatically extended compared with the
non-iterative QSS method.
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Figure 4-3. Profiles of a) temperature and b) species mass fractions of H2O, O2, and H2O2, in
constant-volume auto-ignition for a stoichiometric hydrogen/air mixture with an initial
temperature of 1200 K and an initial pressure of 1 atm, at a fixed time step size of 5.5  10-7 s.
Exact solution is obtained using the fully implicit VODE solver.
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Figure 4-4. The relative error of ignition delay and flame temperature at t = 1 ms versus the time
step size for a stoichiometric ethylene/air mixture at an initial temperature of 1200 K and an initial
pressure of 1 atm. Results are obtained using the non-iterative QSS method (squares) and the
IU-QSS solver (circles), respectively.
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4.4.2. Performance of IU-QSS with Adaptive Time-Stepping for Auto-Ignition
The IU-QSS method is now combined with the adaptive time-stepping scheme and
compared with a state-of-the-art explicit solver ERENA and a conventional implicit solver VODE,
for 0-D auto-ignition simulations. Note that Jacobian is re-initialized in VODE at the beginning of
each time step due to the need of re-initialization in multi-dimensional flow simulations.

Figure 4-5. Temperature profiles calculated by different solvers with an integration step size of a)
10-6 s and b) 10-5 s.
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Figure 4-6. a) Relative errors in ignition delay and b) speed-up factors over VODE, as functions
of the integration step size.
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Figure 4-5 shows the temperature profiles of ethylene/air auto-ignition using two different
time step sizes. For both time step sizes, the error induced by ERENA is found to be much larger
than that by IU-QSS. The performance of IU-QSS is further investigated using three mechanisms
of different sizes, including 9-species model for hydrogen/air, the 32-species skeletal model for
ethylene/air, and an 88-species skeletal model [3] for n-heptane/air. Figure 4-6a and Figure 4-6b
show the relative errors in ignition delay and speed-up factors over VODE, respectively. The
relative error of IU-QSS is much lower than that of ERENA for all the three mechanisms, while
both increase with the increasing time step size. Similar speed-up is observed for IU-QSS and
ERENA at small time step sizes, while IU-QSS is significantly faster than ERENA at large time
step sizes. The reason is that at large time step sizes, the coupling among QSS species becomes
stronger, and therefore smaller internal substep sizes are needed in ERENA to maintain mass
conservation, which is however not a problem in IU-QSS.
4.4.3. Performance of IU-QSS in Multi-Dimensional DNS
The IU-QSS method with the adaptive time-stepping scheme is then employed to simulate
a 2-D laminar lifted n-dodecane jet flame with fuel (300 K) injected into coflowing heated air
(1000 K) at a pressure of 30 atm. The flame is simulated using a 54-species skeletal model [192]
and the mixture-averaged molecular transport model on the CONVERGE 2.3 platform [193].
Adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) [194] is adopted with a base grid size of 20 µm and a minimum
grid size of 2.5 µm. A uniform velocity of 2.5 m/s is specified for both fuel and air streams. A
symmetric boundary condition is specified for the jet center, while pressure outlets are specified
for the top and side boundaries. The computational domain is 3 mm × 1 mm in the streamwise and
spanwise directions, respectively, with a half jet width of 0.05 mm. The integration step size is
approximately 1.2510-7 s based on the CFL condition.
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Figure 4-7a shows the temperature isocontours in the steady-state lifted flame, obtained
from IU-QSS and the built-in CVODE solver [195], respectively. The difference in the lift-off
length prediction is less than 2%. Figure 4-7b shows the normalized computational costs of
different components in the CFD code. A speed-up factor of 9 for chemistry integration and 2 for
the overall simulation are achieved by IU-QSS compared with CVODE. It is further noted that
higher speed-up factors can be achieved for larger mechanisms in which chemistry integration
dominates the overall computational cost.

Normalized CPU cost, s
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Transport Chemistry Others

(a)
(b)
Figure 4-7. a) Temperature profiles for a steady state lifted n-dodecane jet flame and b) the
normalized CPU time for different components over a simulation time of 1 ms, with chemistry
being integrated by CVODE and IU-QSS, respectively. The dash line indicates the lift-off location.
4.4.4. Limitations of the IU-QSS Method
While IU-QSS achieves high computational efficiencies for small- to moderate-sized
chemical kinetic models, it may be difficult to apply for large kinetic models in which PE-reactions
may be present and therefore result in poor convergence in IU-QSS. In such cases, additional
procedures to further remove the short timescales induced by PE-reactions are required for
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comprehensive stiffness removal. Another possible solution to solve this issue is to switch between
IU-QSS and implicit solvers, such as AHI-S, whenever is needed. These topics merit further study
in the future.

4.5. Conclusions
In the present study, an iterative uncoupled quasi-steady-state (IU-QSS) method is
developed for dynamic chemical stiffness removal, as an extension of a previous non-iterative QSS
approach. The IU-QSS method is first demonstrated in a toy problem and homogeneous autoignition of hydrogen/air and ethylene/air mixtures using fixed integration time steps, and is shown
to dramatically increase the allowable time step size, compared with the non-iterative QSS method.
IU-QSS combined with an automatic adaptive time-stepping scheme is then tested in
homogeneous auto-ignition in comparison with a state-of-the-art explicit solver ERENA and the
implicit solver VODE. Compared with the VODE solver, significant computational cost savings
are achieved by IU-QSS and ERENA, while IU-QSS shows improved accuracy and efficiency
over ERENA. The performance of IU-QSS is also demonstrated in a 2-D laminar lifted n-dodecane
jet flame simulation. Significantly reduced computational cost is achieved by using the IU-QSS
solver, implying that IU-QSS can serve as an efficient alternative of traditional implicit solvers for
practical CFD simulations.
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Chapter 5. Identification of Premixed Flame Propagation Modes Using Chemical Explosive
Mode Analysis
5.1. Introduction
Premixed combustion plays an important role in advanced combustion engines, where the
burning velocity is an important quantity to be predicted or modeled [196]. Laminar flame speed
is considered a property of a pre-mixture assuming that the upstream reactants are chemically
frozen and forced to ignite by back-diffusion of energy and radicals from the reaction zone when
the mixture enters the preheat zone. This flame propagation mode is the canonical deflagration
wave that features a unique flame speed,

, as an eigenvalue of the flame. However, when the

fresh mixture is already pre-heated and thus auto-igniting at the inlet, the back-diffusion may not
control the flame propagation and the flame may propagate in an arbitrarily larger speed than

.

Note that a mixture is considered auto-igniting here if the residence time of the mixture ahead of
the flame front is comparable to or longer than the ignition delay time at the fresh mixture inlet.
As flame speed is an important system parameter in many flame simulations, such as those based
on the premixed flamelet models [120,122,127], it is critical to identify the different flame
propagation modes and to capture the processes controlling the flame propagation.
The two different flame propagation modes have been investigated in the literature for
laminar [197–200] and turbulent [118,201–204] premixed flames. Sankaran [198] studied the
transition of flame propagation from the deflagration to auto-ignition mode for one-dimensional
(1-D) steady state freely propagating flames of hydrogen/air by changing the computational
domain size. Krisman et al. [200] further investigated the response of the flame location to the
inflow velocity for fuels with and without the negative temperature coefficient (NTC) behavior,
and performed a transport budget analysis to verify the flame propagation mode. For stratified
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mixtures, such as those in homogeneous charge compression-ignition (HCCI) combustion, the
progress-variable based local flame speed calculation [201,202] and a Damköhler number (Da)
based approach [118] have been employed to distinguish between the different flame propagation
modes. The flame propagation modes are also relevant to the stabilization of partially premixed
flames [94,95,205,206], which have been studied using various approaches such as the transport
budget analysis [94], the Lagrangian flamelet analysis [205], and the auto-ignition index [95]. Such
criteria, however, can strongly depend on the flame configuration or the fuel type, and are typically
based on empirically selected scalars and arbitrary threshold values.
The chemical explosive mode (CEM) analysis (CEMA) [107,109,112] was developed
based on eigen-analysis as a systematic diagnostic for critical flame features and has been applied
in direct numerical simulations (DNS) of different types of flames to identify premixed reaction
fronts, mixtures undergoing auto-ignition and local extinction, cool flames, etc. [114–118,207].
CEMs have been found to be important for the ignition processes of combustion problems
[110,111], and CEMA was shown to be a robust diagnostic of complex flow fields. Furthermore,
CEMA formulation is rather simple to use compared with the computational singular perturbation
(CSP) based methods [98,99,101–103]. In previous CEMA based studies, different combustion
modes have been distinguished using a Da value defined as the ratio of the CEM eigenvalue and a
reciprocal characteristic mixing timescale, such as the residence time in 0-D perfectly stirred
reactors (PSR) [109,112] and the scalar dissipation rate in flames [107,112,118]. However, the
quantification of a local mixing timescale can be rather involved for general reacting flows.
In the present study, a CEMA-based criterion is developed to identify different flame
propagation modes based on the competition of diffusion and chemistry projected to the local CEM.
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The new criterion is applied to investigate 1-D laminar premixed flames and 2-D DNS of HCCI
combustion.

5.2. Overview of the CEMA Method
CEMA is based on eigen-analysis of the Jacobian of the local chemical source term in the
governing equation of a reacting flow:
,
where

,

(5-1)

is the vector of local dependent variables including temperature and species

concentrations,

is the chemical source term, and

is the non-chemical source term, such as

diffusion in flames and homogenous mixing in stirred reactors. A CEM is a chemical mode
associated with an eigenvalue
Jacobian

that has a positive real part. The eigenvalue

are related by
∙

where

and chemical

and

∙

,

(5-2)

are right and left eigenvectors associated with the CEM, respectively. The CEM

is a chemical property of the local mixture indicating the propensity of the mixture to ignite if it is
refers to the eigenvalue of the fastest

isolated [107]. Note that if multiple CEMs are present,
CEM. If no CEM is present,

denotes the least negative (real part) eigenvalue, excluding the

zero eigenvalues associated with the conservation modes.
Two additional quantities, namely the explosion index (EI) and participation index (PI),
are also defined in the CEMA context, as shown in Refs. [107,109,112], to further quantify the
contribution of a species or a reaction to the CEM, as follows:
diag|
sum diag|
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|
|

,

(5-3)

|
∙ ⨂ |
,
∙ ⨂ |
sum |

(5-4)

where S is the stoichiometric coefficient matrix, R is the vector of the net rates for reactions, “⨂”
denotes element-wise multiplication of two vectors. Note that both EI and PI are normalized such
that a species (or a reaction) is important to the CEM if EI (or PI) is close to unity.
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Figure 5-1. Temperature profiles of a) auto-ignition, b) 1-D premixed flames, and c) PSRs for
H2/air. Colors indicate the value of sign(λe) × log10(1 + |λe|, 1/s) in (a-b), and indicate
sign(λe - 1/)×log10(1 + |λe - 1/|, 1/s) in (c), where “sign()” denotes the signum function.
The utility of CEMA has been demonstrated in various premixed and non-premixed flames,
including 0-D reactors, 1-D laminar flames, and DNS of turbulent flames [107–109,113,115]. To
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briefly demonstrate the behavior of CEM in laminar flames, Figure 5-1 shows the temperature
profiles in homogeneous auto-ignition, 1-D freely propagating flames, and steady-state PSRs, with
color indicating the local CEM eigenvalues. It was shown that zero-crossing of

indicates the

transition between pre- and post-ignition mixtures and is associated with such critical flame
features as the ignition state in auto-ignition, and location of the reaction zone in a premixed flame,
and the extinction state in a PSR.

5.3. Demarcation of Local Combustion Modes with CEMA
In the present study, Eq. (5-1) is projected to the CEM to systematically identify different
local combustion modes:
∙

∙

∙
∙

where the projected chemical (

) and diffusion (
≡

∙

,

,
,

(5-5a)
(5-5b)

) source terms are defined as
≡

∙ .

(5-6)

The last term in Eq. (5-3b) is a nonlinear effect induced by the rotation of the eigenvector, the role
of which for CEMA merits further investigation. Note that if the eigenvalue is a complex number,
only the real parts of
that

and

are used in the present study. The direction of

is chosen such

is always non-negative since chemistry is always promoting ignition when a CEM is

present. The projection procedure is similar to that used in the CSP-based analysis [98,99,101–
103]. However, the definitions in Eq. (5-6) account for the contributions from all the reactions and
diffusion processes, while the analysis in Refs. [101–103] is based on the slow dynamics of a
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specific scalar, such as temperature. A local combustion mode indicator, , can consequently be
defined as,
/
The value of

.

(5-7)

indicates the relative importance of chemistry and diffusion in the ignition

process, such that different local combustion modes can be identified using the following criterion:
1: the assisted-ignition mode, where diffusion dominates chemistry in a same direction and

(i)

promotes ignition; (ii) | |

1: the auto-ignition mode, where chemistry plays a dominant role in
1: the local extinction mode, where diffusion

ignition while diffusion is less important; (iii)

dominates chemistry in an opposite direction and thus reverses the ignition process. Note that
,

, and

are defined for the pre-ignition mixtures (

0) only, while the mode projection

should be avoided near the eigenvalue zero-crossing where the chemical Jacobian becomes
defective [107].

5.4. Identification of Deflagration and Auto-Igniting Waves
A criterion for systematic identification of the different premixed flame propagation modes
is further developed based on the local combustion modes defined above.
To understand the behavior of the local combustion modes in premixed flames, Figure 5-2a
shows the profiles of the projected chemical (

) and diffusion (

) source terms (the first row),

in a 1-D freely propagating laminar premixed flame for lean hydrogen/air at equivalence ratio of
0.7, free-stream temperature of 300 K, and atmospheric pressure, calculated using the detailed Li
et al. mechanism [177]. The reaction front is identified as the zero-crossing of
combustion modes are shown in different colors for explosive mixtures (
that

is larger than

, i.e.,

, and the local

0) only. It is seen

1, for temperature lower than Ti, defined as the temperature at
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the crossover point of
(| |

and

. It is seen that when T > Ti, chemistry is dominant in the CEM

1), and thus the fresh mixture is forced to ignite in the preheat zone (defined as T0 < T ≤ Ti),

indicating that the flame is a canonical deflagration wave. The conventional transport budget
analysis is further performed for H and OH, as shown in the next two rows of Figure 5-2a, with
the reaction, diffusion, and convection terms denoted as “R”, “D”, and “C”, respectively. It is seen
that the chemical and diffusion source terms are well balanced for H, but poorly balanced for OH,
showing that the results can be strongly affected by selecting different scalars in the budget
analysis.
Figure 5-2b shows the profiles of

and

in a burner-stabilized premixed flame for

hydrogen/air at T0 = 1200 K, equivalence ratio of 0.7, atmospheric pressure and inlet velocity of
80 m/s. It is seen that chemistry dominates diffusion in the CEM (| |

1) for all the mixtures

between the inlet and the flame front, indicating that the flame is propagating as an auto-igniting
front, as further confirmed by the transport budget analysis for H and OH.
For a given free-stream temperature T0, the crossover temperature Ti can vary according to
the flame propagation mode, while the Ti in the limit of the deflagration mode, denoted as

, can

be uniquely defined as a mixture property. Based on the above analysis of local combustion modes,
the value of

in the preheat zone defined as T0 < T ≤

can be used to systematically distinguish

between the deflagration and auto-ignition waves. A representative temperature, Tr, can thereby
be selected from the preheat zone. The flame is identified as a deflagration wave if

1 at T =

Tr, and an auto-igniting wave if | | ≪ 1 at T = Tr. In the present study, two options of Tr are
investigated: Tr =

, and

/2.
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Figure 5-2. Profiles of temperature,  and s (first row), and normalized transport budget terms
for H (second row) and OH (third row), respectively, for a) a 1-D freely propagating laminar
premixed flame with T0 = 300 K and b) a burner-stabilized flame with T0 = 1200 K and inlet
velocity of 80 m/s, for hydrogen/air at equivalence ratio of 0.7 and atmospheric pressure. Colors
of the temperature profiles indicate auto-ignition mode (red, ‘Ign’), assisted-ignition mode (green,
‘Diff’), and non-explosive mixtures (λe < 0, grey).

5.5. Results and Discussion
5.5.1. Flame Propagation Modes in 1-D Premixed Flames
Previous studies [198,200,208] have shown that for the same free-stream condition,
different flame propagation modes can occur depending on the flame location and inlet velocity.
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A similar approach as that in Ref. [198] is used in the present study to generate a series of 1-D
freely propagating premixed flames using the PREMIX code [188] by varying the distance from
the inlet boundary to the location where T = T0 + 400 K, denoted as the induction length (L), to
vary the residence time from the inlet to the flame front. Figure 5-3 shows the laminar flame speed,
, as a function of L for hydrogen/air at inlet temperatures of 800-950 K, equivalence ratio of 0.7,
and atmospheric pressure. It is seen that at a low inlet temperature, e.g., T0 = 800 K, the profiles
feature a plateau regardless of L, where the propagation speed is approximately a constant and is
denoted as

. As the inlet temperature increases,

increases while the plateau ends at a shorter

L. A linear section is seen on each profile for sufficiently large L, and the slope is inversely
proportional to the ignition delay time of the inlet mixture, indicating the auto-igniting nature of
the flames on the diagonal segments. At the turning point, Lc, the conventional deflagration wave
evolves to an auto-igniting wave as the residence time becomes sufficient for the mixture to auto-
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Figure 5-3. Laminar flame speed (SL) as a function of the induction length (L) at different inlet
temperatures, for 1-D freely propagating premixed flames of hydrogen/air. Dashed lines indicate
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SL = L/, where  is the ignition delay of the inlet mixture. A, B, and C denote flame conditions to

T/1000, K

Projections to CEM

be further analyzed in Figure 5-4.

Flame A

T/1000, K

Projections to CEM

Flame B

Flame C

Figure 5-4. Spatial distributions of temperature,  and s, for flames A, B, and C selected from
Figure 5-3. Colors on the temperature profiles indicate auto-ignition mode (red), assisted-ignition
mode (green), and non-explosive mixtures (λe < 0, grey), respectively.
To compare the distribution of the combustion modes in the different types of flames,
Figure 5-4 shows the structure of three flames, A, B and C, selected from Figure 5-3 for T0 = 900 K.
It is seen that flame A is a deflagration wave with a small L, and α > 1 for the entire preheat zone
region where T < Ti, which is

for T0 = 900 K. For flame B at L = Lc, a section of α < 1 is seen

for mixtures close to the free-stream boundary, while
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close to unity is found at T =

, thus

indicating diffusion still plays a dominant role in the preheat zone where temperature is visibly
higher than T0. Flame C is an auto-igniting wave featuring a large L, and α ≪ 1 is seen in the entire
pre-ignition zone, including T =

.

Table 5-1. Ti0 for different T0 for the hydrogen/air flames.
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Ti0 (K)
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Mode
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Figure 5-5. The mode indicator α at T = Tr as function of L for a) Tr = Ti0, and b) Tr = (Ti0 + T0)/2,
for the flames simulated in Figure 5-3.
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The CEMA-based criterion is then applied to all the flame conditions in Figure 5-3. For
each free-stream temperature T0,

is first computed from the corresponding deflagration wave

and the values for different T0 are shown in Table 5-1. It is found that, while
the difference of

increases with T0,

between T0 = 800 and 950 K is only less than 30 K, showing that

is not

very sensitive to T0.
Figure 5-5a shows the combustion mode indicator α at Tr =

versus the induction length

at different inlet temperatures. It is seen that, for flames with Δ /

< 20% (open symbols), all

the α values are close to unity, while α drops rapidly for flames with Δ /
symbols). Therefore,

> 20% (closed

≪ 1 at T = Tr is a good indicator for all the auto-igniting waves. A

threshold value slightly smaller than unity, e.g., α = 0.8 at T = Tr, can thereby be used to distinguish
the auto-igniting waves from the deflagration waves. For the second option of Tr, values of α at Tr
=

/2 are shown in Figure 5-5b for the different flames. It is seen that α > 1 at

all the deflagration waves, while

≪ 1 at

for

is observed for all the auto-igniting waves.

Therefore, both options work very well for the criterion, showing that the result is not sensitive to
the selection of Tr. As such an approximate
flames where the exact calculation of

is expected to work as well in multi-dimensional
is impractical. For partially premixed flames, the

selection of Tr can possibly be implemented by tabulating Tr as a function of the mixture fraction
(or the equivalence ratio), and merits further study.
5.5.2. Flame Propagation Modes in a Turbulent Premixed Flame
The CEMA-based criterion is employed in the following to analyze 2-D DNS datasets for
n-heptane/air under homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) conditions [118]. As a
summary, the DNS-in-a-box was performed with Sandia’s S3D code [18] using periodic boundary
conditions. The initial conditions are equivalence ratio of 0.3, pressure of 40 atm, mean
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temperature of 934 K, and isotropic turbulence with a velocity fluctuation of 0.5 m/s. Different
temperature fluctuations (T') of 30 and 100 K were imposed to investigate the effect of thermal
stratification.

Figure 5-6. Isocontours of temperature, CEM eigenvalue, and local combustion modes, for a) the
T' = 100 K case and b) the T' = 30 K case, in the DNS of HCCI combustion of n-heptane/air [118].
Color in eigenvalue fields indicates sign(e)  log10(1 + |e|, 1/s). Colors on the combustion mode
plots indicate auto-ignition (red, ‘Ign’), assisted-ignition (green, ‘Diff’) and local extinction modes
(blue, ‘Ext’), respectively. Grey and white colors indicate post-ignition mixtures (e < 0) resulting
from cool flames and hot ignition, respectively. From top to bottom, the rows correspond to t = 0,
0.35 ms, 1 ms, and 1.5 ms, for T' = 100 K, and t = 0, 0.5 ms, 2.5 ms, and 2.6 ms, for T' = 30 K,
respectively.
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Figure 5-6 shows the isocontours of temperature (first columns), CEM eigenvalue (second
columns) and the local combustion modes (third columns) for the T' = 100 K case (Figure 5-6a)
and the T' = 30 K case (Figure 5-6b) at selected time instances. For both cases, ignition kernels are
observed from the temperature and eigenvalue fields with premixed reaction fronts indicated by λe
= 0. Cool flames that features small and negative eigenvalues and small temperature jumps, as
indicated by the cyan colors on the eigenvalue plots, are observed at the early stage of the
simulation. The second-stage, or hot, ignition is indicated by emergence of the large negative
eigenvalues, indicated by the dark blue colors on the eigenvalue plots. While similar ignition
behaviors are observed on the temperature and eigenvalue plots for the two cases, distinctive flame
behaviors can be observed on the local combustion mode plots. For T' = 100 K, assisted-ignition
mode and auto-ignition mode are both present at significant levels in the pre-ignition mixtures near
the flame fronts, e.g., at

1 ms, while for T' = 30 K, the auto-ignition mode is dominant. For

both cases, the extinction mode is found to be insignificant primarily because of the weak
turbulence involved. Diagnostics of extinction modes, e.g. in strongly turbulent flames, will be
studied in the following chapters.
Figure 5-7 shows the time evolutions of the different flame propagation modes in the
T' = 100 K case, identified by the CEMA-based criterion along the temperature isoline of
where

= 1183 K where

,

is obtained using the corresponding 1-D deflagration waves

corresponding to the DNS initial condition. Auto-ignition is found to be the dominant flame
propagation mode at the initial and late stages, while deflagration waves prevail in the intermediate
stage, e.g., 0.6 < t < 1.3 ms. Since a deflagration wave features a unique propagation speed while
an auto-igniting wave can feature an arbitrarily large propagation speed, the overall burning rate
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of the flow field can be sensitive to the fraction of each flame propagation mode along the flame

Fraction of modes

Isoline: T=1183K

front.

Diff
Ign
Ext
Auto-ignition
Deflagration
Extinction

1

0.5

0

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

Time, ms

Figure 5-7. Top panels: instantaneous distributions of the local flame propagation modes
identified along the temperature isoline of T = 1183 K at t = 0.35 ms, 1 ms, and 1.5 ms, respectively
(from left to right), for the T' = 100 K case. Bottom panel: time evolution of the fraction of each
flame propagation mode on the temperature isoline.
This point is confirmed in Figure 5-8a, which shows the time evaluation of the normalized
burning rate

/

, with

defined as
∑

,

where V is the volume of each cell, A is the total flame surface area,
unburned mixture,

and

is the density of the

are the mass fraction of species k at the initial condition and the

equilibrium state, respectively, and
location is identified by

(5-8)

is the net production rate of species k. The flame front

0. The cool flame fronts are excluded from the calculation of A using

a threshold of T > 1400 K. The normalized flame burning rates, calculated based on O2 and CO2,
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respectively, both show a substantial drop at the beginning, and approach a plateau that is close to
unity, and increase again toward the end of the simulation. This result is consistent with the
transition of the flame propagation mode from auto-ignition to deflagration and back to autoignition as shown in Figure 5-7.

Fractional heat release

SC/SL

6
4

Based on O2
Based on CO2

a)

2

0
1.0
Da(YH)<4
Da(YC)<4

0.5 b)

Da(YH)<1

0.0
0.0

Da(YC)<1

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

Time, ms

Figure 5-8. Time evolution of a) the burning rate calculated using O2 and CO2, respectively, and
b) the fraction of heat release attributed to the deflagration mode obtained using Da defined based
on different species and thresholds, for the T' = 100 K case.
The CEMA-based criterion is further compared with the Da-based method, where the local
Da is defined based on the ratio of the local chemical and diffusion source terms of selected scalars.
In the Da-based method, the deflagration mode is identified by Da

Da , where Da is a

threshold to be empirically determined. Figure 5-8b shows the fraction of heat release attributed
to the deflagration mode, calculated using the Da defined based on different scalars, including
(mass fraction of the products) and
different threshold values, including Da
and Da

(mass fraction of the H radical), and

1 and 4. It is seen that only the criterion based on

4, as used in Ref. [118], can well capture the contribution from the deflagration
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mode, while the other three criteria give inconsistent results. This observation shows that the
CEMA-based criterion is advantageous over the previous criteria based on empirically selected
scalars and thresholds, and can be used as a robust criterion for diagnostics of complex flame
configurations.
While the CEMA-based criterion is tested in 2-D turbulence in the present study, it is
expected to work for 3-D cases because the formulation of the proposed method is independent of
the flame topology. It is worth mentioning that CEMA has been extended to large eddy simulations
(LES) and experimental data as reported in Refs. [209,210], and thus the proposed CEMA-based
criterion can possibly be extended to LES or experiments as well — a topic that merits further
study.

5.6. Conclusions
A CEMA-based criterion is proposed to systematically identify different flame propagation
modes in complex flow fields. The new criterion is constructed based on local combustion modes
defined by projecting the chemical and diffusion source terms to the local CEM. The criterion is
first demonstrated in 1-D freely propagating premixed flames of hydrogen/air. A flame
propagation mode indicator is identified at a representative temperature in the preheat zone of a
premixed flame, and is shown to be robust in distinguishing between the deflagration and autoigniting waves for various flame conditions. It is further shown that the result is insensitive to the
selection of the representative temperature.
The CEMA-based criterion is further applied to analyze 2-D DNS of HCCI combustion of
n-heptane/air with different levels of thermal stratification. Different flame propagation modes are
identified in the stratified flames, and the contribution of each flame propagation mode to the
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overall burning rate is quantified. It is found that for the case with large thermal stratification (T'
= 100 K), deflagration mode with a propagation speed close to the laminar flame speed is present
in significant amount except near the beginning and the end of the simulation, where auto-ignition
waves are dominant. Further comparison of the CEMA-based criterion with the previous criteria
based on empirically defined Da shows that the CEMA-based criterion can avoid the arbitrary
selection of the target scalar and threshold value, and thereby provides a robust diagnostic tool for
identification of the different combustion modes in turbulent flames.
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Chapter 6. Structure of Strongly Turbulent Premixed Flames Based on Direct Numerical
Simulations and Chemical Explosive Mode Analysis
6.1. Introduction
Strongly turbulent premixed flames are involved in many high-speed propulsion systems
and fall into the thin or broken/distributed reaction zones regimes on the Borghi diagram [211,212],
featuring a high Karlovitz numbers (Ka) which is defined as the ratio of a flame timescale to the
Kolmogorov timescale. A fundamental understanding of strongly turbulent premixed flames is a
necessary step to improve combustor design and performance at extreme operation conditions,
while the structures of high Ka flames are poorly understood.
Experimental approaches can provide critical information on flame structures and
dynamics for high Ka flames [8–12,213–215]. Zhou et al. [12,214] studied turbulent premixed
methane/air jet flames in the thin reaction zones and distributed reaction zones regimes by
measuring such scalars as temperature, CH, HCO, OH and CH2O. Transition from the thin reaction
zones to the distributed burning mode was observed when Ka becomes larger than about 100. In
their studies, the distributed burning mode was characterized by significant broadening of the
reaction zone marked by CH/HCO, and was found to occur in low equivalence ratio and
downstream mixtures. Wabel et al. [8,215] investigated a series of turbulent premixed flames in a
piloted Bunsen burner with different levels of turbulent intensities to determine the regimes of
premixed flames at extreme turbulence (characterized by large turbulent Reynolds numbers). It
was shown that as the flame transitions into the broken reaction zones regime, the thickness of the
reaction zone remains unchanged while the thickness of the preheat zone increases monotonously.
However, experimental measurements become challenging at high pressures or when the high
transient 3-D structures are of concern in high Ka flames.
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Direct numerical simulations (DNS) with detailed chemical kinetics [80,216,217] provide
an alternative means to understand the local structure of high Ka flames. Poludnenko and Oran
[218] performed DNS with simple chemistry to study a strongly turbulent hydrogen-air flame that
is located at the border of the thin and broken reaction zone regimes. They found that although
turbulence was able to penetrate into and thus broaden the preheat zone, its influence on the
reaction zone behaviors was weak. Aspden et al. [219] investigated the Lewis number effect on
distributed burning by comparing premixed hydrogen, methane, and propane flames. Enhanced
burning rate was observed for the low-Lewis number hydrogen flame, while that for methane and
propane are largely unaffected. Savard et al. [220] and Lapointe et al. [221,222] investigated the
flame structure of lean n-heptane/air flames at high Ka conditions. Local extinction was found at
high turbulent intensity levels, with flame stretch playing an important role. Recently, Hamlington
et al. [223] utilized the Lagrangian analysis on high-speed turbulent flames to investigate the
thermochemical trajectories of local fluid parcels. Non-monotonous time evolutions of
thermochemical quantities, such as temperature and species mass fractions, were frequently
observed. The residence times of the fluid parcels become much shorter while the path lengths are
substantially increased, compared with laminar flames. More recently, Wang et al [224,225]
performed DNS on laboratory-scale high Ka jet flames. Good agreements with the experimental
measurements were found on the statistics of velocity, temperature, and species concentrations,
e.g., CH2O, OH, CH and HCO. The local strain rate and curvature were found to strongly affect
local flame thinning or thickening, as well as the local reaction pathways.
However, few DNS studies have been focused on real engine fuels that involve large
hydrocarbon molecules, probably due to the lack of amenable chemical kinetic models. A full
description of the complex pyrolysis and oxidation processes of large hydrocarbon fuels requires
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a large number of intermediate species and reaction pathways, and thus is prohibitive for DNS. A
recent HyChem [226] model developed for high-temperature combustion of real fuels overcomes
such difficulties by lumping the detailed fuel pyrolysis reactions into several semi-global reactions
based on experimental measurements of the cracking products. Through further model reduction,
reduced HyChem models of jet fuels consist of only about 30 species with high accuracy [227],
and are suitable for DNS of high Ka flames.
On another aspect, systematic computational diagnostic tools can extend our understanding
of the critical flame features relevant to fuel efficiency and engine safety. The chemical explosive
mode analysis (CEMA) [107,109,112] has been shown to be a robust diagnostic tool for
identifying ignition and extinction behaviors. Moreover, a CEMA-based criterion, as proposed in
Section 5.3, was able to identify different local combustion modes in premixed flames. Thus, in
the following, CEMA-based diagnostics will be employed to analyze the structures of laminar and
high Ka premixed n-dodecane flames simulated with DNS.

6.2. Structure of a Laminar Premixed n-Dodecane Flame
CEMA is first applied to a 1-D freely propagating premixed flame of n-dodecane/air at
equivalence ratio of 0.7, initial temperature (T0) of 700K, and pressure (p) of 30 atm. Figure 6-1
shows the profiles of temperature with color indicating the value of λe, together with the
normalized heat release rate, and mass fractions of n-dodecane, formaldehyde (CH2O) and
hydroxyl radical (OH). The local mixture becomes explosive as temperature increases, and the
local λe value peaks near the location of the maximum heat release rate. The rapid zero-crossing
of λe from a large positive value to a large negative value indicates the transition from reactants to
products, and thus can be defined as the premixed reaction front location. In addition, the reaction
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zone indicated by a large heat release rate is seen to be thinner than the preheat zone indicated by
a large CH2O mass fraction. Furthermore, n-dodecane as a large hydrocarbon features a clear fuel
cracking behavior compared with small hydrocarbons such as methane, and a fuel pyrolysis layer
can be seen prior to the reactions zone, and the fuel cracking is complete at temperature of about
1500K. Interaction of the different flame zones with turbulence, including the fuel pyrolysis layer,
the preheat layer, and the reaction layer, will be investigated using DNS data in Section 6.3.

Figure 6-1. Profiles of temperature, mass fractions of n-dodecane, CH2O, and OH, and normalized
heat release rate, for a 1-D freely propagating laminar premixed flame with T0 = 700 K and p =
30 atm for n-dodecane/air at equivalence ratio of 0.7. Colors indicate the value of
sign(λe) × log10(1 + |λe|, 1/s).
The local combustion modes in laminar premixed flames are shown together with the
temperature profile and the projected chemical (

) and diffusion (

) source terms in Figure 6-2.

Different colors on the temperature profile indicate the local combustion modes in the pre-ignition
mixtures (

0). Similar to the laminar flame structure of hydrogen/air, as shown in Chapter 5,

the pre-ignition zone consists of two distinctive layers according to the local combustion modes.
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The first layer is located in the region with T < Ti (1528 K), where diffusion dominates chemical
reactions and thus the fresh mixture is forced to ignite. The next layer is characterized by the
chemistry-dominant auto-ignition mode, with the thickness of the layer being about δr = 9 m.
While no substantial extinction modes are observed in the 1-D laminar flame, it is expected
that the extinction mode may be present in strongly turbulent flames due to the large fluctuations
in the local strain rate. Such effects will also be investigated in the following using DNS data.

nC12/air
30 atm
0.7
700 K

0

0

Figure 6-2. Profiles of temperature,  and s for a 1-D freely propagating laminar premixed flame
with T0 = 700 K and p = 30 atm for n-dodecane/air at equivalence ratio of 0.7. Colors of the
temperature profiles indicate auto-ignition mode (red, ‘Ign’), assisted-ignition mode (green,
‘Diff’), and non-explosive mixtures (e < 0, grey).
6.3. Flame Structure in Strongly Turbulent Flows
6.3.1. Flow Configuration and Simulation Parameters
A 3-D DNS dataset for strongly turbulent premixed flames of n-dodecane/air in the broken
reaction zones regime is analyzed in the present study. The DNS was performed by Prof. Alexei
Poludnenko at Texas A&M University using a 24-species reduced chemical kinetic model
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[228,229]. The flame configuration is summarized here, and more detailed information can be
found in Refs. [218,223]. The 3-D DNS is for a statistically-planar freely-propagating turbulent
premixed flames, simulated using a uniform mesh with a massively parallel code, Athena-RFX
[218], which features third-order accuracy in space and second-order accuracy in time [217,218].
A spectral turbulence-driving method [217] is used to continuously inject energy into the flow at
the integral scale to maintain a steady energy cascade to the smallest scale. Three different levels
of homogeneous isotropic turbulence are superimposed, resulting in Ka = 102, 103, and 104,
respectively, as shown in Figure 6-3. The inlet fresh mixture features an equivalence ratio of 0.7,
temperature of 700 K and pressure of 30 bar. The laminar flame speed of the inlet mixture is SL =
39 cm/s and the flame thickness is δL = 26 µm. The computational domain size is Lx (streamwise)
× Ly (spanwise) × Lz (transverse), discretized with a uniform mesh size of ∆. Computational
domains and mesh sizes for different Ka are listed in Table 6-1. Data for analysis is collected after
flames reach statistically steady state.
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Figure 6-3. Locations of the DNS cases (symbols) on the regime diagram of turbulent premixed
combustion. Solid lines marking constant Ka are obtained using Eq. (9) in Ref. [230].
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Table 6-1. Computational domains and mesh sizes for different Ka.
Ka

102

103

104

Ly (= Lz), cm

0.042

0.042

0.0105

Lx

16Ly

8Ly

8Ly

∆

δL/16

δL/32

δL/128

6.3.2. Structures of High Ka Flames
The isocontours of temperature, n-dodecane and CH2O mass fractions, and heat release
rate are shown in Figure 6-4 for the center x-z cut-plane. It is seen that the flame zone become
overall more “broken” with increasing Ka. For the case of Ka = 102, thin heat release layers are
present although the preheat zone marked by formaldehyde is severely disturbed, as the flame is
located at the boundary between the thin reaction zones and the broken reaction zones regimes. In
contrast, significantly more distributed local structures are observed for the cases of Ka = 103 and
104, and the maximum heat release rate is seen to increase as Ka increases from 102 to 104.
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Figure 6-4. Isocontours of temperature, n-dodecane and CH2O mass fractions, and heat release
rate on the center x-z cut-plane, for a) Ka = 102, b) Ka = 103, and c) Ka = 104. The reference laminar
flame thickness δL is shown on the CH2O panels.
Figure 6-5 shows the scatter and mean of heat release rate and fuel consumption rate vs.
temperature for different Ka, in comparison with solutions from 0-D auto-ignition, PSR and the 1119

D freely propagating laminar flame. Large scatters are observed for all scalars, indicating strong
turbulence-chemistry interaction. At Ka = 102, both the mean heat release and mean fuel
consumption rates are lower than the 1-D solution, which can be potentially explained by the Lewis
(Le) effects. In other words, Le > 1 in a lean n-dodecane/air mixture would reduce the reaction
rates in the small stretch limit. Interestingly, Ka = 103 and 104, the heat release and fuel
consumption become substantially larger than the corresponding laminar values. Specifically, the
mean fuel consumption rate at Ka = 104 is about one order of magnitude larger the laminar solution.
These behaviors obviously contradict the Lewis number effect and may be explained by the
increased gradients and curvatures of local scalars, such as temperature and reactive radicals,
which further enhance the endothermic fuel pyrolysis by increasing heat and radical diffusions into
the fresh mixtures. This can be verified by the significant negative heat release at a temperature of
approximately 1800 K. Also, the scattering of the heat release rate shifts toward the PSR solution
as Ka increases, indicating the potential distributed burning.
Figure 6-6 further shows the scatter and mean of H, OH, and CH2O mass fractions, in
comparison with solutions from 0-D auto-ignition, PSR and the 1-D freely propagating laminar
flame. As Ka increases from 102 to 104, OH and CH2O mass fractions shift towards higher
temperatures and lower peak values, while the H mass fraction increases and features a larger peak
value than the 1-D laminar flame. A potential explanation is that at the broken reaction zone regime,
the smallest eddies are able to penetrate into the inner reaction zone, and to enhance chemical
reactions involving the H radical. To verify these postulations, CEMA will be employed in the
following to analyze the local combustion modes in the high Ka flames.
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Figure 6-5. Scatter (dots) and mean (black solid lines) of heat release rate (a-c) and fuel
consumption rate (d-f) against temperature, for Ka = 102 (a, d), 103 (b, e), and 104 (c, f),
respectively, in comparison with solutions from 0-D auto-ignition (red dash-dotted), PSR (blue
dotted), and the 1-D freely propagating premixed flames (green dashed). The y-axis in the plot of
fuel consumption rate at Ka = 104 is scaled down by a factor of 4.
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Figure 6-6. Scatter (dots) and mean (black solid lines) of H (a-c), OH (d-f) and CH2O (g-i)
concentrations against temperature, for Ka = 102 (a, d, g), 103 (b, e, h), and 104 (c, f, i), respectively,
in comparison with solutions from 0-D auto-ignition (red dash-dotted), PSR (blue dashed), and the
1-D freely propagating premixed flame (green dashed).
6.3.3. Local Combustion Modes Identified by CEMA
Local combustion modes are analyzed using CEMA to better understand the local
structures of the high Ka flames. Figure 6-7 shows the isocontours of the CEM eigenvalue, local
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combustion modes, as well as integrated heat release rate (IHRR) per unit-length in the streamwise
direction, attributed to different combustion modes for the different cases of Ka. Note that IHRR
is the integral over the x-y planes at each z location. The premixed reaction fronts are identified by
zero-crossing of λe, and pockets of mixtures disconnected from the continuous main reaction fronts
can be observed in all the three cases. Furthermore, all the three local combustion modes, including
assisted-ignition, auto-ignition, and extinction, are observed simultaneously in each case. The
auto-ignition mode is observed mostly to the product side of the flame zones where the mixtures
undergo fast thermal runaway, while the assisted-ignition and extinction modes are observed
throughout the entire flame zone due to the fast interaction between mixtures at different stages of
the ignition process. Furthermore, corrugated layers of different combustion modes can be
observed for the Ka = 100 case, while the modes tend to be more distributed with increasing Ka.
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b) Ka=103
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Figure 6-7. Isocontours of CEM eigenvalue, local combustion mode, and IHRR per unit-length in
the streamwise direction attributed to different combustion modes for different Ka. Colors in
eigenvalue fields indicate the value of sign(λe) × log10(1 + |λe|, 1/s). Colors on the combustion
mode fields represent the assisted-ignition (green, ‘Diff’), auto-ignition (red, ‘Ign’), and extinction
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modes (blue, ‘Ext’), respectively. Regions with T < 1000 K and e < 0 are truncated in the

a) Ka=102
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Figure 6-8. Fractions of heat release rate from different combustion modes, conditional on
temperature, for different Ka.
The roles of each combustion mode to the overall flame burning are further quantified in
the physical domain along the z-direction (see the IHRR panels in Figure 6-7) and in the
temperature space (Figure 6-8). At Ka = 102, both the assisted-ignition and extinction modes
contribute significantly to heat release at upstream locations where temperature is relatively low,
while the ignition mode becomes dominant downstream near the premixed reaction fronts. For a
larger Ka, the contribution from the assisted-ignition mode becomes comparable to that of the
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extinction mode, while the auto-ignition mode plays a less important role. The substantial amount
of extinction mode in the high Ka flames is not observed in the laminar flame shown in Figure 6-2,
implying that the conventional flamelet assumption cannot capture the structure the high Ka flames.
6.4. Dynamics of Flame Pockets in Turbulent Flames
CEMA is further employed to depict the 3-D flame structure and to understand the local
extinction/ignition behaviors, with Ka = 103 being selected as a representative case in the following.
Figure 6-9a shows the 3-D flame front identified by the zero-crossing of λe for a representative
time snapshot. The flame fronts are highly distorted and tightly packed, and thus frequent flameflame interactions are present. Pockets of mixtures detached from the main isosurface of

0

are observed on both the fresh-mixture and the product side, as shown in Figure 6-9b. To
distinguish the two types of pockets, the pockets of reactant in bulk product zones are shown in
red, and the pockets of product in bulk reactant zones are shown in blue. The effects of the pockets
on the overall burning rate of the flames remain unknown and merit further study.

Figure 6-9. a) 3-D isosurfaces identified by λe = 0, and b) the explosive (red) and non-explosive
(blue) flame pockets, for Ka = 103. The grey color indicates the continuous main flame fronts.
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6.5. Conclusions
In the present study, the structures of strongly turbulent premixed flames in the broken
reaction zones regime are investigated based on DNS and CEMA. Global flame structures are first
investigated based on conventional scalars such as temperature, species mass fractions and heat
release rate. Fine structures are observed in flame zones for the high Ka flames and further
analyzed by CEMA. The three types of local combustion modes, namely assisted-ignition, autoignition and extinction, are shown to be present simultaneously in the high Ka flames, and each
mode contribute significantly to the overall burning rate. In particular, the amount of extinction
mode tends to increase with increasing Ka, which is drastically different from the laminar flames,
implying that the conventional premixed flamelet concept is not applicable to high Ka flames. Two
types of flame pockets, namely the pockets of reactant in bulk product zones and the pockets of
product in bulk reactant zones, are identified by CEMA. The effects of each type of pocket on the
global flame behavior merit further study.
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Chapter 7. Structure and Stabilization Mechanisms of a Lifted DME Flame Based on
Chemical Explosive Mode Analysis
7.1. Introduction
Partially premixed combustion has been an important subject of combustion research due
to its wide application in engines. The partial premixing of fuel and air often results in lifted flames,
which are characterized by the flame stabilization points detached from the burner outlet and the
flame zones downstream. The stabilization of lifted flame is sensitive to the flame configuration
and the type of fuels, with the mechanisms arguably attributed to premixed flame propagation
[166,231], non-premixed flame extinction [232,233], auto-ignition [17,234], and turbulent-flame
interactions [235,236]. Diesel fuels and their surrogates feature the negative temperature
coefficient (NTC) behavior, which can further complicate the stabilization mechanisms [94].
In the present study, a turbulent lifted flame of dimethyl ether (DME) at the diesel engine
condition is selected as a target. Recently, lifted DME flames have been studied using DNS to
understand the effects of low-temperature heat release and NTC behaviors on stabilization
mechanisms [94,205,206,237]. Krisman et al. [94] performed a transport budget analysis in
laminar DME flames for low- and high-temperature species, that is, methoxymethyl-hydroperoxy
(CH3OCH2O2) and hydroxyl (OH), respectively, to delineate contributions of chemical reactions,
convection, and diffusion to overall flame burning. Deng et al. [205,237] developed a Lagrangian
flamelet analysis approach to identify the relative importance of auto-ignition and flame
propagation by comparing the full and non-premixed flamelet simulations. Schulz et al [95]
proposed an autoignition index based on reactions rates relevant to consumption of hydroperoxyl
(HO2) to distinguish between the auto-ignition and propagation modes, and validated their
approach in a lifted methane flame. However, most of the existing methods for lifted flame
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analyses are specific to flame conditions, while a comprehensive diagnostic is needed to
understand the structure and dynamics of lifted flames.
In previuos studies, chemical explosive mode analysis (CEMA) has been applied to
identify the structure and stabilization mechanism in turbulent lifted flames of hydrogen/air [107]
and ethylene/air [112]. CEMA will be extended in the present study to analyze the structures and
stabilization mechanisms of a lifted DME jet flame based on a DNS database from Sandia.

7.2. CEMA on Laminar DME Flames
CEMA for engines fuels with NTC behaviors has been demonstrated with DNS datasets
for HCCI of n-heptane/air [109], and is further applied in the present work to 0-D auto-ignition
and 1-D premixed flames of DME/air, as shown in Figure 7-1. Similar to the hydrogen/air and
n-dodecane/air flames as discussed in previous chapters, the ignition points in auto-ignition and
locations of the premixed flame fronts can be unambiguously identified by zero-crossing of

.

Cool flames (cyan colors) are further observed in the low-temperature region (T ~ 1000 K), where
the NTC-related species such as CH3OCH2O2 and O2CH2OCH2O2H play important roles.
For diffusive systems, the interactions of CEM and transport processes have been
investigated by comparing the CEM timescale with a characteristic mixing timescale [107,112],
and a Damköhler number (Da) can be defined as
⋅
where the mixing timescale,

,

(7-1)

, can be, for instance, the residence time in PSRs or the reciprocal

scalar dissipation rate (1/χ) in turbulent flames. A large positive Da indicates that CEM dominates
transport in ignition, and thus the local mixture tends to auto-ignite. A large negative Da indicates
that the local chemical kinetics is rapidly approaching equilibrium and subsequently rate-limited
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by the mixing process. A small |Da| indicates that chemical reactions are unimportant or
significantly affected by transport, with local extinction, re-ignition, etc. being possible. However,
accurate quantification of the mixing timescale can be rather involved due to its dependence on
the flame field.

Figure 7-1. Temperature profiles of a) auto-ignition, and b) 1-D premixed flames, for DME/air
mixtures, at various flame conditions. Colors indicate the value of sign(λe) × log10(1 + |λe|, 1/s).
To quantify the interplay between CEM and transport, the CEMA-based criterion is
employed to analyze 1-D laminar premixed DME flames. Figure 7-2 shows the profiles of the
projected chemical (

) and diffusion (

) source terms in a freely propagating flame at

T0 = 500 K (Figure 7-2a), and a burner-stabilized flame at T0 = 1000 K (Figure 7-2b), for
stoichiometric DME/air at pressure of 5 atm. It is seen that in a freely propagating flame at
T0 = 500 K, diffusion dominates chemistry at low temperatures as expected for a diffusioncontrolled deflagration wave. On the contrary, in a burner-stabilized flame at T0 = 1000 K,
chemistry dominates diffusion in the entire induction zone, implying an auto-ignition wave. The
distinctive local combustion mode distributions between the deflagration and auto-ignition waves
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will be employed in the following to analyze the structures and stabilization mechanisms of
turbulent lifted flames.

a) Freely-Propagating

b) Burner-Stabilized

Projections to CEM
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DME/air
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Figure 7-2. Profiles of temperature,  and s, for a) a 1-D freely propagating laminar premixed
flame with T0 = 500 K and b) a burner-stabilized flame with T0 = 1000 K and inlet velocity of
17.8 m/s, for stoichiometric DME/air at pressure of 5 atm. Colors of the temperature profiles
indicate auto-ignition mode (red, ‘Ign’), assisted-ignition mode (green, ‘Diff’), and non-explosive
mixtures (e < 0, grey).
7.3. Structure and Stabilization of a Turbulent Lifted DME Jet Flame
7.3.1. DNS Configuration
A detailed description of the DNS configuration can be found in Ref. [206], and is
summarized here. The turbulent lifted DME jet flame into a heated coflow was simulated using
the Sandia DNS code, S3D [18] with a 30-species reduced chemical kinetic model [238]. The fully
compressible Navier-Stokes equations were solved with a fourth-order explicit Runge-Kutta
method for time integration and an eighth-order centered finite difference scheme for spatial
differentiation. The fuel jet consists of 10% DME and 90% nitrogen by volume, at a jet velocity
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of 138 m/s, pressure of 5 atm and temperature of 500 K. The coflowing air has a velocity of 3 m/s
and temperature of 1000 K. The stoichiometric mixture fraction,

, is 0.42. The jet Reynolds

number is 11,500 based on the slot width of H = 0.6 mm and the inlet jet velocity. The
computational domain is 20H × 20H × 5H in the streamwise (x), transverse (y), and spanwise (z)
directions, respectively, and is discretized with 1512 × 896 × 384 grid points to resolve both the
Kolmogorov scale and the flame structures. Periodic boundary conditions are specified in the
spanwise direction, while Navier-Stokes characteristic boundary conditions (NSCBC) [239] and
improved inflow/outflow boundary conditions are imposed in the streamwise and transverse
directions. Results obtained from a separate temporally evolving turbulent mixing layer are feed
into the lifted jet flame DNS. Note that although the pressure is relatively low, other flame
parameters were carefully designed to mimic the diesel engine conditions.
The global flame structures of the turbulent lifted DME flame are first investigated. Figure
7-3 shows profiles of temperature, scalar dissipation rate of mixture fraction (Z), and mass
fractions of CH3OCH2O2 and OH, at the center x-y plane at t = 0.215 ms. Mixture fraction is
calculated using the Bilger’s formula [240]. Note that CH3OCH2O2 and OH represent the low- and
high-temperature flame zones, respectively. A large CH3OCH2O2 mass fraction is observed at the
fuel inlet, implying significant NTC-related reactions. The injected fuels are partially mixed with
the hot ambient air, resulting in two turbulent mixing layers which feature large scalar dissipation
rates. Temperature rise and the OH mass fraction are insignificant until the flame stabilization
point is reached. The flame burns strongly downstream of the stabilization locations, as indicated
by the high temperature and OH mass fraction.
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Figure 7-3. Profiles of a) temperature, b) scalar dissipation rate of mixture fraction, and mass
fractions of c) CH3OCH2O2 and d) OH, at the center x-y plane, at t = 0.215 ms.
7.3.2. Flame Structures Identified by CEMA
To further understand the structure of the lifted DME flame, Figure 7-4 shows the
isocontours of the CEM eigenvalue (λe) and the Da defined in Eq. (7-1) based on the scalar
dissipation rate of the mixture fraction

, referred to as Da(

) hereinafter, for the center x-y

plane. The isocontour of the equivalence ratio, , is plotted in Figure 7-5, superimposed with the
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isolines of

1 and

0. Since the two flame branches are statistically symmetric, we shall

focus on the top flame branch in the following analysis.
The premixed reaction fronts are first identified as the zero-crossing of λe. An isolated
pocket of product is observed at

0.2, being consistent with the high OH mass fraction shown

in Figure 7-3d. A forking premixed reaction front is seen slight downstream at
flame branch propagating into the coflowing air (

0.05, with one

0.05) and the other into the jet centre (

0.05). The reaction front on the air side, referred to as the outer reaction front, is laminar-like due
to the weak turbulence, and is difficult to detect by using conventional approaches, due to the small
gradients in temperature or species concentrations. The reaction front on the fuel side, referred to
as the inner reaction front, can be further divided into an inner lean segment and an inner rich
segment. A large positive λe is observed in mixtures prior to entering the inner reaction front, while
pockets of reactant or product are observed as well along the inner reaction front similar to the
structure of the high Ka flames in the previous chapter, indicating that the flame zone is severely
disturbed by the strong turbulence.
The mixing layer upstream of the stabilization point is explosive with a λe value of O(102–
104 1/s), and a moderate Da(

) value of O(10–102). The Da(

) for the present DME lifted flame

is relatively small, compared with those observed in the previous hydrogen/air and ethylene/air
lifted flames [107,112] which feature a Da(

) value of O(103–104), implying that the role of

transport in the Z-space is probably increased. Downstream of the premixed reaction fronts is the
strongly burning non-premixed flame core, characterized by the large negative values of λe. A large
negative Da(

) is found in this zone, suggesting that the chemistry is rate-limited by the mixing

process.
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Figure 7-4. Structure of the lifted DME jet flame visualized by a) λe and b) Da(

).

Figure 7-5. Isocontour of the equivalence ratio. The black and magenta isolines indicate  = 1 and
λe = 0, respectively.
Cool flames are characterized by a negative λe and large CH3OCH2O2 mass fraction
(Y

10 ). The threshold value 10-6 is chosen based on Figure 7-6, which compares

the mass fractions of CH3OCH2O2, CH2O, OH and CO2 in the post-ignition zone (λe < 0). Two
distinctive flame regions are present on the CH3OCH2O2 and CH2O plots, corresponding to the
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cool flame (cyan) and the strongly burning flame (red), respectively, while mass fractions of OH
and CO2 can overlap in the two types of flames.

Figure 7-6. Scatter plots of mass fractions of CH3OCH2O2, CH2O, OH, and CO2 vs. temperature
for non-explosive mixtures (e < 0). Cyan: cool flames; red: strongly burning flames.
To further investigate the different behaviors of the cool flames and the strongly burning
flames, Figure 7-7a shows the scatter plot of local equivalence ratio vs. temperature for the postignition zone. The post-ignition mixtures fall into three bulk regimes: the strongly burning flames
at lean (green) and rich (red) conditions, the cool flames (cyan), and an intermediate state
(magenta). The strongly burning flames burn at near equilibrium states, while the cool flames burn
at low temperatures (800 ~ 950 K) and the temperature of the cool flames is largely insensitive to
the local equivalence ratio. The spatial locations of the cool flames and the strongly burning flames
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are shown in Figure 7-7b. The cool flames are mainly distributed in the jet core near the inlet,
while the strongly burning flames are located downstream.

Figure 7-7. Distribution of non-explosive mixtures (e < 0) a) in the  - T space, and b) in the
physical domain. Cyan: cool flames; magenta: an unknown intermediate state; green: strongly
burning lean flames; red: strongly burning rich flames.

Figure 7-8. Controlling state variables in various flame zones of the lifted DME jet flame, shown
in EI weighted color-mixing of temperature (red), H2 (green), CH2O (yellow), CO (cyan), C2H2
(magenta). The white isolines indicate zero-crossing of λe.
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The controlling state variables at different flame locations are further identified using the
EI defined in Eq. (5-3). Figure 7-8 shows the EI’s for temperature, H2, CH2O, CO and C2H2,
respectively. CH2O is found to be important in the igniting mixing layer. The EI for temperature
becomes dominant near the reaction fronts, particularly near the inner reaction fronts, induced by
the fast thermal runaway process. The large EI for CO behind the lean premixed reaction fronts
indicates the importance of CO–CO2 conversion in the post-flame zone. The large EI for C2H2
near the inner rich reaction flame front probably indicates fast soot formation.

7.3.3. Flame Propagation and Stabilization Mechanisms
Flame propagation modes of the reaction fronts and the subsequent flame stabilization
mechanisms are discussed in this section. Figure 7-9 shows the isocontours of the Da based on the
scalar dissipation rate of a progress variable , referred to as Da(

) hereinafter, with  being

defined on the mass fractions of the H element (H) in Figure 7-9a and the C element (C) in Figure
7-9b), respectively. Specifically, H and C are formulated as
/

,
/

where

(7-2)
,

(7-3)

is the elemental mass fraction of H contributed from H2O,

elemental mass fraction of H contributed from CO and CO2, and

is the

and

are the mass fractions

of H and C elements of the mixture, respectively. It is seen that the Da(

) defined on H and C

are qualitatively similar while showing slightly different values. In addition, the Da( ) shown in
Figure 7-9 are overall smaller than Da(

) shown in Figure 7-4b, especially for the fresh mixtures

prior to the inner reaction fronts, suggesting that diffusion contributed from the -space may be
more important than that from the Z-space in this flame zone.
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Figure 7-9. Isocontours of Da(χ) based on a) H and b) C, respectively. Colors indicate the value
of sign(λe) × log10(1 + |Da(χ)|).

Figure 7-10. Spatial distribution of the local combustion modes, with black lines indicating zerocrossing of e. Colors indicate auto-ignition (red, ‘Ign’), assisted-ignition (green, ‘Diff’) and local
extinction modes (blue, ‘Ext’), respectively. Regions with small (|e| < 1) or negative eigenvalues
(e < 0) are truncated.
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Figure 7-10 shows the spatial distribution of the local combustion modes. The assistedignition mode is seen to be dominant in the fresh mixtures prior to the lean premixed fronts, while
the extinction mode becomes more significant approaching the jet core due to strong turbulence.
Prior to the inner rich reaction front, a local flame structure, that is, an assisted-ignition layer
followed by an auto-ignition layer, is also observed, which is similar to the laminar flame
propagating in the deflagration mode (see Figure 7-2a). All three local combustion modes are
present near the stabilization point, and their effects on flame stabilization merit further study.

7.3.4. Implications for Turbulent Combustion Modeling
Results based on CEMA of the turbulent lifted DME flame suggest that different flame
features may need to be accounted for in the same flame to construct a high-fidelity turbulent
combustion model. For instance, premixed and non-premixed flame features may co-exist and thus
need to be simultaneously modeled for accurate prediction of mixing-controlled burning as well
as premixed flame propagation. Cool flames may also need to be accounted for to capture the
effects of the NTC behavior on the strongly burning flames downstream. A viable modeling
approach is to employ CEMA to detect the reaction fronts and different flame features. Adaptive
mesh refinement (AMR) can be applied to local flame features as needed, and different models
can be assigned to different flame zones identified by CEMA. This topic will be further discussed
in the next chapter.

7.4. Conclusions
CEMA based diagnostics are employed to identify critical flame structure and to
understand the stabilization mechanism of a turbulent lifted DME jet flame into heated coflowing
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air, based on a 3-D DNS dataset from Sandia. Flame structures, such as lean and rich premixed
flame fronts, strongly burning non-premixed flame kernels, and cool flames, are identified and
analyzed by CEMA. The flame is shown to be stabilized in lean mixtures. Downstream of the
stabilization point, one premixed reaction front propagates into the co-flowing air and the other
propagates into the jet center. The outer front is laminar like and the inner front is severely
disturbed by the strong turbulence near the jet center, resulting in distributed rich flame zones. The
non-premixed flame core downstream of the premixed reaction fronts are shown to be near
equilibrium conditions, with chemical reactions rate-limited by the mixing process. It is expected
that non-premixed flamelet models are applicable in this zone. Cool flames are identified near the
jet center upstream of the strongly burning flames. All three local combustion modes, namely
assisted-ignition, auto-ignition and extinction, are present in the fresh mixtures, and may have
different contributions to the flame stabilization.
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Chapter 8. Dynamic Adaptive Combustion Modeling Based on Chemical Explosive Mode
Analysis
8.1. Introduction
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) based tools for turbulent combustion modeling have
been significantly improved over the past few decades, benefited from rapid advances in physical
models, numerical algorithms, and computer powers. However, the hydrodynamic turbulence,
chemical kinetics, and their nonlinear interactions, remain the most challenging issues. To address
these issues, a number of approaches with different levels of fidelity are being explored, including
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) methods, large eddy simulations (LES), and direct
numerical simulations (DNS). Among these techniques, LES have the potential to resolve transient
large-scale flame and flow structures with affordable computational cost, and therefore have
recently drawn more attention in the engine combustion simulation community [24].
The essence of turbulent combustion modeling is to provide an accurate closure expression
for accommodating the effects of turbulent fluctuations in velocity and/or chemical composition.
Many proposed closure models for RANS have been extended to the context of LES, such as the
well-mixed model [241,242], eddy dissipation concept (EDC) [135], and transported probability
density function (PDF) method [136,137,243]. These methods typically involve finite rate
chemistry and the computational cost can be high when using detailed chemical kinetics. The
flamelet-type models assume a very-low-dimensional manifold in the composition space such that
the solution can be indexed by one or a few variables for reduced computational cost. There are
many variations of the flamelet model, such as the steady flamelet model [128], flamelet progress
variable (FPV) model [129,140], flamelet generated manifold (FGM) [244], flame prolongation of
intrinsic low-dimensional manifolds (FPI) [131], representative interactive flamelet (RIF) model
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[245], and the recently-developed tabulated flamelet model (TFM) [141,246]. The flamelet models
nevertheless may fail where the very low-dimensional manifold assumption is not applicable, e.g.
when the low-dimensional flame structures are destroyed by strong turbulence.
As another limitation, many turbulent combustion models and their coupled mixing
models, such as the flamelet models, are specifically formulated and/or calibrated for either
premixed or non-premixed flames, while in transient ignition process of the partially premixed
diesel flames, non-premixed and premixed flame features can exist simultaneously. Therefore, it
remains a challenge to accurately and efficiently model lifted diesel spray flames. Hybrid
combustion models could provide a viable solution of this issue by applying different models in
different flame zones, and several hybrid models have been developed for diesel combustion
[247,248]. However, the model assignment and/or flame zone identification in such hybrid models
are largely based on empirical or semi-empirical criteria.
In the present study, a high-fidelity dynamic adaptive combustion modeling framework is
developed for non-premixed, premixed and partially premixed flames based on rigorous flame
segmentation using the chemical explosive mode analysis (CEMA) [107,109,112]. Appropriate
models are assigned on-the-fly to different flame zones for accurate and efficient simulations.

8.2. Methodologies
8.2.1. Flame Segmentation Based on CEMA
In the present study, CEMA is employed as a flame segmentation tool for identifying
different flame zones. The methodology of CEMA is presented in Section 4.2. The validity of
CEMA for flame segmentation is first demonstrated in Figure 8-1, which shows the temperature
profiles in homogeneous auto-ignition at various initial temperatures and 1-D freely propagating
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premixed flames of n-dodecane/air at different equivalence ratios. Positive

is present in the pre-

ignition mixtures, and is absent in the post-ignition mixtures for both combustion systems shown
in Figure 8-1a and Figure 8-1b. Therefore, the zero-crossing of

can be used to locate the ignition

point in auto-ignition and the reaction front location in a propagating premixed flame.

Figure 8-1. Temperature profiles in a) homogeneous auto-ignition and b) 1-D freely propagating
premixed flames, calculated for n-dodecane/air mixture using a 54-species skeletal model [192].
The color indicates the value of sign(e)  log10(1 + |e|, 1/s).
8.2.2. An Approximate CEMA Formulation
Since the computational cost of eigen-analysis is a cubic function of the number of
variables, CEMA obtained by full eigen-decomposition (referred to as “full CEMA” hereinafter)
may not be feasible to be performed on-the-fly for diagnostics of 3-D flame simulations when
large chemical kinetic models are involved. To address this difficulty, an approximate CEMA
formulation is developed in the present study to avoid the expensive eigen-decomposition.
To obtain an explicit formulation to approximate the CEM eigenvalue, Eq. (5-2) is
decomposed into the contribution from each reaction as:
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is the contribution to the full chemical Jacobian

where

eigenvalue

,

⋅
,

∙

,

(8-1)

is the contribution to the CEM

is the reaction rate, of the rth reaction, Ns is the total number of species, I is the

total number of reactions,

is the vector of species mole concentrations, and

is the

stoichiometric coefficient vector of the rth reaction. A reaction is unimportant to the CEM if
| / |

, where is a user-specified threshold, e.g., 0.1. The remaining terms in Eq. (8-1) can

be further related to the reaction timescales by
(8-2)

,
where

is the timescale of the rth reaction defined by Lam [61],
, and

is a coefficient defined as

is the number of important reactions retained. The reaction timescale

can be

analytically evaluated using Eq. (3-2).
In the present study, a series of 0-D calculations of steady-state perfectly stirred reactors
(PSRs) are performed and the exact
coefficients

’s and

’s are computed from the exact

’s are computed for the retained reactions. The
’s and

’s, and then tabulated as functions of the

mixture fraction and a progress variable defined as
/

.

(8-3)

PSRs are chosen for sampling because the approximate CEMA formulation obtained from PSR
solutions, which include ignition, extinction, and strongly burning flames, agrees well with full
CEMA compared with that obtained based on auto-ignition or 1-D freely propagating premixed
flames alone. However, it is noted that PSR is by no means the only feasible reactor to provide
sample reaction states for the development of approximate CEMA formulations.
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8.2.3. Flame Configuration and Computational Setup
The target flame in the present study is the Spray A (n-dodecane) flame of the engine
combustion network (ECN) [249], with experimental data taken from a constant volume chamber
at engine relevant conditions. The detailed experimental setup can be found in the literature
[250,251], while the important flame conditions are summarized in Table 8-1.
Table 8-1. The Spray A flame configuration.
Parameter

Quantity

Fuel

n-dodecane

Nozzle outlet diameter

90 µm

Discharge coefficient

0.89

Fuel injection pressure

1500 bar

Fuel injection temperature

363 K

Injection duration

1.5 ms

Ambient gas temperature

900 K

Ambient gas density

22.8 kg/m3

Ambient oxygen concentration

15 %

The Spray A flame simulations are performed using the CFD code CONVERGE 2.3
[194,252], The computational setup is discussed in detail in Refs. [241,253], and is summarized
here. The fuel spray and combustion simulations are performed with the Eulerian-Lagrangian
approach [194]. The spray injection, droplet breakup, droplet evaporation, and drag force, are
modeled using the blob injection approach [254], the Kevin-Helmholtz (KH) [255] and RayleighTaylor (RT) models [256], the Frossling correlation [257], and a dynamic drag model [258],
respectively. The gas-phase flow field is described using the Favre-averaged Navier-Stokes
equations with the dynamic structure LES subgrid model [259]. Gas phase chemistry is described
by a 54-species skeletal model with 269 reactions for n-dodecane [192]. Different subgrid
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combustion models, including the well-mixed model, TFM and FPV, are employed and compared.
A multi-zone strategy [75,76] is used to accelerate chemistry calculation for the well-mixed model,
unless otherwise specified.
Details about the computational domain and meshing strategy can be found in our previous
studies [141,260]. The base grid size, Δ0, is 1 mm. A fixed grid embedding with a minimum grid
size, Δ4, of 62.5 μm is adopted to resolve the near-nozzle flow field. The subscript indicates the
level of mesh refinement. AMR based on the subgrid values of velocity and temperature, with a
minimum gird size Δ4 = 62.5 μm, unless otherwise specified, is adopted to better resolve the
complex local flow and flame structures. Such grid size has been shown to be reasonable for the
Spray A flames based on previous studies [241,261]. The simulations are run with 160 processors
in parallel, and the computational cost for a typical LES case is approximately 10 days on with a
total cell count of approximately 18 million at 1 ms.

8.2.4. Validation of the Approximate CEMA Formulation
By sampling PSR solutions over the entire mixture fraction space, an approximate CEMA
formula involving 167 important reactions is developed, with an error threshold of ε = 0.1. The
approximate CEMA calculation is found to be 10 times faster than the full CEMA for the selected
n-dodecane reaction model, while more time savings can be achieved for larger models.
The approximate CEMA formula is first validated in burner-stabilized 1-D premixed
flames for stoichiometric n-dodecane/air with different inlet speeds (Vin), as shown in Figure 8-2.
Note that as the inlet speed increases, the flame changes from a deflagration wave (the flame
location is sensitive to diffusion) to an auto-ignition wave (the flame location is insensitive to
diffusion). The inlet mixture condition is selected to match the Spray A flame condition. Results
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show that the zero-crossings of

are accurately captured by the approximate CEMA formula for

both flame propagation modes. The approximate CEMA formula is then validated in 1-D premixed
flames at different equivalence ratios ( ), as shown in Figure 8-3. A fixed flow rate, 50 g/(cm2s),
is specified at the inlet. Again, good agreement is observed between the approximate and the full

Temperature, 1000K

CEMA for lean to rich mixtures.

Vin = 41 cm/s

Vin = 47 cm/s

Vin = 55 cm/s

Vin = 164 cm/s

n-C12/air
(15%O2)
60 atm
1
835 K

Figure 8-2. Temperature profiles with color indicating the value of e in burner-stabilized 1-D
premixed flames for stoichiometric n-dodecane/air. Top row: the full CEMA; bottom row: the
approximate CEMA. The dashed lines indicate locations of e = 0 calculated by the full CEMA.
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Figure 8-3. Temperature profiles with color indicating the value of e in burner-stabilized 1-D
premixed flames at an inlet flow rate of 50 g/(cm2s) (Vin ≈ 20 m/s) and equivalence ratios of 0.7,
1, and 1.5, respectively. Results are calculated by a) the full CEMA, and (b) the approximate
CEMA, respectively. The dashed lines indicate locations of e = 0 calculated by the full CEMA.
The approximate CEMA formula is further applied to LES of the lifted n-dodecane spray
flame using the well-mixed model. Figure 8-4 compares the eigenvalue profiles obtained from the
original and the approximate CEMA formulations at different time instances, and a good
agreement can be observed. In particular, the isolines of

0 obtained from full CEMA in

Column a) collapse with zero-crossing of the approximate CEM eigenvalue in Column b), that is
the border of the explosive (red) and non-explosive (blue) flame zones. To quantify the accuracy
of the approximate CEMA for the present Spray A flame, the isolines for

0 obtained from

the original and approximate CEMA are extracted from Figure 8-4, denoted as Q = {
and Q' = {

,

,…

}, respectively, where

isolines. The normalized distance between

,

,…

}

and ′ indicate the locations of the points on the

and the isoline for the approximate CEMA is defined

as:
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min

,

(8-4)

where δbuff is the buffer-layer thickness and is set to be 5Δ4 in the present study. The significance
of appropriate selection of δbuff will be further discussed in Section 2.5. It is seen that

≪1

indicates good accuracy of the approximate CEMA in identifying the local reaction front location.
Figure 8-5a shows the scatter plot of the normalized distance versus local mixture fraction along
the isolines for

0, and Figure 8-5b shows the probability density functions of the normalized

distances at different time instances. It is seen that most of the errors are smaller than about 0.5,
such that the premixed reaction fronts fall within the buffer zone for mesh refinement.

Figure 8-4. CEM eigenvalue for a 2-D center cut of a 3-D LES of a turbulent n-dodecane spray
flame, calculated by a) full CEMA, and (b) the approximate CEMA. The color indicates
sign(e)  log10(1 + |e|, 1/s). The white isolines in the right panel indicate e = 0 calculated using
full CEMA. Low temperature regions with T < 1100 K are truncated.
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Figure 8-5. a) Scatter plot of the normalized distance, dxi, against local mixture fraction, and b)
the probability density functions of dxi, at different time instances.
8.2.5. A Dynamic Adaptive Combustion Modeling Framework
A dynamic adaptive combustion modeling framework is constructed based on CEMA in
the context of LES. Different flame features, including pre-ignition zones, post-ignition zones and
premixed reaction fronts are first identified. Appropriate combustion models are then assigned onthe-fly to the different flame zones. To demonstrate this method, Figure 8-6 shows the CEM
eigenvalue profile for a representative turbulent n-dodecane spray flame, with different
combustion models assigned as follows:


The pre-ignition zone is identified by

0, where the transient ignition process may result

in many active chemical modes. Finite rate chemistry is typically needed to capture the ignition
processes coupled with the mixing processes. The well-mixed model [242,262], is assigned to
the pre-ignition zones in the present study. Note that the time integration of the finite rate
chemistry can be accelerated by using efficient chemistry solvers, such as those in Refs.
[169,189].
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0, where local mixtures react toward chemical

The post-ignition zone is identified by

equilibrium. This chemical relaxation process can be approximated using a progress variable
associated with the characteristic timescale 1/ . The non-premixed flamelet concept is also
applicable in the post-ignition zone. In the present study, two different flamelet models
including the tabulated flamelet model (TFM) [246,260] and the flamelet progress variable
(FPV) [129] model, will be applied and compared in the post-ignition zone. Note that for large
hydrocarbon fuels, such as n-dodecane, cool flames may also feature negative CEM
eigenvalues, e.g., for temperature around 1000 K as seen in Figure 8-1. In the present study,
only strongly burning mixtures (

0 and

1100 K) are considered as post-ignition

mixtures. The cool flame zones are simulated with finite rate chemistry, while the modeling of
cool flame merits further study.


0. The propagation speed of the premixed front

Premixed reaction fronts are identified by

may determine the overall burning rate and the flame lift-off location. At diesel engine
conditions, such premixed reaction fronts may or may not be controlled by back-diffusion of
heat and radicals, and thus may or may not be characterized by a well-defined laminar flame
speed. For example, Figure 8-2 shows the transition from diffusion-controlled deflagration to
auto-ignition waves in a 1-D premixed flame. The premixed flamelet concept, which is based
on the diffusion-controlled deflagration waves, is therefore difficult to apply in such cases, and
to resolve this difficulty, local adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) based on the CEM eigenvalue,
i.e., CEMA-based AMR, can be employed to better resolve the flame structure and predict the
flame propagation speed. In the present study, CEMA-based AMR together with the wellmixed model is performed within a buffer layer centered at the zero-crossing of
minimum thickness of δbuff = 5Δ4, resulting in a minimum grid size Δ5 = 31.25 μm.
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with a



The chemically inactive zone is identified by the combination of

≪ 1 and

0.01, where

is the local equivalence ratio. Chemical reactions are disabled, while only inert mixing (IM)
is considered, in this zone.

Figure 8-6. Flame zone segmentation in the CEM eigenvalue (e) contour in a 2-D center plane
of

a

representative

turbulent

n-dodecane

spray

flame.

The

color

indicates

sign(e)  log10(1 + |e|, 1/s).
In the present implementation of the dynamic adaptive combustion modeling framework,
the well-mixed model, which neglects subgrid-scale turbulence-chemistry-interaction (TCI), is
employed for both the pre-ignition zone and near premixed reaction fronts. It is argued that for the
flame conditions considered in the present study, TCI plays an insignificant role, given that the
turbulent flow field is sufficiently resolved [241,263]. When the effects of TCI become more
important, e.g., at a very low ambient temperature condition [263], TCI-based turbulent
combustion models such as EDC [135], can be readily incorporated to replace the well-mixed
model in the proposed combustion modeling framework. However, when the subgrid mixture is
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not treated as well-mixed, the accuracy of using filtered thermodynamic states in CEMA as an
approximate to the CEMA on unfiltered subgrid mixture composition may depend on specific
subgrid models involved. This topic merits further investigation.

8.3. Results and Discussion
8.3.1. CEMA-Based Adaptive Chemistry
In order to first demonstrate the effectiveness of the CEMA-based flame segmentation,
adaptive chemistry is applied to the LES of spray flames using the well-mixed model. Specifically,
in 1-Zone chemistry, the original 54-species skeletal model is applied in the entire domain. In 2Zone chemistry, a 42-species reduced model is applied in the post-ignition zone, while the 54species skeletal model is used in the pre-ignition zone. In 3-Zone chemistry, a further reduced 26species model is applied in the chemically-inactive zone, while the 54- and 42-species models are
applied in the pre- and post-ignition zones, respectively. The 26-species and 42-species reduced
models are obtained specifically for pre-ignition and post-ignition mixtures using directed relation
graph (DRG) [27] and an error tolerance of 30%. Note that all the 54 species are transported in the
different flame zones, while species not included in the reduced models are treated as chemically
frozen.
Figure 8-7a shows the time evolution of the maximum temperature in the entire domain,
and Figure 8-7b shows the azimuthally-averaged temperature fields for a selected time instance
after ignition, for the three adaptive chemistry models. It is found that CEMA-based dynamic
adaptive chemistry can well predict ignition delay, lift-off length and the overall flame structure.
To further quantify the accuracy of the CEMA-based adaptive chemistry, the root-mean-square
error in temperature normalized by the mean temperature inside the region where OH mass fraction
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exceeds 0.01% of the maximum value of the entire domain. Specifically, the normalized rootmean-square errors for the 2-Zone and 3-Zone chemistry, with respect to the original solution
obtained with the 1-Zone chemistry, are found to be 7.66% and 8.73%, respectively. Further
comparison of the scatter plots of temperature and OH concentration vs. mixture fraction is shown
in Figure 8-8. The close agreements in the conditional mean profiles for both the pre-ignition and
post-ignition zones between the zone-adaptive chemistry and the full chemistry indicate that
CEMA-based adaptive chemistry can effectively capture the statistical flame behaviors in different
flame zones.

Maximum temperature, 1000K

a) Time evolution of Tmax

b) Temperature, 1000 K

2.5
2.0
1.5
1-Zone
2-Zone
3-Zone

1.0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Time, ms

Figure 8-7. a) Time evolutions of the maximum temperature in the entire domain, and b)
azimuthally-averaged temperature isocontours, for the 1-Zone, 2-Zone and 3-Zone chemistry
models, respectively, at t = 0.6 ms. The azimuthal averaging is performed over 64 planes.
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Figure 8-8. Scatter plots of temperature and OH concentration for 1-Zone, 2-Zone and 3-Zone
chemistry models, respectively, at t = 0.6 ms. Red dots: pre-ignition mixtures; Cyan dots: postignition mixtures; Lines: the conditional means.
8.3.2. CEMA-Based Dynamic Adaptive Combustion Modeling
The proposed dynamic adaptive combustion model is now employed in LES of Spray A
flames using the 54-species full chemistry. The flow chart of the solver is shown in Figure 8-9.
Different combustion models, including the inert-mixing model, the well-mixed model, and the
non-premixed flamelet model (TFM or FPV), are selected on-the-fly in different flame zones
segmented using CEMA. In the TFM model [260], a 4-dimensional flamelet library for a range of
stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate (

), mixture fraction (Z), mixture fraction variance ( " )

and time (t) is pre-tabulated to represent the full composition space, while filtered mixture fraction
( ) and filtered mixture fraction variance ( " ) are computed from transported equations for each
computational cell. Multiple flamelets (20 flamelets) are also employed to ensure convergent
results [260,264]. In contrast, the FPV model [129] utilizes a three-dimensional flamelet library
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for a range of Z, " , and a progress variable (C) as defined in Eq. (8-3), while the filtered progress
variable ( ) is transported aside from

and " in the CFD solver.

CFD package

UDFs

Start for each time
step Δ

CEMA-based
Dynamic Adaptive Combustion Model

Start PISO Loop

If |
If

Solve density &
momentum & pressure
no

|≪1 & <0.01: Inert mixing
<0 & T>1100 K: flamelet
models, e.g., TFM, FPV

Otherwise: Well-mixed model

Solve specie & energy
Converged?
yes

Approximate CEMA calculation

Solve Z, Z” 2 and/or C
end

Figure 8-9. Schematics showing the coupling between the dynamic adaptive combustion model,
implemented as user defined functions (UDF), and the main CFD solver in the CONVERGE code.
To demonstrate the performance of the dynamic adaptive modeling framework, Figure
8-10a and Figure 8-10b show the time evolution of the maximum temperature in the entire domain
and the lift-off length, respectively, using the adaptive combustion modeling method
(Well-mixed+TFM+IM) with and without CEMA-based AMR, in comparison with applying
individual models, including the well-mixed model, TFM, and FPV, over the entire domain. The
well-mixed model is employed as the reference model as it was shown to be accurate for the
present flame configuration [265]. In the present study, the ignition delay is defined, as suggested
in Ref. [260], as the time when the maximum OH mass fraction in the entire computational domain
first reaches 14% of the maximum value in the quasi-steady state. Similarly, the lift-off length is
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defined as the axial distance from the nozzle exit to the most-upstream location of 14% of
maximum OH mass fraction in the quasi-steady state [241,260]. For the adaptive modeling with
CEMA-based AMR, a minimum gird size of 31.25 μm is used near the premixed reaction fronts
identified by

0.

It is seen in Figure 8-10a that the adaptive modeling methods with and without CEMAbased AMR predict mostly identical ignition delay as that from the well-mixed model, which has
been shown to be rather accurate for ignition delay prediction at the target flame condition [241].
The TFM model predicts slightly shorter ignition delay, while the FPV model significantly overpredicts the ignition delay. Figure 8-10b shows that the lift-off lengths predicted by the well-mixed
model and the adaptive modeling methods agree closely with the experimental data, while TFM
and FPV under- and over-predict the lift-off length, respectively. Moreover, the trend that ignition
first occurs downstream and the flame rapidly travels upstream before it is stabilized, as observed
from the experimental result, is reasonably captured by the well-mixed model and adaptive
modeling. Table 8-2 further reports the ignition delay time and lift-off length predicted by the
different combustion models. The error induced by the adaptive modeling without CEMA-based
AMR is less than 2%, while that using the FPV or TFM models can be significantly larger. It is
noted that the ignition delay predicted by the well-mixed model, TFM, and adaptive modeling is
lower than the experiment value (0.44 ms) [266–268]. This is probably because the current
chemical kinetic model was optimized for ECN Spray A flames for a wide range of operating
conditions, and the ignition delay for the 900 K ambient temperature condition was slightly underpredicted as shown in Figure 13 of Ref. [192].
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Figure 8-10. Time evolution of a) the maximum temperature in the entire domain, and b) the liftoff length, calculated by different combustion modeling approaches in comparison with
experimental measurements [266–268].

Table 8-2. Ignition delay and lift-off length predicted by different modeling approaches.
Model

Ignition delay
(ID), ms

Lift-off length
(LOL), mm

Error in ID

Error in LOL

Well-Mixed

0.330

16.3

-

-

TFM

0.285

13.0

13.6%

20.2%

FPV

0.650

20.4

97.0%

25.2%

Adaptive Modeling
w/o CEMA-AMR

0.325

16.5

1.52%

1.23%

Adaptive Modeling
w/ CEMA-AMR

0.325

14.3

1.52%

12.3%
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Figure 8-11. Isocontours of a) temperature, b) CEM eigenvalue, with color indicating
sign(e)  log10(1 + |e|, 1/s), and c) OH mass fraction, calculated using the well-mixed model,
TFM and adaptive modeling, respectively, at t = 0.8 ms.

Figure 8-12. Scatter of a) temperature, b) OH mass fraction and c) CO mass fraction, calculated
using the well-mixed model, TFM and adaptive modeling, respectively, at t = 0.8 ms. Green lines
represent chemical equilibrium.
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Figure 8-11 shows the isocontours of temperature, CEM eigenvalue and OH concentration
at a time instance after ignition, calculated using the well-mixed model, TFM and the adaptive
modeling approach (Well-mixed+TFM+IM), respectively. Overall similar flame widths and
penetration lengths are observed. Nevertheless, the OH concentration fields predicted by TFM and
the adaptive modeling look more “diffused” and show lower peak values compared with the wellmixed model, which is consistent with the finding in Ref. [260]. Figure 8-12 further shows the
scatter of temperature, OH and CO concentrations. Again, similar transient and non-equilibrium
behaviors are observed in the mixture fraction space, particularly between the adaptive modeling
and the well-mixed model. Therefore, the adaptive modeling strategy well captures the global
flame behaviors of the diesel spray flames.

8.3.3. Computational Efficiency of the Dynamic Adaptive Combustion Model
In the current dynamic adaptive modeling framework, the use of the well-mixed model is
confined to a limited region in the mixing layers, and thus the overall computational cost can be
significantly reduced compared with applying the well-mixed model in the entire computational
domain. Figure 8-13 shows the per-cell per-step CPU time for the well-mixed model and the
adaptive modeling (Well-mixed+FPV+IM) without CEMA-based AMR for two different time
instances after ignition. It is worth noting that the per-cell per-step CPU time for TFM and FPV
differs only by a constant factor determined by the number of active flamelets in TFM. It is seen
that for the well-mixed model (the top row), the per-cell per-step CPU time is

10

s for the

entire flame zone. In contrast, for the adaptive modeling (the bottom row), the cost is high only in
a thin reaction layer (i.e., the pre-ignition zone), and the CPU time of the flamelet model used in
the post-ignition zone is

10

s . Table 8-3 further shows the cell-averaged computational cost
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per time step (normalized by that of the well-mixed model at t = 0.55 ms). It is seen that the
adaptive modeling can potentially achieve a speedup factor of 3 ~ 4 using ideal load-balancing
schemes.

Figure 8-13. Per-cell per-step computational cost for the well-mixed model and the adaptive
modeling at t = 0.55 ms and t = 0.8 ms, respectively.
Table 8-3. Normalized average computational cost per cell per step.
Well-Mixed

Adaptive Modeling

t = 0.55 ms

1

0.30

t = 0.80 ms

1.29

0.35

Normalized CPU cost, s

1.0

Well-mixed
TFM
Adaptive Modeling

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

Total

ChemistryTransport Others

Figure 8-14. Total CPU time and individual components’ CPU time over a simulation time of
5 µs, starting from t = 1 ms, using different combustion models.
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Figure 8-15. a) Number of cells, normalized CPU time, and fraction of cells within the pre-ignition
zone, on each of the 160 processors for the adaptive modeling. The dashed lines indicate the mean
values (CPU time on bottom panel). b) Normalized total CPU time vs. the worst-case error in
ignition delay and lift-off length, for different combustion models.
Figure 8-14 shows the overall CPU time of the well-mixed model, the TFM model, and the
dynamic adaptive modeling approach (Well-mixed+TFM+IM). Note that the multi-zone strategy
is switched off when measuring the computational costs to ensure fair comparison between
different combustion models. It is seen as expected that the TFM model is significantly faster than
the well-mixed model. The CPU time of the adaptive modeling is lower than the well-mixed model
while the speedup is not significant because of the poor load-balancing performance for the
adaptive modeling. This point is demonstrated in Figure 8-15a, which shows the number of
computational cells, normalized CPU time, and fraction of cells in the pre-ignition zone for each
processor. It is seen that the number of computational cells per processor is well balanced, while
the load of CPU time per processor is poorly balanced due to the significant variation in the percell CPU time of different combustion models. Figure 8-15b shows the worst-case error in ignition
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delay and lift-off length vs. the total CPU time for the different combustion models. In particular,
the CPU time of the adaptive modeling with ideal load-balancing is only three times that of the
TFM model, while the global error can be reduced by an order of magnitude. Nevertheless,
implementation of an ideal load-balancing scheme for the CEMA based dynamic adaptive
modeling approach in CONVERGE or other flame solvers merits further study.
8.4. Conclusions
In the present study, a dynamic adaptive combustion modeling framework based on CEMA
is developed and demonstrated using diesel spray flame simulations. An approximate CEMA
formulation is developed for efficient on-the-fly flame segmentation. Flame segmentation based
on the approximate CEMA formulation is first compared with the full CEMA using zone-adaptive
chemistry. It is shown that the CEMA-based adaptive chemistry induces insignificant errors to the
overall flame structure. A CEMA-based adaptive combustion modeling framework is then
developed using CEMA-based flame segmentation. The ignition delay time and lift-off length of
Spray A flames predicted using the dynamic adaptive modeling approach agree well with the
baseline case, which employs the well-mixed model in the entire domain, while the prediction
using the adaptive modeling is more accurate than that of the low-cost TFM and FPV models. The
overall computational cost of the adaptive modeling may be further reduced with improved loadbalancing schemes. It is worth noting that, although the adaptive modeling framework is
demonstrated in the present study only for the Spray A flames, it can be readily extended to
simulations of other premixed, non-premixed, or partially premixed turbulent flames because of
the universal applicability of CEMA to the different types of flames.
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Chapter 9. Summary and Future Work
Three topics regarding the efficient implementation of detailed chemistry and predictive
modeling of turbulent combustion are addressed in this dissertation. Local skeletal reduction
techniques and advanced solvers are developed for efficient time integration of stiff chemistry.
Computational diagnostics tools for complex flames are investigated to gain insight into the
underlying physicochemical processes that need to be accounted for in combustion modeling. A
new turbulent combustion modeling framework is created based on CEMA-based criteria. A
summary of the key conclusions and findings in each chapter is listed in the following.
In Chapter 2, a combined method of the dynamic adaptive chemistry (DAC) and the Strang
splitting scheme was developed to investigate the effect of DAC on the convergence characteristics
of the splitting scheme. Second-order accuracy was observed for the combine scheme with the
DAC threshold being less than 0.1. Speed-up factors of approximately three and five were
achieved for GRI-Mech 3.0 and USC-Mech II, respectively, using a 1-D reaction-diffusion model.
Further investigation of a 1-D premixed flame showed that second-order accuracy maintains for
the combined scheme with the consideration of density variations and realistic transport properties.
In Chapter 3, a sparse stiffness chemistry solver, AHI-S, was developed by combining
adaptive hybrid integration (AHI), the analytic Jacobian, and sparse matrix techniques. AHI-S was
tested in 0-D auto-ignition and exhibited an overall linear scaling in computational cost with
respect to the mechanism size, being comparable to the explicit solvers. Speed-up factors up to
3000 were achieved for a 2878-species biodiesel mechanism compared with the fully implicit
VODE solver using numerical Jacobian. Further tests of AHI-S in unsteady PSRs showed much
higher efficiencies than the Strang splitting scheme with VODE. Furthermore, AHI-S was shown
to be 10–100 times faster than the state-of-the-art sparse stiff LSODES solver. The efficiency of
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AHI-S was finally demonstrated in a 1-D unsteady, freely propagating premixed flame, and a
speed-up factor of approximately 200 is achieved comparing with the Strang splitting scheme.
In Chapter 4, a dynamic chemical stiffness removal method based on iterative uncoupled
quasi-steady-state approximations (IU-QSS) was developed to enable more-efficient explicit time
integration of stiff chemistry. IU-QSS was demonstrated to allow for significantly larger time
integration steps than a previous non-iterative QSS method in a toy problem and 0-D auto-ignition.
Further combined with an automatic adaptive time-stepping scheme, IU-QSS was shown to be
more accurate and efficient than the explicit solver ERENA. Tests in a 2-D laminar lifted
n-dodecane jet flame showed speed-up factors of 9 for chemistry integration and 2 for the overall
simulation with a relative error of 2% in the lifted-off length, compared with the reference solution
using VODE.
In Chapter 5, the chemical explosive mode analysis (CEMA) was extended to account for
the interaction of chemical explosive mode (CEM) and transport processes. Specifically, a CEMAbased criterion was proposed to demarcate different local combustion modes in premixed
combustion, including the auto-ignition, diffusion-assisted ignition, and extinction modes. A
criterion was further constructed to distinguish between the canonical deflagration wave and the
auto-ignition wave, and was validated in a series of 1-D premixed flames. The new criterion was
then employed to analyze HCCI combustion of n-heptane/air based on 2-D DNS datasets. The
CEMA-based criterion systematically identifies the controlling flame propagation mode for HCCI
subjecting to different levels of thermal stratifications, and shows good agreement with previous
findings.
In Chapter 6, CEMA-based criteria were employed to investigate the structure of high
Karlovitz number (Ka) turbulent premixed flames for n-dodecane/air based on 3-D DNS datasets.
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Results show that the auto-ignition, diffusion-assisted ignition, and extinction modes are present
simultaneously in the high Ka flames and each mode plays an important role in the overall burning
rate. It was further shown that thin reaction zones can still be observed at the boundary of the thin
reaction zones and the broken reaction zones regimes, while the laminar-like structure is
completely destroyed at higher Ka. Pockets of product and reactant are also observed in the flame
brush.
In Chapter 7, CEMA-based diagnostics were applied to investigate the structures and
stabilization mechanisms of a turbulent lifted DME flame using a 3-D DNS dataset. Flame
features, including the explosive mixing layers, lean and rich premixed reaction fronts, strongly
burning non-premixed flames, and cool flames were identified. Controlling variables in different
flame zones were further identified by the explosion indices in the context of CEMA. Different
local combustion modes are found to be present, and may contribute to flame propagation and
stabilization to different extents.
In Chapter 8, a dynamic adaptive combustion modeling framework was developed to
accurately account for the coexistence of premixed and non-premixed flame features, and the
different premixed flame propagation modes. CEMA-based flame segmentation is employed, and
zone-dependent combustion models are assigned to different flame zones. The proposed dynamic
adaptive combustion modeling strategy was demonstrated on a turbulent lifted n-dodecane spray
flame using LES. The CEMA-based adaptive modeling strategy was shown to be able to predict
the ignition delay time and flame lift-off length more accurately compared with the low-cost
flamelet models such as TFM and FPV, and to substantially reduce the overall computational cost
compared with the well-mixed combustion model using finite rate chemistry.
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Future works of this dissertation are suggested in the following directions. First, stiffness
removal that unifies QSSA and PEA can be of particular interest, such that explicit solvers can be
employed with large integration time steps. To achieve this, a rigorous and efficient criterion to
identify PE reactions and to distinguish PE-induced fast species from QSS-induced fast species
on-the-fly is needed. Second, the extinction mode identified by the CEMA-based criterion could
be further investigated in 1-D unsteady strained flames and strongly turbulent flames. The effects
of the extinction mode on local and global flame behaviors can be quantified to provide statistical
evidence for improving turbulent combustion modeling of high Ka flames. Effects of the fuel type
on the extinction mode can also be explored in the future studies. Third, the dynamic adaptive
combustion modeling framework proposed in the present study could be further improved by a
reduced CEMA approach without tabulation.
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